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PREFACE
Ibn Bajjah's Kitab al-Nafs is now ready for the

English readers. The Arabic text with the Arabic version
of the Introduction and Notes prepared by the writer

himself was sent to the "Revue de F academic Arabe de
Damas", Syria, long after the English translation together
with the Arabic Text was submitted for publication to

the Pakistan Historical Society of Karachi. The Arabic
version, however, came out in the Arab World before
the original work could see the light of the day.

In the year 1950, when the writer was in Oxford to

clo some research work in the field of Arabic Philosophy
under the kind supervision of Dr. R. Walzcr, the fatter

very kindly mentioned the Bodleian manuscript of Ibn

Bajjah to the writer and advised him to select a portion
thereof with a view to collate the same with the corres-

ponding portion of the only other available manuscript
in Berlin. After the treatise in hand was sefec'ed by the

writer and appro\ed by the authorities concerned, it

was discovered that the Berlin manuscript would not be
available, as it was lost in the last Great World War

It was only through the valuable criticism of Prof.
S. Van Den Berg, the encouragement and kind care of
Sir 11. A. R. Gibb. and the veiy effective supervision of
Dr. R. Walzer thai the writer succeeded in completing
the edition which was submitted to the University of

Oxford under the title "IBN BAJJAH'S PARAPHRASE
OF ARISTOTLE'S DE ANIMA" for the Degree of
D. Phil, in 1952-53.

On the recommendation of Professor Paul Kahle,
who visited Pakistan in 1956, the Pakistan Historical

Society approved this small book to be included in its

series of publications.
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The writer feels deeply indebted to the above-

mentioned distinguished orientalist and to the office-

bearers and members of the Pakistan Historical Society

through whose kind encouragement, supervision and
assistance this work is now in the hands of the readers.

The writer also records his deep indebtedness to

Dr. Serajul Huq, Head of the Department of Arabic
and Islamic Studies ; to Professor S. M. Hossain, former
Head of the Department, and ex-Vice-Chancellor,

University of Dacca ;
and to the University of Dacca,

for their help, encouragement and grant of Study
Advance.

In the end, the writer also offers sincere thanks
and gratitude to Dr. Beeston (now the Laudean
Professor of Arabic in Oxford), and other Assistants in

the Oriental Section, Bodleian Library, Oxford ; to

Dr. S. Moinul Haq, General Secretary and Director of

Research, Pakistan Historical Society, Karachi ; to

the proof reader, printer, and assistants of the Society;
for their very kind assistance in preparing the work, and

bringing it out of the press,

THE UNIVERSITY, M. S. H.

DACCA.
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INTRODUCTION
I THE SUBJECT

THE subject of this volume is the first edition of Ibn

Bajjah's Kitab al-Nafs with an English translation and

historico-philosophical notes. The second volume will

present Ibn Bajjah's other psychological treatises.

Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn (Yahya ibn al-Sa'igh,

known as Ibn Bajjah (d. 533/1 138),
1 the fore-runner of

Averroes,
"

the commentator par excellence ", has been

unanimously regarded as one of the chief representatives

of Arabic philosophy. He has been referred to by his

contemporaries as the greatest exponent of Aristotelian

philosophy after Ibn Sina', the Shaykh al-Ra'Is.2 But the

world has hitherto remained so inadequately informed of

and acquainted with his works as to know only a few

tractates and Kitab Tadbir al-Mutawahhid which last has

been known through its Hebrew translation to Europe
since the Middle Ages.

There are only two manuscripts of Ibn Bajjah's works

known, preserved in the libraries of Oxford and Berlin. I

started reading Ibn Bajjah' s Kitab al-Nafs in Oxford with

the hope of collating it with the Berlin manuscript which

had been, as I learned afterwards from the Librarian of the

Berlin Library and through the good services of Prof. P. E.

Kahle, shifted to the Eastern zone of Germany during the

World War II and lost. Now I have no other excuse for

editing an Arabic text from a single manuscript, but the

one which Mr. D. M. Dunlop offers in the beginning of
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his article entitled
" Ibn Bajjah's Tadbir al-Mutawalihid

"

when he says :

"
If the difficulties and hazards involved

in attempting to edit an Arabic text, particularly of an

abstract character, from a single manuscript should have

been pointed out, the reply was ready to hand that if the

work were to be edited at all, it must be from the Bodleian

manuscript and that alone." 3

In these circumstances, I have had no choice but to

decipher the whole manuscript which consists of 222 folios

and to establish as far as possible the text of obscure

passages with the help of parallels. The text of the Kitah

al-Nafs was originally complete but, later on, Ibn Bajjah's

friend and disciple, al-Wazir 'Abu'l-Hasan 'Ali Ibn

al-'Imam* through whom his writings have survived, lost a

few pages from the end of the book. Ibn al-'Imam himself

has expressed his regret for this loss.
5 Ibn Tufayl also,

in the preface to his famous philosophical romance, Hay)
Ibn Yaqzan, mentions that Ibn Bajjah's Kitah al-Nafs and

most of his works are incomplete.
6

Kitah al-Nafs Ai\ Independent Work:
Like Kitab Tadbir al-Mutawahhid, Kitah al-Nafs is

always referred toby the author himself in terms that clearly

indicate that it is his original and independent work, while

he refers to other works of his as notes or commentaries

on the works of Aristotle. 7 Kitab al-Nafs is evidently an

original work and is neither a commentary nor a para-

phrase. But since in the arrangement of contents, and in

the exposition of the fundamental psychological theories,

it is more or less in conformity with most of the second

and third books of the De Anirna of Aristotle, it is not

entirely wrong to call it a paraphrase of Aristotle's De
Anima composed by Ibn Bajjah.
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Ibn Bajjah's Style :

An eloquent poet and a gifted musician of great

repute
8
as he is, Ibn Bajjah's philosophical style is highly

abstract and a little uneven and stereotype. But his

favourite disciple, Ibn al-lmam, holds a different opinion
and admires the clearness and beauty of the expression
of Ibn Bajjah.

9 Kitab al-Nafs itself, no doubt, bears

evidence that his expression in places is lucid and simple in

character. Like al-Farabi, on whose writings he chiefly

depends, he tries to elucidate a problem in simple

language, but often his attempt to do so renders it com-

plicated and obscure a fact he is fully conscious of
;

occasionally he regrets his inability to revise his writings

for want of time.
10 Often his sentences are not correct

according to the usual rules of Arabic syntax. Particularly

the pronouns ( j\++ ) do, very often, not agree in gender
with the nouns referred to ; the examples are too numer-

ous to put the whole blame on the scribe, who himself

being a learned Qadi and disciple of Ibn al-'Imam, must

have taken all care in copying.
11 His junior contemporary,

Ibn Tufayl, rightly remarks :

12

ju *5j)\ *J
^ji ^ jJ^T^II ji>Ji > ,

"
In his Epistle concerning the Union, he (Ibn Bajjah)

himself explains and mentions that it would require a great

deal of trouble and pains to express clearly what he had

undertaken to prove, and, that the method which he had

made use of in making himself clear, was not, in many

places, so exact as it might have been, and, that he would

have attempted, if he had time, to alter it."
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His Influence on his Contemporaries :

Nevertheless, Ibn Bajjah's scholarship remarkably
influenced some of his junior contemporaries, particularly

Ibn RuShd and Ibn Tufayl. His writings exerted a great

influence on the writings of Ibn RuShd who evidently

wrote his ^^ (paraphrases of Aristotle's works, published
with the exception of Kitab al Hiss \\tflMahsus in

Hyderabad under the title of (RasWil Ibn Rushd} after Ibn

Bajjah's works collected by Ibn al-'Imam under the title

Majmtfat min Kalam al-Shaykh al"Imam al-Wazir

Abi Bakr Muhammad Ibn Baijat al-Andalusi which

contains, besides other works his commentary on Aristotle's

Physics, Meteorology, and Historic* Animalium. As a

matter of fact, Ibn RuShd himself admits in his Talkhis

Kitab al-Nafs
l *

in so many words that what he has expressed

concerning Mind is the view of Ibn Bajjah. Of course,

sometimes Ibn RuShd re-examines and criticises the

philosophical views propounded by al-Farabi, Ibn Slna',

and Ibn Bajjah as well.
11 The explanatory notes which I

have added to the translation will throw some light on the

indebtedness of Ibn Rushd to Ibn Bajjah.

Importance of Kitab al-Nafs :

Ibn Bajjah's Kitab al-Nafs is of great importance not

only for the fact that it provides us with the source and

background of Ibn Rughjd,_but also because it helps in filling

up the gap between al-Farabi and Ibn Rushd.

Aristotle's De Anima was translated into Arabic in the

ninth century by Ishaq Ibn Hunayn.
15 This Arabic version

has never been, up-till now, edited, but a manuscript has

recently been found in IstambuL Alexander of Aphrodisias
wrote an abridgment of the De Anima (extant in Greek and

Hebrew) which was commented by al-Farabi,
16 but this
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commentary has not been traced. Besides, as stated by

Ibn al-Nadim, the commentaries of Themistius and Simpli-

cius were available in Arabic. 17 Ibn al-Bitriq seems to have

been the first to write in Arabic a paraphrase (^j*) of the

De Anima. Several other treatises bearing the title of

are found in the Fihrist under Theophrastus

P- 252), Alexander ofAphrodisias (

p. 253),
18 Themistius (^J^l?, p. 253), Plutarch

p. 254),
19 and Ariston (u-^A P- 255), but no manuscript of

the Arabic versions has hitherto been discovered. Ahmad
Fu'ad al-Ahwani of Egypt has published along with Ibn

Rushd's Talkhis Kitab al-Nafs&n Arabic text entitled Kitab

al'Nafs al-mansub li 'Ishaq, which is evidently not a

translation but an anonymous commentary of the De Anima

probably written before Hunayn ; a Persian version of the

same is available in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. 2 ;

So far no Arabic commentary of the De Anima,
besides the one just mentioned, has ever appeared, and Ibn

Bajjah's Kitab al-Nafs seems to be the earliest text hitherto

known that gives the gist of all the three books of the

De Anima. In his book, Ibn Bajjah refers, besides Aristotle,

to al-Farabi, Alexander, Galen, Themistius and Plato also.

Although Ibn Slna' is never mentioned by Ibn Bajjah, the

following tribute paid to him by his favourite disciple,

Ibn al-lmam, bears evidence how highly admired by the

intelligentsia of Spain Ibn Sina' must have been: (Fol.4A)
21

Ui Q&
J lil
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" We really think that after Abu Nasr al-Farabi there was

no man like Ibn Bajjah for the elevated manner in which

he wrote and spoke on those sciences ; for if we establish

a comparison between his writings and those of Ibn Sina',

and al-Ghazzali, the two authors most promoted the

study of that science in the East after al-Farabi, we shall

find the balance inclining rather on the side of Ibn

Bajjah, especially if we bear in mind the clearness and

beauty of his expression and his aptitude in penetrating
the writings of Aristotle. Of these, however, there can be

no doubt that the two above-mentioned philosophers

were, together with Ibn Bajjah, those who united in them-

selves all the learning and all the talents of their

predecessors, distinguishing themselves by the clearness of

their dissertations, and competing in their works with the

most celebrated philosophers of antiquity/
9

The Soul and its Faculties :

In his Kitab al-Nafs, obviously after Aristotle, Ibn

Bajjah defines soul as the first entelechy of the organized

body, and describes the three major faculties of the soul,

viz. the nutritive, the sensitive, the imaginative faculties,

the rational faculty being treated in an analogous way.

Soul, according to him, is an equivocal term and cannot,

therefore, be defined in one and the same way. His

enquiry into the soul mainly concerns the soul of the

animals.

The Nutritive Faculty :

The nutritive faculty, defined as the first entelechy of

the organized nutritive body, is assisted by two other facul-

ties : the faculty ofgrowth, and the faculty of reproduction.

The function of the faculty of nutrition is to prepare sub-

stances in the nutrient body which are employed for the
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preservation of the body, its growth, and in the end, for

reproduction. Just as the nutritive faculty turns food into a

part of the body of the nutrient the reproductive faculty in

the body reproduces a body of the species of the body. Since

the mover of the reproductive faculty is an '

Active Mind",

no confusion takes place in reproducing its relevant species.

This reproduction corresponds to spontaneous generation

from putrefaction, in non-reproductive lower animals.

The Sensitive Faculty :

The sensitive faculty, defined as the first entelechy of

the organized sentient body, perceives the forms of the

sensed things. This faculty has several senses, each having
an organ ; and hence, Ibn Bajjah calls them souls22 these

senses are sight, hearing, smell, taste, touch, the common-

sense, and the moving faculty which has been mentioned23

but not described and which, I think, is the faculty of

appetition ("X^yJi Sj-Ji), aslbn Bajjah himself explains in a

separate treatise. He explains there that the appetitive

soul has three faculties : imaginative appetition, intermedi-

ate appetition, and rational appetition. The first two,

according to him, are common to all animals, and hence,

they look after themselves as well as their progeny. The

third is peculiar to man alone.2 *

Unlike al-Farabi, provided the Fusus is rightly attri-

buted to him,
25 and Ibn Sina',

25 he never uses the terms
"
external

"
and "

internal
"

for the senses, nor does he

mention
"
Sj^^Jl ", the representative, though he mentions

*'
retention

"
(JwJi) and ascribes it to the common-sense.27

But, how does perception take place ? Ibn Bajjah,

like Aristotle, precisely explains that perception means the

reception of the forms of the sensed things, and although

form is wrapped up in matter, here
" form

"
means just a
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pattern or an image, and is matter per prius only, while the

matter of the sensed things is matter per posterius. Since

the perceived form has some connection with its matter, we

perceive it with all its material qualities.

The Imaginative Faculty :

Defined as the first entelechy of the organized

imaginative body, the imaginative faculty is preceded

by sensation which supplies its matter. Sensation and

imagination have, therefore, been described as two kinds

of the perception of the soul. But the difference between

the two is obvious inasmuch as sensation is particular

and imagination general. The imaginative faculty culmi-

nates in the reasoning faculty through which a man

expresses himself to another man, and achieves as well as

imparts knowledge.
In short, the soul, as described by Ibn Bajjah himself,

28

is an Active Faculty ("AUUJI syai) dual in character, since

when soul is said of the first entelechy it is a Passive

Faculty ("*U*J syJi), and when of the last entelechy an

Active Faculty ("*uuit ^i). The dualism of matter and

form, mover and moved, action and passion, and first and

last so remarkable a characteristic of Aristotelian

thoughtforms a natural and indispensable basis of all

the arguments Ibn Bajjah advances in this book.

In a separate treatise on the Rational Faculty Ibn

Bajjah mentions "
the Divine Gift

"
through which the

rational soul sees
"
the Gift

"
itself just as it sees with the

faculty of the eye the light of the sun through the light of

the sun.29 This "Gift ", he further says, is "the communion
with the Active Intellect

"
(juail J2*JI).

30

Apart from this treatise, he has several other treatises

in which he deals with different aspects of the soul,
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especially on the Appetitive Soul ("v-jyli j-^'X the aware-

ness of the Active Intellect (Ji*ai JsJl ^u Jj>i>Ji), the natural

desire (</^i J>~jl "*** u)> etc., in which he seems to have

built his own system to explain the problems of Mind,

prophecy, and revelation.

Thus I may conclude that Ibn Bajjah starts describing
"

Aristotelian psychology
"
and arrives, in the end, at the

conclusion the problem of prophecy arrived at by Ibn

Sina* and which has been dealt with in his Mishkat

al- Anwar by Imam Ghazzali whose name Ibn Bajjah
mentions with respect and reverence. 31

In the commentary an attempt has been made to

provide materials to facilitate the understanding of the

text. Besides quoting parallels from Ibn Bajjah himself, I

have tried to trace the origin of his views in the works of

Aristotle, al-Farabi, Ibn Sma', and other Greek and

Muslim philosophers,

As I am not well up in Greek, I have relied on the

Oxford translation of the works of Aristotle and the

English translation of other Greek works.
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Bajjah's Kitab al-Nafs forms part of the Bodleian

manuscript Pocock 206 entitled Majmu'ai min Kalam

al-Shaykh al-Imam al-'Alim al-Kamilal-Fadil a\- Wazir . . .

Wazir Abl Bakr Muhammad Ibn Bajjat al-Andalusi. The

written pages of this manuscript of 222 folios is

measured 3f > 7J", each page containing 27 and very

often 32 lines. The date of the transcription given on

folio 120A indicates that this manuscript was written by

al-Qadl al-Hasan Ibn Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn

Muhammad Ibn al-Nadar at Qus in the month of Rabi*

11, 547/1152 and was collated with the original copy of Ibn

al-Tmam which the latter had read with the author and

had finished reading on Ramadan 15, 530/1135, i.e. nearly

three years before the death of Ibn Bajjah. This notice, by

the way, settles that Ibn Bajjah died in the year 533/1138,

i.e. after 530/1135 and not in 525/1 130.
2 Another date

has been given at the end of Fol. 1 ISA ; it confirms the

above-mentioned statement and indicates that al-Hasan

Ibn al-Nadar, the scribe of the manuscript had copied at

Qus up to the folio mentioned in the end of the month of

Rabr 1 in the year 547/1152 and had collated the text

with the original written by Abu'l-Hasan 'All Ibn 'Abdu'l-

'

Aziz Ibn al-'Imam.

The Berlin manuscript, as it is evident from Ahlwardt's

Catalogue, Vol. TV, No. 5060, was written in J. 670/1271.

But its importance lies in the fact that it contained in

addition Ibn Bajjah's writings on medicine, Astronomy,

and discourses of Alexander of Aphrodisias on sight and
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colour which are not included in the Bodleian manuscript.

As stated by Ahlwardt this manuscript was also based on

the copy of Ibn al-'Imam. But the list of the contents

shows that the Berlin manuscript was fuller than the Oxford

manuscript, and that it lacked only in the logical portion.

The Kitab al-Nafs, in the Bodleian manuscript, consists

of 26 folios and a half, beginning at Fol. 138B and ending
in Fol. 165A. The manuscript is slightly damaged and,

though written in beautiful naskh, is unpointed and often

without diacritical marks, as it happens in philosophical

manuscripts. Besides the peculiar style of the handwriting,
often the letters I,

oT and J are confusing, which, in the

case of orthographic mistakes, have, indeed, rendered the

manuscript hardly legible.
33

However, by collating the Kitab al-Nabat, in full, the

Risalat al-Wadct and the Risalat Jttisalal-'Aql, in parts

which were edited by late Professor Asin Palacios from

both the Oxford and the Berlin manuscripts
3 ' with the cor-

responding portions available in the Oxford manuscript it is

certain that as far as the text of Kitab al-Nafs is concerned

the Berlin manuscript would have been of immense help

for the editor inasmuch as the two manuscripts some-

times differ from each other in the version of the text,

and where one manuscript omits certain words the

other manuscript adds certain others.
35

I must also

say that in many places in the above-mentioned texts my

readings have been different from the readings of the late

Professor
36 whose notice certain words have also escaped.

37

His edition of the Tadbir al-Mutawahhid is, however,

better than the few pages of the same book published by

Mr. D.M. Dunlop who, for example, reads JCX^J as

as "***, c*JI as c*^ 1

, ^ as ^ '&**) as
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and jj*^ 1 J^ <Mj asj>4**"j'^ i^j and

The text obviously contains errors either due to the

scribe or due to mistakes in the original copy of Tbn al-

'Imam. Most of the errors have been corrected in the text,

and the manuscript version has been given in the critical

apparatus ; additional words have been bracketed in the

text like this (...). There area few lacunas here and there,

and I have tried to fill them where possible ; some lacunas

may have escaped my notice.

As I said before, the manuscript is very old and in some

places the surface of the paper is badly damaged, having

been exposed to moisture which caused many pages to stick

together. In places the script has been partially or totally

covered up by the portions that came off the corresponding

portions of the pages facing them.

These damaged parts have been carefully restored, and

that with the help of the context and the traces of the

original words which can be found. These sections have

been placed in between square brackets like this
[

. .

.]
.

Except Kitab Tadblr al-Mutawahhid, Kitab al-Nabat,

the Ris&lat al-Wadct and the Risalat alJttisal, no other

part of this manuscript has ever been edited or published.

Ockley's statement in his English translation of Ibn

Tufayl's Hayy Ibn Yaqzan that the whole manuscript of Ibn

Bajjah was edited by Professor E. Pocock is highly

misleading,
39 Professor Pocock never edited any part of the

manuscript nor does he anywhere in the Elenchos Scrip-

torum published along with his Philosophus Autodidactus

claim to have done it.



FROM IBN BAJJAH S SAYINGS

Concerning the Soul

CHAPTER I

ON THE SOUL

In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the All-Merciful.

Allah alone helps and directs to the right course.

BODIES are either natural or artificial.
1 Artificial bodies,

for example, chair and couch, exist as the result of volun-

tary action only.
2 Natural bodies, for example, stone,

palm-tree, and horse, all come to be and pass away/
Aristotle has explained in his works about the things

which are common4 to natural things (i.e. about the

general principles of physics) that all these are composed
of form and matter 5

just like artificial bodies, and that

the condensation* of gold has the same relation to the

gold, its matter, as the form of the couch to the wood.

Matter, as explained in the first book of Aristotle's

Physics (Fol. 139A), is either formless by itself,
7 and what

is generated from it is a simple body (i.e. an element); and

the simple bodies (i.e. the elements), as explained in

other places, are four8

, namely earth, water, air and fire ;

or matter has a form. With the exception of the four

elements matter of this description can only become the

matter for any natural body
9

if another matter be

mixed with it. For when a simple being (i.e. element)

changes, it changes either in its form, and thus another

simple being (i.e. element), opposite to it, is generated
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from it from water, for example, is generated air and

earth or it can change in its accidental qualities,
10 but

this is transformation, not generation. Now, when an

element is bent upon
11

producing a compound, it has

necessarily to be mixed with more than one. Similarly,

some artificial bodies originate from one existent formed

thing, since the species of art are accidental qualities of

natural bodies, although their substratum receives them

from the artisan
12

only. Some artificial bodies receive the

accidental qualities by means that all come from art exclu-

sively, for example, the chair; for its wood receives form

through art, and the instruments by which it is made are

products of art as well. But there are other artificial

bodies in the case of which the first mover is art,
n while

the instruments are natural bodies, as for example, glass

which is only finished through the heat of fire, fire being

a natural body. This latter kind can be sub-divided:

either all the instruments are things which do not exist as a

result of voluntary action, or the instruments are in part

natural, in part artificial. But how do those things that

have natural instruments become artificial ?

I answer : The mover is either accidental or essential,
14

for it may set in motion by itself, or it may set in motion

through the intermediary of one or more other things, and

these intermediaries are instruments or quasi-instruments

for the mover. But the art does not set in motion by itself,

but sets in motion through instruments. 15 That which is set

in motion in such a way through a mover has more than one

mover and will have a last mover and this is the one that

is in contact with the thing moved,
16 for example, the axe
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with the wood, and this is the mover from whom the

art derives or who is the art itself.
17 And as has been

shown, the last mover cannot set in motion without the

first, whereas the first can set in motion without the last,

for the motion comes to be at the precise time when the

first mover originates movement. Hence, the first mover
is the agent for the motion and to him it is ascribed,

18

as has been shown in Physics VIII.

Everything moved in which the first mover is nature

is natural, and everything in which the first mover is art

is artificial,
19 whatever be its instruments.

As for the fact that the art may change, this is

due to an accident or second intention, this has been

explained in Physics 1I.
2J

(Fol. 139-B) Forms, of whatever shape they are, are

either natural or artificial.
21 The forms are, in short, the

perfections
22 of the bodies in which they are. They are

not mere perfections, but perfections firmly established in

the bodies like permanent acquisitions. When perfection

reaches this state it is called an "
entelechy ". Forms

are then the entelechies of bodies that possess entelechies

potentially. These entelechies are of different kinds :"

those that perform their actions in the things to which

they belong without being moved essentially, and those

that perform their actions while being acted upon.
Since everything moved has a mover,

24 the entelechies

are moved either by a mover outside them, like most

of the artificial bodies, or by a mover inside themselves.

In art this is like the automatic machines25 that are set

in motion to perform their actions that remain in them

for some time. I have summarized this in the science

of Politics.
26
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As to natural bodies, they have their mover inside

the whole body, and the natural body is composed of
mover and moved.27

Artificial bodies have their mover
outside, the thing moved, and the thing moved is

connected with the mover by accident.

Natural bodies are, however, not like this. As to

the question whether there is in nature anything similar

to art, this demands an inquiry, although if there is, this

resemblance would seem to be of a different kind.

Natural bodies move to their natural places
28

only
when they are in places not natural to them, for, then,
there exists in them a capacity

29

according to nature

and therefore they have their movements to their places.

They only change their directions30
by accident. For

their not being in their natural places is only due to an

obstacle that prevents them, but when the obstacle is

removed, they move to their natural places. Hence, it

has been assumed that the mover in natural bodies is the

same as the moved. But this is not so.
31 For in so far

as the stone is in potentiality is below and moves
inasmuch as it has weight, the thing moved in it is its

potentiality of moving downwards, and the mover is

the weight.
52

Hence, it moves with one kind of

movement that is natural for it.

There is nothing in the thing moved in opposition

to the mover, for the thing moved is only its potentiality.

This is not the case with those bodies that possess souls.
35

For the thing moved possesses a form for the sake of

which it performs a certain action, and either the mover

moves them in opposition to their natural action, or

moves them according to their nature,
34

eg. raising the

hand and jumping, for through it the body is moved and
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this is a motion upwards, and therefore the soul moves

through an instrument,
35

i.e. the natural warmth or

something like it.

Forms are of two kinds : (i) the entelechy of a

natural body in which the mover and the thing moved are

not joined essentially. It is moved without an instrument

but is moved as a whole. The other (ii), the entelechy
of a natural body moved through instruments. The first

is called nature par excellence the second is called soul. 36

Soul is then the entelechy of a natural organic body.
There (Fol. 104A) is a first

37 and last
38

entelechy. For a

geometer, when actually geometrizing, is called geometer

according to the last perfection. So when he geometrizes
he is in his last perfection. But soul is the first entelechy.

39

Hence, soul is a first entelechy in a natural organic body.

And, the existence of a body with soul is life, so every

body having a soul is alive.

It is clear that soul is an equivocal word. For our

expression
"
entelechy

"
is said in an ambiguous

40
sense,

similarly our expression
"
body

" and " instrument ".

Soul then is said in a similar ambiguous sense as "weak",
"
many" and the like. Hence, it is necessary to specify

it and so it is said : the nutritive soul is the entelechy of

the nutrient organic body, the sensitive the entelechy of

the sensitive organic body, the imaginative the entelechy

of the imaginative organic body. Soul is, however,

predicated of the reasoning soul in a sense though

equivocal but more manifest than all these.

All knowledge, as Aristotle says, is noble and

beautiful/
1 But some knowledge is nobler than others,

and I have already enumerated the grades of sciences in

their nobility in many places* The knowledge of the soul
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(i.e. psychology) precedes all sciences, physical and

mathematical, with all the kinds of dignity. Again, every

science depends upon the science of the soul,
42 because

we cannot apprehend the principles of other sciences

unless we apprehend soul and know what it is by its

definition, as shown in other places. Again, it is a

generally admitted fact that one who is not trusted in his

knowledge of the state of his own soul is even less fit to

be trusted in his knowledge of others. If then we do not

know the state and the nature of our soul and if it has

not become clear to us whether what has been said about

it, has been said correctly or cannot be relied upon, we
are even less fit to rely on what appears to us in all other

things.

The knowledge of the soul precedes all sciences also

because, it gives the enquirer a capacity to grasp those

premises without which the physical science cannot be

complete. Moreover, political science cannot be treated

in an orderly fashion before one knows the nature of the

soul.

Again, a science is ennobled either by certainty, that

is, when its statements are precise and explicit, or by the

nobility and fascination of its subject-matter, as it is the

case with the science of the movement of stars (i.e.

Astronomy). Now, psychology fulfils both conditions.

Psychology is worthy of being the most noble science

with the exception of the science of the First Principle

(i.e. Metaphysics). It appears that Metaphysics is

different, in an other way, from all other sciences, just

as the existents are different from the First Principle.

Again, the knowledge of the First Principle is impossible

except when it is preceded by the knowledge of the soul 4 *
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and the intellect, otherwise it would be imperfectly known.

The most perfect method of knowing the First

Principle is the science in which the capacity provided by

psychology is used.

Knowledge of a thing has several kinds ofrelation;
44

the first and the most deserving of priority is theknowledge
of what it is ; the second, the knowledge of its particular

essential qualities ;
and the third (Fol. 104B), the know-

ledge of its general essential qualities, is knowledge only
in a metaphorical sense.

The knowledge of the quiddity of a thing'
5

is either

imperfect, i.e. known through only one of the complete

parts of its definition
45

this is of various kinds, and the

explanation of its kinds has been given elsewhere or it

is perfect, i.e. known through what its definition indicates.

Definition per prius et posterius is said of meanings
all ofwhich are equivocal in their existence and are equally

predicated of an object ; definition, therefore, indicates

a particular quality of the thing. The expression per

posterius is used because of.the posteriority of everything
that is composed of elements which do not constitute the

thing, it has been explained elsewhere that the things
which constitute a thing are its causes. 47 The definition

per posterius are not composed of causes, but are only

composed
48 of qualities, either far or near,

49 essential or

not essential.

The definition per prius is that which is composed
of causes, and this has also many genera, some of which

are composed of farther, some of nearer causes. This (i.e.

the definition per prius) is a definition in a stricter sense.

Causes, in short, are four,
50

matter, agent (i.e.

efficient cause), form, and end (i.e. final cause). They
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are sometimes particular, sometimes general, that is

although specified in form yet general. The most apt to

become a definition per prim is a definition that consists

of the particular cause.51

Similarly, the causes are

sometimes potential and sometimes actual
; and the most

apt for the definition per prius is then the one that consists

of the actual particular cause.

This type of definition is either self-evident and thus

axiomatic, or derived and found out either by division or

by composition, as shown elsewhere.52
Definitions like

these are in the same category as axiomatic definitions,
53

or they are found out by absolute demonstration, and

this in three ways :
54

(i) as the conclusion of a demonstra-

tion, (ii) as the principle of a demonstration, or (iii) a

demonstration with a different arrangement of the terms. 55

This is the most perfect definition and the most deserving

of priority.

Signs
56
provide the parts of the definition by accident,

not essentially. All this is summarized in the Posterior

Analytics.

Since we are trying to investigate this kind of

knowledge concerning the soul (i.e. its definition), how

natural it is that its attainment is difficult, but although

difficult not impossible.

It is clear that the definition of the soul is not an

axiomatic definition, but a derived one.

Again, among the kinds ofknowledge that follow, in

the first instance, is the knowledge of what the thing
57

is

and they are as it were a supplementation of this, which

is to know whether the thing is one or not one. If one,

whether it consists of parts or not, if it does not consist

of parts whether it has several faculties or only one
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faculty all this needs investigation in psychology.
58 For

all these are views of those who preceded (Aristotle).

For some of those who preceded him believed that "soul"

indicates plurality, as analogous words do. Others, like

Democritus59 and those who believed in atoms (Fol. 141A\
held that it had many parts separately. Yet others like

Galen ,

6) the physician, held that the soul is one but has

many parts in its substrata. This is a view which Plato

had already recorded in the Timaeus? 1

A similar question is asked about " soul
"

in

particular, and its solution is so much desired at the very

start that it would seem that psychology is only studied

for its sake. Namely, the question whether the soul is

separable or not at all separable. Hence, you find that

Aristotle says at the very beginning of book Onerj2

that,

if there exists a particular action of the soul which

distinguishes it from the body, it may be separable. He
starts with this topic before beginning the main investi-

gation, because of the aforementioned desire. All this

adds to the difficulty of this part of natural science.

Since we are determined63 on this question, we have

to ask whether it belongs to the study of the bodies in

which the soul is, or whether it belongs to the qualities

which are ascribed to the body in which the soul is, like

health and illness, or to the actions which are ascribed

to the soul, e.g. anger and contentment. Now, ifthe soul

is not separable at all, all the actions related to the soul

are shared by the body, although some exist because of

the soul and some because of or through the body.
6

As has been shown in the Posterior Analytics,
65 no

definition can be formed unless the genus by which it is

described is found, for, when we frame a definition which
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is not composed of the genus of the thing, its parts are

indicated by derived words. For of all things that can
be predicated of a thing only the genus can be indicated

by primary symbol (i.e. non-derived word) ; this definition

would express the existence of a thing in a substratum by
which it is not explained, so that it would be incomplete
and would indicate an imperfection, Hence, we have

first to investigate the genus which is to be predicated of

the soul and by which it is described, in order to find a

way to define the soul. Now, genus and differentia have

different aspects, for, the genus is potentially the differentia

by receiving its form through the differentia. So

potentially it resembles, in a way, the potency which is

predicated of matter. 66
Hence, potentially, genus is a

thing extraneous to it (i.e. the differentia).

Now, the differentia is potentially the definition, just

as the whole is said to contain potentially its parts, and

the genus exists within the differentia potentially in a

manner analogous to the existence of the parts in the

whole. This is because when each genus and differentia-

is taken as designating the concrete whole, then the one

is genus in so far as it is genus and the other is differentia

in so far as it is differentia; but when they are taken in

so far as they are definitions, then the genus is the

conclusion of a demonstration and the differentia the prin-

ciple of a demonstration or they both are something ana-

logous. And, therefore, in so far as they are parts of the

thing defined, each of them is then potentially the defini-

tion but in a different way, as stated (Fol. 141B) in the

Metaphysics**
1

Since, as explained in the Posterior Analytics there

are three methods for the derivation of the definition :
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(i) the method of division, (ii) the method of composition,
and (iii) the method in which syllogism is employed, we
must ask which method must be followed to define the

soul. For this the method of division will not do,
69 for

the genus under which the soul is subsumed is unknown,
and if it were self-evident the question whether it is a

body or not would not arise.

Nor can we follow the method in which syllogism is

employed, for the representations in which the soul

presents itself are not one, and some of them are

composed of things which do not belong essentially

together, nor are they necessary deductions from syllog-

isms, so that it would be possible for us to consider and

use the most strong of them. In short, there is no way
for us to establish a priority of some to others. Again,
when we observe the classes in which the ancient

philosophers divided these representations, we will find

them neither contradicting nor consistent, but it would

seem clear to him who observes them that the term soul

is predicated equivocally. Now, if it is possible to

understand the representations of the soul, and we are

asked for a proof that this is so, if there were any proof,
then indeed we find only one among many definitions of

which the soul is predicated, but not the real notions of

which soul is predicated. For, if soul is predicated

equivocally, it is certainly predicated in an ambiguous
way. Therefore, only the method ofcomposition remains.

Now, it is evident that the method of composition
can only be used for something whose existence is

previously known, and the soul is one of the things
whose existence is evident ; and to ask for an explanation

of its existence is like asking for a proof for the existence
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of nature. Such a question can only be asked by someone
who does not know the difference between self-evident

knowledge and the knowledge through something else.

Since some known things are self-evident, e.g.
"
horse

and man possess soul", but this type of thought can only
become coherent70

through considering all that of which

soul is predicated, he (Aristotle), therefore, studies the

souls of all the animals ; for, about the forms of plants,

there is still scope for investigation.

Now, this kind of study was never undertaken by
those who preceded Aristotle.

71 The only aim of the

previous philosophers was to consider the human soul in

particular to the extent that was necessary for their

studying political affairs to which their investigation was,

at that time, confined, whereas the various kinds of souls

are studied not only for this purpose alone,
72 but because

the science of every soul is a part of natural science.

We, therefore, say : every species of animal is a

body composed of parts unlike to each other73 and not

connected, but its parts are separate according to their

particular ends, and meet together either by coalescence

or at a joint ; and this takes place when one of the two

is set in motion by the other, for, it is common to all

animals. Again, it is (FoL 142A) a well-known fact that

every animal capable of motion, possesses senses: it

perceives through parts that move and perceive. It is,

therefore, composed of the two (i.e. movement and

perception).

It is evident that the animal is a genus of body and

form, but as to the question in what respect it is said to

be composed of body and form, and whether the soul is

body or form, this becomes clear to him who relies on
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the study of his own soul. In his book on the soul,
74

Alexander has discussed about this clearly, so it may be

learnt from there.

It is, therefore, established that the soul,
75 as shown

before, is a form of the like of this body; and when we
use the method of division which we have summarized

this implication must be accepted namely, that the soul

is the entelechy of a natural organic body
76 since it

includes every soul and everyone of its faculties, no

matter whether it possesses certain particular faculties or

certain others.

Since our word "
entelechy

"
is said ambiguously

and our expression
"
natural organic

"
is not a synonym,

like our expression about a dog as
"
barking dog ",

77
it

is clear that soul is said in an ambiguous sense,
78 and that

it is an equivocal term.

It is also clear that there is no one nature which

comprises all souls,
79 for if the soul were homogeneous,

its actions would certainly be homogeneous, whereas no

two actions of an animal, like nutrition, sense-perception,

locomotion, imagination and reasoning, are homogeneous
so that the corresponding faculties of all these actions,

too, are not homogeneous ; but some actions precede
others, e.g. nutrition and sense-perception, and some
are similar to each other, e.g. sense-perception and

imagination, Similarly, the faculties and the soul are in

a relation of priority, posteriority and symmetry. Hence,
it is impossible to include in the definition of the

soul all that is called soul in one and the same way ;

hence, the method of demonstration cannot be used in

the case of the definition of the soul.

Neglect of this study is one of the reasons due to
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which the right treatment of soul escaped the philosophers

previous to Aristotle. For they all agreed that soul is a

substance,
80

and, therefore, they wanted to subsume it

under the species of substance, some saying it is fire,
81

and others blood or air.
82

And, yet an other33 who
realised the absurdity of its being a body made efforts to

subsume it under another category. In short, all of them

gave it a place in the ten categories.

Since, it had become clear to Plato that the soul

must be subsumed under substance which is, as explained

by him, predicated of the matter which is body, and of

the form,
84 and that it is absurd to assume soul as a body,

he made efforts to define soul in a way special to it. And,
as he postulated that the forms of the spherical bodies

are souls, he investigated that which is shared by
all of them, and found that sense-perception is the

characteristic of the animal,
85 and motion is common to

all, he, therefore, defined soul by saying :

"
It is a thing

which moves itself."
85 For the word "

thing
"

indicates

here the same as we say
"

being". Such was his

definition of the soul, because Plato believed that every

mover is moved, since according to him (Fol. 142B)

nothing can cause motion unless it is moved ;

87 and this

view has been summarized in Physics F//.88

Concerning the refutation of the views recorded about

the soul, Aristotle has explained it thoroughly in the first

book of the De Anima so let us assume his conception
in general

Let us now turn to the study of the soul which

Aristotle initiates out in the way we shall describe.

Since some souls9) are per prius by nature, and some
are per posterius, and the last of all in appearance is the
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imaginative soul. For the sense-perception precedes

them. It is sometimes,assumed" that some animals have

no imagination, e.g. the worm and the fly,
92 and if they

did possess imagination, it is neither separable from

sensation nor is it determinate.

The most prior of all the faculties of sensation is the

faculty of touch, the faculty of sense-perception being

preceded by the faculty of nutrition which is, hence, the

most prior of all the faculties of soul.

The reasoning faculty, though itself soul, is the last

to appear in nature in the same way as the perfect comes

after the imperfect in nature.

Aristotle has,
92

therefore, started with the investiga-

tion of the nutritive soul. This kind of the soul has two

faculties : (i) one the faculty of growth, and (ii) the other

the faculty of generation. The nutritive faculty, thus,

precedes all and is, then, the most prior of the faculties

of soul.





CHAPTER II

DISCOURSE ON THE NUTRITIVE FACULTY

We say : The opposite of being is not-being. Not-

being is either impossible,
1

i.e. that which cannot exist,

or possible. What is possible is of two kinds : one, the

necessary,
2
is that whose non-existence is impossible, and

the other, that which just exists, i.e. that which exists at

a particular time ; so it is clear that that which just exists

was non-existing at another particular time. It is some-

times assumed that it entails for its non-existence in an in-

finite time. But if this is the case, it is so by accident, as has

been summarized, in Physics VIII. 3 As has been shown

there, let it be understood that the non-existence4 of this

is also absolute non-existence. But the absolute non-

existence necessarily implies possibility,
5 since necessarily

it is an equivocal term. The relation of non-existence to

possibility is clear from what we have explained in

Physics I. Not being is the opposite being in relation to

matter in so far as it is essentially an opposite being. By

opposite I mean that of which the two contraries, the

affirmative and the negative, are composed, Le. whenever

the opposite is predicated ofone and the same substratum

I mean one thing and its contrary the two statements

become contraries, and are distinguished according to

being true or false.

When, for instance, we say about Zaid, when he is

ill, that he can recover or not, the opposite of "he can

recover", which makes up this statement, is not the
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existence of privation of health which is linked up with

its possibility, but it is "the privation of health" at the

moment which contains the statement, "he can recover",

no matter whether this time is determined or not deter-

mined. Hence, the relation of"health" to the substratum

in respect of that which has a like, like this opposite is

the possibility of health. The potentiality, in the relation

of health to matter is the non-existence of health, but not

in so far as it has an opposite in potentiality. It is the

relation of the opposite form to the substratum, but not

in so far as it is opposite. Therefore they are mutually

interdependent.

The possible and what is potential are one in the

substratum but two in expression. Hence, as shown in

Physics K//7, it necessarily follows that potentiality

precedes actuality in time,
6

e.g. it is said of the moon,
"it can eclipse and it is potentially eclipsable", but in

an equivocal sense; potentiality in the moon is nearer to

the univocal expression than our expression "possible",

because "possible" is equivocally used for both "the

moon" and the "ill man", and therefore, "eclipse" has

been enumerated among the necessary things.

As explained in many places, potentiality precedes

actuality,
7 and actuality is divided into the ten categories.

No potential, however, does become actual before it

reaches a state when change becomes necessary, as has

been shown in Physics VIII*

Change takes place in substance, quantity, quality

and space,
9 and it is the faculties of these four through

which the thing moved is set in motion. The faculties by
which the thing moved is set in motion are called passive
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and changing faculties, the faculties connected with this

process being changing faculties.

There is hardly any category among the remaining

categories that is being acted upon, since the entelechy
of their passive faculties is not change, but it is due to

change, and hence, it takes place at the present time. 10

This relation, however, is not found in the definition

of the three categories. Quantity, for example, is not

defined through the relation of the substance, i.e. the

substratum, to it, nor is quality. But quantity is the most

apt for this, so much so that it has been assumed that it

can be separated from substratum. All the other six

categories are defined through their relation to a sub-

stratum. But the categories of Position and Possession

have substance in their definitions, whereas the remain-

ing four are different, since their substrata can be some-

thing different from substance. All these, however, have

this in common that they have substrata, in the defini-

tions of which this relation is not found.

But the categories in which the relation is found in

the definition of one of the two substrata, in so far as

they are two contradictories, are Position, Possession,

Space, Time and Passivity. Those categories in which the

relation is not found in the definition of one of them, are

of two kinds : either both of the substrata are together
in actuality,

11 and this is the category of Relation, or

one of the two is actual and the other potential in so far

as it is potential, and this is the category of "Being
acted upon".

The problem whether there exist two existents in

actuality that are substrata for a relationship which is
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found in the definition of the two and is due to Rela-

tion, has been explained elsewhere.

Now, it is obvious that that which acts, in so far

as it is that which acts, exists in actuality, and that

which is acted upon exists in potentiality, since from our

word J*jj (H acts) it follows essentially and not acciden-

tally that it exists in actuality as a fully specified parti-

cular, and from J*^-* (that which is acted upon) it

necessarily follows that it exists in potentiality. That

which acts accompanies
12 in existence that which is acted

upon, and it entails that its being is necessary.

The thing moved has either eternal or transitory

movement. The mover of the eternal movement is

one and is moving eternally. Hence, the mover of the

eternal movement is always one, existent in actuality,

and he is not such as to move at one time and not at

another. That which causes a transitory movement is

either one and the same which is at one time moving
and at another not, e.g. the weight in the stone that

moves at one time and does not move at another, or is

one after another. Whatever the case, this is a kind of

mover. It, therefore, entails on both (whether the mover
is one or more than one) that at a certain time they do
not move, the more explicit being the former case, i.e.

the mover being one that moves at a time and does not

move at another, as the weight that is hindered by an

obstacle, similarly, the souls of the animals prevented
from movement, the plant that has not yet started

growing, the fire when it finds nothing to burn, and the

snow when it finds nothing to cool down. All these,

then, do not move, but are capable of moving. As

has been shown,
13 that which is possible is potential, and
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that which can move when it does not actually move is

potentiality, and this potentiality characterises the active

and the moving faculties. Thus it has been shown what

the moving faculties are.

Those faculties that are moved are necessarily in a

body,
14 because everything that is moved is divisible,

15

and they are called faculties per prius. But the moving
faculties are only called faculties per posterius and

relatively.

It has been shown and summarised in the Meta-

physics how the moving faculties exist sometimes in

bodies either as forms or as accidents,
16 and sometimes

do not exist in bodies17 so that their existence can be

shown. As such are enumerated the Active Intellect and

the Acquired Intellect. 18

But the souls of the spherical bodies 19 are not at all

and by no means faculties. If they are called faculties it

is so in another way; and in relation to the Active Intel-

lect, they are moving faculties, but not in so far as the

Active Intellect resembles them but in so far as they

resemble the Active Intellect in existence ; and so they

are called faculties by way of accidental resemblance.

This is a different kind which is called so ambiguously,
but this is the ambiguous meaning nearest to the equivo-

cal sense.

Food can be understood as potential, just as "meat"

for the wild animal. Food can also be understood of

the last food 2D as for example the blood (into which the

digested food turns). The faculty of nutrition, then,

is a faculty by which the body becomes "moved" being,

therefore, a passive faculty.
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As everything which changes has a changer, the

potential food which is the far food has necessarily a

mover that turns it into actual food its activity being
to provide nourishment. The mover is the nutrient,

and the body that has a faculty like this is that which is

nourished. The forms of the words correspond to the

meanings they indicate, since the nutriment is that which

is being acted upon, while the perfection of the mover is

that it is moving, and the form21 of its verbal expression

is the form of the expression "movement". But why this

is so, we shall explain somewhere else.
22

What takes food is either a plant or an animal,

in both of them there is a moving faculty
23

; so the body
which takes food has a moving faculty. Every moving
faculty is necessarily a perfection. Hence, in the body
there is something that exists actually and by which the

food is moved.

As it is clear from the investigation about this

faculty (i.e. the faculty of nutriment), the process of

nutrition takes place only through organs. The nutritive

faculty then is a soul. Sometimes they doubt about

Quantity whether its faculty is a soul or not. If its

faculty be a soul, then every soul does not necessarily

move by an organ, because Quantity consists of parts

alike to each other in sense-perception; even though there

is no growth-
4 in Quantity by addition to that which is

already there, as in the case of the stone. Similarly,

objection is raised about the sponge of the sea25 as to

whether it is an animal or a plant. In short, we find that

Nature does not change from one genus into a more

perfect genus unless it produces an intermediary
26

; but

the investigation of this is somewhere else.
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As we have said,
27

change occurs in substance and

occurs in the rest of the categories. Nourishment takes

place only through producing a movement in the subs-

tance. This is clear when we investigate food For

blood and milk are different from meat, and different

from the water mixed with earth which is the food of

the plant, as has been described in the book of Animals

and the book of Plants. 28

The movement of food is transitory, food being

generated and the nutrient generating. Hence, the func-

tion of the nutritive faculty is to produce movement in

substance. We have thus found the genus
29 under which

the nutritive soul is to be subsumed. This faculty is an

agent (active), and every agent is actually existing ; and

every being that has no other activity has two perfec-

tions:* a first perfection which is its existence in

potentiality, and a last perfection which is its existence

in motion. Now, the nutritive soul is the first entelechy
of the nourished. But as to the nature of its genera*
tions31

and, this is the definition which is called the

principle of demonstrationthis will be clear from
what I say :

Food is either potential, or actual,
32 and that which

is potential is either far, as the elements,
33 or near, as

meat and vegetables for the animal, while the near nutri-

ment for the plant has no name. The far is that in which
the mover is not the nutritive faculty, and the near is that

what is moved by the nutritive faculty. This latter

(i e the near one) has again grades : (i) the food that

reaches the organs of nourishment in the animal, and
the moisture that exists in the roots of the plant, (ii) the
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food that is nearer than these, for example, the blood34

that runs in veins and the milk (Le. sap) in the plant as

long as it is tender, and (iii) the last perfection, for exam-

ple, the blood that turns into flesh, and the sap that

changes into fibre and so it is acquired by the fibre.

And as everything that is opposite to that what is

potential is opposite to that what is actual, we say :

35

He who holds that food is derived from -SUJ1 (that

which nourishes) does not contradict the view of the

one who holds that all food is from the like. For the

first proceeds from that which is food potentially and
the second from that which is food actually, and food
is said of both equivocally this rejects the doubt that

arises concerning food.

As to which particular species of generation pro-
duces food and how it generates, all these will be made
clear by what we say :

We say : Every being that comes to be and passes

away has an activity peculiar to it and for the sake

of which it comes to be, as has been shown somewhere

else. And, through this particular activity it has

become a part of the universe, because nature has

done nothing in vain.

As every generation has a generator, the generator
either belongs to the species of the one that comes

into being or to its genus.
36 The thing generated is either

artificial its generator then being art which exists

in a way different from the product of art, but art is in

various matters or natural, the generator of the

natural product being natural In short, the thing
moved sometimes belongs to the species of the mover
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and sometimes not ; for fire comes from fire, heat from

heat, but hard is caused either by cold or by hot.

Hence, the faculties of the physical bodies are
either movers or not so 37

The moving faculty then performs essentially and

primarily those actions which belong to their species, and

secondarily and accidentally something else and that

according to the matters in which they act. Every

moving faculty, besides the fact that it has its peculiar
kind of existence, has an "

intention
"

by which it pro-
duces its like^

8
. Among the elements this potentiality

is evident in fire, next in air, and the least evident in

water and earth. But the like of this potentiality only

imparts natural forms to the bodies having parts alike

to each other. But fire is sometimes produced by

something else, as it is produced by striking the

fire-stone.

All animate bodies have a generative faculty,

which, in short, is the faculty which generates from

the food potentially a body which is similar to the body
in which it is.

39 So necessarily this animate body, in the

peculiar existence of the faculty, becomes an

"intention" by which the faculty moves towards

the existence that characterises it. This generative

faculty is both ruling in that body, being in a part
of the faculty which is the principle of that body, as for

example, the heart in the animal,
43 and a serving and

particular being in every organ of the body. The form

of the bone in the body, for example, is a potentiali-

ty that stirs the food, which is a bone potentially, to

become an actual bone. The case is similar with regard
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to flesh and the rest That which is in the
'

beginning
'

comes into being from the food that is in the being
This has been summarised elsewhere. 41

It is clear that a body that has such a form is

composed of the elements, and that it is composed 01

earth and water. As shown before,
42 the composed is

mixed primarily only when its ingredients are moved in

space. Then they come near43 to each other, and
next each part is transformed into another in the way
shown in the first book of De Generations et Corruptione.
But this (i.e. transformation) is not possible through cold

and is possible only through heat. This heat is the

organ of the soul and is called the innate animate heat,

as has been explained in the seventeenth section of

the book of Animals."

The innate heat is, therefore, the organ of this

soul Then, the nutritive soul first moves the innate

heat, which is moved by itself, and moves through
innate heat the food For that which is not moved
cannot move what is not in it except by moving it first

through a body that is in it, as has been shown in

Physics VIIL45

This faculty (i.e. the nutritive faculty) causes a

movement like this, and changes what is potentially an

"intention" in it to be actually like it.
46

Since all that contains moisture is speedily acted,

upon and dissolved, the body of everything which has

soul is like it.
47 And, hence, if it is bent upon to pre-

serve that body, it must possess a faculty like this,

because if a body is left without a substitute for that

portion of it which is dissolved, the body is sure to

perish/
8
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All natural body has a particular kind of size by
which its being is completed, as it is evident in many
plants and animals. It is not provided with that size

from the very beginning of its generation, since then the

body did not yet possess a faculty through which it

could be moved to that kind of size. This faculty is the

soul of growth/
9 Hence the nutritive soul prepares

more food than what is dissolved so that it does not only
become a substitute in the part of the body for what is

dissolved but also a surplus,
50 and then that body is

moved and gains a kind of size which it did not possess

before.

This "movement" evidently has no name which

comprehends it as well as the name of the movement of

growth and the name of the movement of increase, and

their two opposites, the movement of decay and dimini-

shing. I have explained this
" movement 5 *

in the first

book of De Generatione et Corruptione.^

Now, this is another faculty which is in the first

nutritive faculty like the form, the first faculty being
for it like matter, because the faculty of growth cannot

dispense with the nutritive faculty,
52 and hence, when

the body reaches its natural perfection, the nutritive

faculty produces less food, but in a quantity sufficient

to substitute what is dissolved from the body. This is

the function of these two kinds of soul.

Every body that takes nourishment is either repro-

ductive or not reproductive. The reproductive body,
in short, is that body whose form possesses a faculty

which moves what belongs in potentiality to that species

and turns it into that species in actuality.
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The difference between this reproductive faculty

and the nutritive faculty is this : the nutritive faculty

turns each of those parts which potentially exist, actu

ally into its parts, while the reproductive faculty turns

what is potentially that species into a body of that

species without employing the parts of the nutritive

faculty in it, as has been explained in the sixteenth book

of the book of Animals.

This reproductive faculty is related to the body

reproduced just as the art is related to the chair, because

the reproductive faculty, as explained in that book, is

in a matter different from that of the reproduced in the

same way as it happens in the art

This faculty (i.e. the reproductive) is not in a body
but it is mind in actuality,* as has been shown in that

book. But the nutritive faculty is a faculty in a body,
since it is material Hence, when the reproductive

faculty acts upon matter suitable for it and makes it

generate the same species in it, that form (i.e. the re-

productive) causes this kind of movement55
(i.e.

reproduction). Thus it is clear that the action of the

generative faculty is not through the nutritive faculty,

but is something else.
56

It is also clear that the faculty we described as re-

productive of the species does not reproduce something
like itself in the same way as we say of a substratum

that it is like the art.
57 As shown before, this faculty is

always found connected with a certain body in order to

move that which it has to move, namely, that which is

potentially moveable.
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The body whose form is like this is sometimes

found in air and in water, and the generation of such

beings is caused by different movers, e.g. the putridity

in animals out of which they are generated
58 These are

bodies that are not reproductive but they are provided
with nothing more than their mere existence. Their

species, therefore, needs another species for the preser-

vation of its existence. But the species of the animate

and reproductive bodies are provided besides their

existence with a capacity that provides them with a con-

tinuation of their existence. For succession59
is in the

nature of continuation, and since it has a connection
it is a being.

63 This is the most imperfect stage of the

necessary existence.

But the continuation of the species that are not

reproductive is the arrangement of the periods of their

existence. This is the lowest rank of the necessary exis-

tence. The reproductive species then is in the middle

between the noblest rank of existence, namely, the ab-

solutely necessary existence, and the lowest rank of

existence in which the meaning of necessary existence is

"
arrangement ".

Since material bodies have no necessary existence,

they have been given reproduction in exchange for it.

Reproduction takes place through a faculty by

which it moves the food until some of it becomes a

body that has a faculty like this, I mean the faculty of

reproduction, and it has already been said61 what the

nature of this body is. It is called sperm in those ani-

mals that have sperm, as has been demonstrated in the

book of Animals. 62
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Thus this faculty ( of reproduction ) is like the

form for that (i.e. the faculty of growth), and as though
it were the extreme 63 of the movement of the faculty

of growth, and hence, it acts only when it reaches the

perfection of its movement. The nutritive faculty is

like matter for the reproductive faculty and the faculty

of growth is like immediate antecedent. And this (i.e.

the reproductive faculty) is like the end; and we do not

find for the nutritive soul any faculty more perfect than

this.

It is clear that the nutritive faculty always pro-

duces in such bodies more nutrition than is required for

the preservation of the body, and that this surplus'
11

is

first spent in growth, and when the body is mature,

sperm developes from it. As the sperm is the surplus

of the last food, hence, the faculty of reproduction

does not cease except in old age,
65 when the nutritive

faculty restricts its activity to the preservation of the

body only, the nutritive faculty is then singled out from

the growing faculty and exists exclusively alone.

Hence, it has been shown what the nutritive soul

is, why it is and which are its organs ; and that the soul

and all its faculties are in one substratum, no matter

whether it is a single part or a part that comes to be in

succession in it, as we find in many plants and in some

animals.
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CHAPTER III

DISCOURSE ON THE FACULTIES OF SENSE-PERCEPTION

Every body, as shown elsewhere,
1

is composed of

form and matter, both being incorporeal
2 while the

body exists through both of them. 3
Matter, in so far

as it is matter, does not essentially* possess a form,
but it receives form. In a body form does not actually

exist separated from matter, nor matter in it actually

separeted from form. 5 But in a body composed of

the two each can be potentially separated from the

other. This is evident in the transitory bodies.

But, body, matter and form are predicated of the

spherical bodies and of the bodies that come to be and

pass away equivocally,
6 as has been shown elsewhere.

As shown in Physics 7, an organic
7 matter is sometimes

separated from form, as becomes manifest at the mo-
ment of decayl It is thus clear that the fully specified

particular is neither actually distinct nor changeable in

any way of change. Change only occurs when the

fully specified particular is moved to come into existence

or to cease to be.

Matter does not at all exist separately from form,

but it is separated only to be connected with another

form9
; and then the absence of form is manifest in it It

necessarily follows from this that the form by itself is

also separable from matter either to be connected with

another matter or to have existence by itself, since,

otherwise, it is not possible that matter is somehow

different from form and form from matter, and change
would be meaningless, and there would necessarily

follow from it other absurdities, e.g. generation and
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corruption, and "motion" 10
, in general, will be meaning-

less ; to assume the existence of a mover belonging
to the species of the thing moved, will also be absurd

Again, just as the matter of water, when it disappears and

turns into vapour, exists in connection with the form

of vapour, not so that the form of vapour becomes its

specific form, but so that the form of vapour is conti-

nuously connected with the matter of water. Form
then has either matter, not so that it is a matter for

the form through which the form becomes a form just

as matter is represented by the form, when it is that parti-

cular specified body
n_but so that as it exists by nature

it is in a substratum without having any possibility of

existence in itself, since it is an " immattered
"
form;

or form possesses matter in a way suitable to the exis-

tence of matter with form. For whenever matter

receives form it becoires the substratum for the form,

being in itself formless matter. Hence, there are in

matter forms which are potentially opposed to each

other. So, this potentiality is a necessary corollary of

the matter and is not separable from it.

Hence, if it is possible that a form exists which

has no opposite, for the matter with which the form is

connected is only a substratum,
12

it is matter only in an

equivocal sense of the term, since matter has essentially

no relation with any particular form ; but all forms are

related to it equally. This is because everything moved
has a mover, for example, the pieces of woods in art

which are not at all without form ; and when which-

ever particular form is determined in matter it remains

all the while capable of receiving the contrary form.

When the form comes to it, it sets it into motion. 13
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A mover is of two kinds :
H either not-homoge-

neous as the mover of the spherical bodies which moves

them by necessity, or homogeneous. This second mover,

then, has matter which is again capable of receiving a

form opposite to the first. Let AB, for example, be

water. Now, in AB there is the form of the water, and

let that be coolness, since it contains coolness in actu-

ality which is air in potentiality. So, let there be H for

the potentiality of air. Now, in AB there are B and H.

Hence, AB causes motion in so for as it is B, and suffers

motion in so far as it is H. That which opposes (i.e.

the opposite form supposed to be received by matter in

potentiality) is A which has J, then in AJ there is J

which is its form and it contains M, that is its being
that which is potential ; and what is potential cannot

be moved without a mover. The bodies of AB and AJ,

therefore, are at rest in so far as they are H and M, and

movers in so far as they are B and J, Hence, the capacity

of H is necessarily moved by J, and the capacity ofM
by B. If B is equal to J then it will not be moved, nor

will either of the two. If on the contrary, one of the

two is stronger, and let B, for instance, necessarily, move

AM, the matter being B and its substratum, then, there

will necessarily follow H, because BJ are homogeneous
and contraries But this is not the case with that in

which forms are not contraries For example,
"
This

thing is wood, and a chair potentially ". Now the

thing may be a chair while it is wood as it was so

before, because the chair is not homogeneous to the

wood in the same sense as " hot
"

is to
"
cold ", nor

does the existence of the potentiality of the chair in

the wood essentially belong to the wood, nor is the wood
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the cause of the existence of the potentiality in the

wood except in g, different way.

As concerning
" 6ot

f '
and "

the potentiality of

cold ", the fact that it is hot is the cause of its being

potentially cold,
15 and therefore

" hot
"

is potentially
" cold

"
since

" hot
>f and " cold

"
are related to

matter in the same way.
16

Hence, matter receives

"hot'*, in the way as it receives "cold", these two

being different from each other. If matter were to

receive the two together, then surely there would remain

no difference at all. They are different from each

other only because the matter belonging to both of them

accepts
"
straightness ", and the "straight" is the

first cause of contrariety,
17 since the "

straight
"
brings

about perfection, but is not perfect in itsef. It has,

therefore, a middle and two extremes,
18 because it is

continuous, and everything that is
" continuous

"

consists of parts
19 but this discourse is suitable for the

study of the cause of the existence of contraries and the

faculty that is moved and belongs to it (i.e. the conti-

nuous) has nothing to make it
" more "

or "
less

" 20

except that it is in a larger or smaller body. A body
is larger or smaller in so far as it is actually that speci-

fic body, because it is due to its quiddity that the exist-

ing size belongs to it by nature.
" The less

" and
" the more "

exist for two contraries only in so far

as they actually exist. Moreover,
" the more " and

" the less
"

are called by way of analogy. Hence, it

follows necessarily, when the matter of the contraries is

one, that one acts and the other is acted upon. But

when the matter is not one, then neither of the two is
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acted upon by the other, but the moved is set into

motion and the mover causes njotion.

Matter is either near or faj*. Now, the contraries

whose near matter is one in species are like air and

water ; but those whose far matter is one in species and

whose near matter varies in species are like the artisan

and the wood in the case of the chair ; and hence, no

artisan can be greater than the other in the case of the

one and the same wood.

Since the far matter is common to mover and

moved, sometimes the wood moves the artisan as e.g.

the fatigue that overtakes him;21 and in this case the

matter is far. For everything that sets something
into motion, while the matter of the mover and the

moved is different, not at all common, does not procure

fatigue to the mover, but since the mover possesses

matter, it follows necessarily that the mover has a

relation with the moved.22 This is the case, for example,

with the spherical bodies and the elements. But if the

mover has no matter, then that mover moves without

fatigue, and without any relation in quantity to the

thing moved, because it has no parts. And if the

mover is not sufficient by itself, then its movement will

have a relation to the one that assists him. If it is

possible, the mover moves sometimes and does not

move some other time, like "intellect", or it causes

different movement, as it happens in most intermediate

things.

If the mover is sufficient to cause motion by itself,

then it necessarily moves eternally and with an eternal

uniform movement, like the Prime Mover.

Matter, then, in every body necessarily requires
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r its existence to be dressed with a form either near

far. The fact about matter, as Plato23
says, is that

le to its need and ugliness matter avoids manifesting

elf, and so it conceals itself as it were in any possible

rm.2< And these states accompany matter when it

separated from form. Let us see then what happens
form when it is abstracted, and how this happens.

The principle applicable to this is that when an

dividual specified body exists one points to it, because

5 form and the matter of this body have not at all

y discrepancy
25 between themselves in any way,

tether potentially or actually. Hence, both of them

5 a single thing,
26 that is, "this specified individual".

Everything is due to a certain inclination,'
27 and

nee, when a thing exists separately from an other

ng, the other in its turn inclines to be separable

un it.

But the question how two things which are

:ually not at all different from each other are potenti-

y different is the same as the existence of the part in

continuous whole whose parts are all alike. For two

rts in this whole are actually one but potentially

ferent. Difference only arises, on the one hand,

e to form, and on the other, due to matter. But how
m and matter become one thing actually while being

ferent potentially, potentiality being always only the

itter, has been demonstrated in the Metaphysics.

>re, potentiality indicates something different from

at is indicated by our expression VJa (in potentiality)
29

change, because the being of form here is not

tentially different from matter in so far as when one
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of the two is changed the "aggregate" is decomposed,
but in a different way.

30 For the form that characterises

this "aggregate" decays necessarily when the "aggregate"

decays; and the matter assumes an other form,
31 and

through this reshaping there arises another aggregate.
But the relation of the (second) form to the species of

the first form exists in this process in the matter,
32 and

thus, through this relation the matter imitates that

which is actual,
33 as has been shown elsewhere.

But form cannot be set in motion34 in the same

way as matter, so as to become different; but it is

different by necessity. How can the form, then, be

different? That form is not moved essentially is evident,

because it is not divisible;
35 that it is moved by accident

is not impossible, as has been shown in the Physics^

But, how does form become through its accidental

movement something, while the movement is accidental;

and how does this state happen to form so as to become

through it a different entity?

We reply: It is an agreed fact that nature does

not do anything in vain, nor is there in the universe

anything without a purpose at all And, every existent

comes to be either for the sake of something else or

for the sake of itself.
37 The aim of that which exists

for the sake of something else is to be connected with

that for the sake of which it exists.

Connection is either in existence, like the con-

nection of the soul with body, and the connection of

that which suffers change with that which causeschange-
no matter whether the connection is by change, or by

being acted upon, or by habit and the like or it is the
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connection of matter, namely, the connection of a body
with a body. This is of various kinds: first, the con-

nection of the body with that which contains it, namely,
connection in space, second, the connection of the

moving body with the body that is moved. As shown in

Physics VII? the most prior of all these connections

is the connection in space, since all that is changed
has somthing to cause change.

Connection is said of the connection of being
"

and the connection of body per prius et posterius.

Connection in space is essentially the connection of a

body with a body. The rest of the kind is the connection

of a body with a body by accident.

It is clear that everything is either a body or in

a body, or not at all a body nor in a body. I mean by

my expression
"
in a body

"
all that which needs for its

existence a body, for it has been demonstrated that there

is an existent which does not need, for its existence, a

body, and that on the contrary, the body needs it for

its existence, and that it is connected with the body
in this way, as has been explained at the end of

Physics F///, and in the sixteenth book of the book

of Animals." New, "this" (" incorporeal being ") is

neither a body nor is in a body; it cannot have any
connection except in existence alone. Hence, if there

is a thing that exists for the sake of something else,

and this something, for the sake of which the thing
has come into being, is a body, then it is necessary

that the former is connected with the latter corporeally,

although the latter does not owe its existence to the

former so that the latter be in the former, as health in
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man. "This" is then necessarily a body, because if it

were not a body then there would be no connection

between the former and the latter at all.

The immattered forms do not exist for their own

sake, but are for the sake of something else, for nature

does not make anything without a purpose. As shown
in the book of Heavens and Earth* the elements are

for the sake of the spherical bodies,
42 because the sphe-

rical body is in the elements in the same way as the

body is in space; and they are in the spherical body in

the same way as a part is in the whole. For the uni-

verse is like a single separate animal which requires

nothing from outside at all. Hence, the form of the

elements, is necessarily in matter. And, since the

extreme cause, that is the final cause, is the most
excellent being ; hence, its being after the elements

must necessarily be in a substratum, because that for

the sake of which the elements come to be is so. For,
if the spherical body were not necessarily in a substratum

then the elements would not need be in a substratum.

Hence, the existence of those forms in a substratum is

the cause of the being of the elements in a substratum.

Thus, the body is said of those (the spherical bodies)

and of these ( i.e. elements ) per prius et posterius, and

this makes clear what has been doubted by Abu Nasr

in his treatise on "the Intelligence and the Intelligible":
3

It has been shown that matter, as assumed by
Aristotle, exists only for the sake of the existence of

form,
44 but for the sake of the last existence of the form

and not for the sake of its first existence; and the doubt

has arisen only in so far as its first existence is

concerned.
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Sometimes a doubt is expressed against this view

and is said : 'The last existence is the best existence,

the first existence of form being the most incomplete, and

so, the corporeal being is better than the intelligible

being. This contradicts what Plato says and what is

known of the doctrine of the Peripatetics".

We reply :

" Our expression 'the best being' is

said in two ways. First, in an absolute sense, then

this is clear that the intelligible being is better than the

sensible being,
45 because the object of mind is more

suited to existence than the object of sense, since the

former is the principle of the latter,
4* as has been

demonstrated by Plato, Aristotle and many other

Peripatetics. And what is the most suited to existence

is called the best in existence. Second, a being is

sometimes called
*
the best

'

in relation to different

species of existing things, but not so that it is for the

sake of that existent. So that the term 'being' which

belongs to the existent would not be from the genus
of the best, and its best being would only be from the

genus of the last perfect being, this best being existing
not in so far as it is the species of 'existence*, but in so

far as something characterises it. It is, therefore, said

that the immattered form is intelligible not essentially

but in so far as mind has made it.

But, someone may doubt and say :

"
If it were

not inherent in the essence and existence of the being
which is a property of the immattered forms that they
are intelligible, they would not become intelligible,

because everything exists for a purpose and it is in the

nature of the thing to receive that purpose, and that
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which has not in its nature to receive anything, neithe

near nor far, cannot have anything neither essential!;

nor accidentally".

We reply :

" That it is in the nature of th<

immattered forms to be somehow intelligible has no

been assumed in the argument; and that their beinj

intelligible is in their particular being is not the case

But it is through that of which they are constitute

that they receive the intelligible existence, and whei

they are connected with the mover they obtain tha

being, hence, they need something else in order to havi

that being. This something is their connection witl

the mover which comes to them from outside. Hence

it is not in their essence that they become intelligible

but it is something else which makes them intelligible

Hence, they always; in order to become intelligible, nee<

this connection which makes them entirely accomplishe<
in existence. So the perfection of their being which i

peculiar to them would be from the genus of the imper
feet being ; and when they take their share from th<

best being they confine themselves to the best being. I

is for the sake of this that every (form) tries to be fre<

from matter and is necessarily separable from it, as i

is said of the 'Acquired Intellect' ".

But someone may doubt this view and say
"Forms being objects of mind is the same as their beinj

actually unconnected. It, therefore, follows that ther

is in nature something without a purpose. Hence, th

same doubt comes back".

We reply : "These immattered forms are sometime

sensible and imaginable, and are then movers of desire
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anger and many other things.
47

They have, therefore,

functions which are for them either in respect of their

being in their particular matters, and so they are

designated by their respective terms; or are in respect of

their being sensible and imaginable, and so not designat-

ed by those terms. But the genus is called 'a souF set

in motion', and there is no particular name for every

particular kind of it."

But someone may ask and say the same thing

about their being intelligible (i.e. that which has been

just now said about their being sensible and imaginable).

Their being intelligible means that some of them do not

actually exist at all. But this doubt should only be

investigated while considering the existence of the uni-

verse and the mutual relations of its parts. For, the

being of the intelligible for the sake of something else is

different from the being of the material for the sake of

something else, the two beings being, indeed, opposite to

each other. 49
It is for this reason (i.e. the intelligible

being is different from the material being) that Abu Nasr

says : "They become an existent of the universe." 5J

Since the mover acts sometimes and does not act

some other time, there must be a change by necessity

here. But the mover is not body, and the change is

then in the immattered form. And, since all that is not

divisible is not changeable, change will happen to the

immattered form by accident,
51 that is, through a change-

able. So the immattered form necessarily always needs

matter in order to be changed through it.
52 This connec-

tion is not to be called a change in space, because one

of the two (connected) is not body, nor is it near nor
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far. This connection is, therefore, only in its being.
51

Hence, for a material thing there are two kinds

of change, one preceding the other in the same way as

they do in their principles. One is "change in space", its

principle being the material being in so far as it is in

a substratum. For the material being indicates it (i.e.

change) in so far as it is becoming and not in so far as

it is an existent. The other change is for the sake of

this being that is extraneous to its essence and precedes
that other being just as the-inovement-in-space precedes
the other movements. But the change in quantity, such

as growth, is a characteristic of some marterial bodies

that take nourishment.

Change-in-bcing means that "this", for instance,

is in a nearer stage in existence. 54 This is because this

stage has a certain discrepancy in it. We have already
said that this is not possible concerning the immattered

forms except for the sake of the mover, while the thing
moved cannot cause motion. It is, therefore, clear

that existence must be mixed with the elements of which
none deserves existence more than the material being
and it is mixed with the elements;

55
its movement is

sometimes caused by a mover homogeneous to it, as is

the case in those animate bodies which are reproductive,
and some are moved by the spherical bodies, e.g. the

souls of those that are generated but are not

reproductive.

Since the discourse is concerning the existence of
the immattered forms as separated from matter, namely,
the "actual intellect",

56
it is clear that this is the

ultimate cause57 of all that we have said before.
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This kind of existence in matter cannot exist actual-

ly unless it is in such states as are limited e.g. taking

nourishment,
58 and the most able being is the one free

in taking suitable food as well as in the rest of that by
which alone one's being is accomplished, namely, man.

Now, then, necessarily the faculty of reason

precedes the rest of the faculties of the soul in exis-

tence, and the rest of the faculties exist for the sake of

this faculty which is the best; and hence, the rest of the

faculties and imagination are generated for the sake of

the reasoning faculty. This59
is not by necessity, as has

been held by those who believe that since the elements

get mixed together in equal proportion they cause

sensation by chance.

Form, then, has grades. First grade is its existence

in matter,
60 and there is not at all any change in it.

This is the most extreme one, the other extreme being
its opposite, namely, its being intelligible. This is the

most extreme side. But, for being intelligible, it requires

a material being of which it is constituted. For that is

the principle of its existence. Perfection is of all princi-

ples the most deserving to be a principle, and so it is

not at all possible for this form to be separated

from matter. Whenever it is separated it is a wrong
contrivance. Hence, it follows necessarily that the study

of nature must be concerned with "the forms with

matter". This will be explained in the discussion on

the faculty of reason61 which is never without a substra-

tum, since it is made so in its nature. When form is

found to be different it is evident that it is connected

with a mover in proportion to its difference which
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depends upon the degree of abstraction. The same

applies to every immattered form, I mean, that it exist

in its substratum in the sense that the substratum is its

matter. Thus, form and the elements are in one and the

same grade. But when form exists somehow separated

from matter whether by being abstract or by having a

substratum the state of its substratum in relation to

"being however is not like the state of matter in relation

to form then however it may be, it is called

perception.

But the abstraction of the immattered form is

not possible, because, as shown before,
62

its relation to

matter is in itself. Hence, necessarily there is, in the

bodies possessing form, an "intention" by which the

form is connected with the matter. So, as long as it is

connected with the matter it is intelligible, and when

matter is changed it becomes intelligible potentially.

This separation is of various grades, each grade

being called a soul, and a psychical faculty while it is

a grade. To these belongs sense-perception, next

imagination, next reasoning which is the extreme. As

for taking nourishment, what position it possesses, we
shall soon explain latter on. We have already discussed

for which purpose these grades exist. All these are for

the sake of the reasoning faculty.

But that these are grades is self-evident, since

sense-perception and imagination are things manifestly
existent.

But, which of these grades is sense-perception, and

how it comes to be, all these will be clear by when we
shall say.
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We say: It is evident that sense-perception is

actual,
63 like the state of an animal that is awake when it

perceives ; and sometimes potential, like an animal that

sleeps and keeps his eyes closed. Potentiality is either

near or far64 far like the capacity of sense-perception in

the embryo, and near like the sense of small when no

object of smell is present, and like the sense of sight in

darkness. Similarly, it is generally admitted that no

species does perceive anything by any organ
65 at

random. Animals, for example, do not see with their

month nor taste with their eyes.

All that is potential can only be actual when it is

changed by something that causes change, as has been

shown in Physics VIIL^

Thus it is necessary for sense-perception to have an

object that suffers change and an agent that causes

change
67

. It is clear that the object of movement is

different from the mover. The mover is then the object

of perception and its being a mover is self-evident, and

the thing moved is the sense organ.

Everything that is changed (moved) is potentially the

thing into which it is changed, and so the sense has the

potentiality of sense-perception, and, as has been explain-

ed in many places, potentiality is in matter*. Let us there-

fore: consider which matter should be this potentiality.

So, we say; Matter is predicated per prius of the

first and common and transitory matter. This matter is

potentially that thing which it ought to receive.

Although it is in its essence without form, it is, as we
have said, connected with a form,

69
and, therefore, it takes

always one of the contraries. This is because the first
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forms which are the forms of the substances, such as

lightness and heavyness
70

, are never without contraries.

The same applies to the accidents that are related to the

bodies qua bodies, since matter possesses of the first

accidents only one of the contraries,
71 and the first

of the accidents to exist in it is extension ( = lengths).

Hence, matter always exists as corporeal. But, the cause

of the extension being the first accident inherent in

matter has been given elsewhere. Next, there are

other kinds viz. quality, place and the rest of the ten

categories which apply to the body. Every form that

is in matter then has necessarily extension. For form

belongs either to a simple body and, as has been said,

has extension because of the matter, or belongs to

matters which have extension. And, in so far as it is

a form it will necessarily have the kind of extension

which it has, no matter whether the relations of its

three dimensions to one another were determined, as in

the case of animals, or whether it has them for the

form accidentally, like a piece of gold, since a piece of

gold may be globular having all three dimensions equal,

and when it is extended and becomes oblong, its

dimensions are nearer to one another.

The sensibles are accidents in material bodies,

and are those that are peculiar to natural bodies or

the forms of natural bodies. The natural accidents are

either characteristics of natural bodies, like heat, cold,

hardness, and softness, or common to both natural and

artificial bodies. But they are for the artificial bodies

per posterius and for the natural bodies per prius. The

sensibles are then forms in natural bodies, the accidents
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being taken as forms It is evident that all these

are immattered forms, the forms of none of them

being separable.

Natural accidents are either movers or moved.

Movers, again, are either homogeneous
72 to the thing

moved namely, the thing that becomes like them, like

fire ; or not homogeneous, like fire for hardening clay.

That which is moved from its species however,

does not become that mover nor acquires the form that

is peculiar to the mover in so far as it is that mover.

Hence, the natural attributes are set in motion towards

the species.
73 Now if they were moved towards that

particular individual of the species of the mover it

would not be possible for it to change (=move) a single

piece of wood, but their movement is caused by fire

itself, like the movement of the lover for the beloved.

For this movement does not set any man in motion

at random, for example, a man qua man ; and this is

self-evident.

Hence it is clear about the mover that it moves not

because it is that which is in matter in so far as it is in

matter, but it moves in so far as it is that species, as is

observed in the mixed bodies which are set in motion by
the movement of the dominating part without having, at

the time of mixing, any choice. Nor is there any dis-

crepancy except if there are two contraries (to be

mixed). But here there is only one contrary, and
matter has no meaning in it ; but it is in the body as

though it were a non-existent, and form were alone in

the body ; its nature has already been explained as
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we mentioned74 while discussing change. But this

being is not the same through which change has occur-

red, but is the being of the form that characterises it

for the sake of its essence.

Now if this form exists while being separated from

the matter in the way we described75 then the form must
be in one of the two ways : either it is so that it had

been a different changed existent and then appeared to

perception this is evidently absurd, for it necessarily

follows from this that the form of **
this particular

scribe ", for instance, must be present to the sense organ
before the perception of the object of sense76

, or it is

so that it is in the process of becoming, which neces-

sarily entails of its being potentially before. And
what is potential is matter. But if this matter belongs
to the one "

becoming
"

then the one becoming is the

same as the object, because it necessarily follows that

the
"
becoming

" must be a body, and in sense-percep-

tion it will have size in itself. Thus, the small will not

stimulate that which is greater than it, otherwise the

part will not be smaller than the whole which is

absurd.

If at all, matter is only connected with the mover

by a connection different from the first connection. If

matter is in a different state so that when it is

in a certain state the mover is connected with it,

and when in a certain other state it is not connected

with it this state being the soul or, there are matters

of not a single species, then, how can a matter be

without a form at all ? How can that whose nature is

this be moved, and how did it come to be ? For this
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mover is connected with this object of movement in a

way different from the way it is connected with matter

so that the forms would start to receive, since we cannot
hold that sensation moves the sensible.77 If we held

what Galen held concerning sights then the sensible

would act and would surely be separable. But Galen

maintains that the moved mover moves towards the

mover, namely, the sensible,
78 while Aristotle ascertains

that the mover here is the sensible which is moved in a

way towards the thing moved, because the mover must
be actual. This is self-evident And this potentiality,

in general, is the soul.

Since the facts are, as has been shown, (we say : )

everything that is becoming and perishable is a tangible

body. All tangible body is either simple or compound.
The simple bodies are the four which have been enume-

rated in many places one of these places being in the

twelfth book of the book of Animals. As has been

shown, every sentient body is compound80 and not

simple, and as described, it is made of earth in order

to have a stature and a specific limit, because there is

no animal having parts similar to each other and to

the whole, nor any plant. Everything that is composite
has its elements of which it is composed either actually

in it its composition being then either by contiguity

or by coalescence, and in general, joined together or

in potentiality, its composition being then mixture.

Everything that possesses soul is composed in this way
and not in any of the other ways. For there is no plant

nor any animal in which any of the elements exists

actually, and so there is not one element manifest in

it in a way as to believe that
"

this
"

is one of the two,
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as is ascertained in the case of many compound things
81

,

like many stones and many mineral bodies. On the

contrary, earth and water are the only elements that

are found in plants and animals mixed together. But
the rest of the elements is sometimes hidden one in the

other.

All that is mixed has an agent to mix it,
&2 and how

simply mixing takes place has been shown in the De
Generatione et Corruptione.^

Mixing is either artificial, like the mixing of gold
and silver; and of honey and of vinegar in oxymel; or

natural as the mixing of the elements in plants. As

shown, natural mixing is caused by action and by
"
being acted upon ".

The kinds of change by which each single kind of

mixing takes place are either boiling, putrefaction or

some other kinds of those enumerated in Meteorology
IV^ All these kinds are completed by natural heat85

which is necessarily in a natural body because heat is a

separable thing. This heat is not in one of the elements

since if it were in it, it would necessarily require to be

moved in space together with an other element so that

they would eventually meet each other, because meeting

precedes mixing. Now, if the mover of both or of one

of them does not move in order to mix them then it is

an accidental mixing.

Sometimes mixing takes place and sometimes not,
86

because the cold element is sometimes in efficient in capa-

city so that it cannot move the other element which is

hot; then the hot element moves it or makes it like itself.
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This is, however, genesis and not mixing.
87

And, some-

times, it takes place according to each of them moving
the other, but this does not happen always in one and the

same relation, and so it produces various kinds of mixing.

Hence, when the matter happens according to order it

needs necessarily a mover from without. The expression

iSj*+ is derived from ^>^> ( to move ) which is ***

( to manage ), so necessarily it needs a manager
The artificial mixing is included in this kind, and

it is through this kind of mixing only that the mixed

object always becomes potentially a medium between

the things which constitute the mixture. For the one

that mixes and moves the object of mixing in this way
makes the mixed thing stop in one of the intermediaries;

and the thing mixed becomes intermediary things only

because it is homogeneous to the elements.

But when the agent that causes mixing is "warmth9 *

which is homogeneous to the "heat" of the elements

then it causes something like boiling (
= concoction) that

produces mineral bodies88

provided it so happens that

the matter is suitable for being boiled. This kind of

mixing resembles the artificial mixing that employs fire,

as e.g. the part mixed of earth and water. In this

mixing things become manifest which are not to be

found in the elements, as condensation and rarefaction,
89

as it happens in the case of gold; and similar to this

accident are odours and flavours, and the different col-

ours, and in short, the bodily states that spread over the

body and are divided by its division. It follows neces-

sarily then that they must have parts similar to each

other and to the whole, because boiling sometimes
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occurs in them This is a kind of mixing which is not

like the first. Hence, spherical movements does not

produce a mineral body and, in general, a body having
its parts alike, except in special places, because mineral

bodies are not produced but from a mine. A mine is a

place in the cavity of the earth where a body having

parts similar to one another is generated through vapour
and smoke that are confined to it in order to thicken

that part of the earth which boils by the heat that is in

the part itself.
90 It is therefore that there is not at all in

all the three places enumerated in the Meteorology any

organic body.

Then, the things produced by mixing that exist with

this kind of fetidness can only exist having different

elements.91 All this is either a natural form, or accidents

in natural bodies to be found in the definition of the

near mover.

But in that which is composed of the elements,

which is moved by the heavenly bodies, and in general,

that which is moved by locomotion which causes meet-

ing, the near and the far mover are one and the same,

namely, the spherical body, since it moves by nature and

essentially. But the near mover in what is produced by

broiling is the heat by which broiling takes place, and

the far mover is the body that is moved in a circle

Hence , in what is produced by broiling the near mover
from the elements is either one of the elements, namely,

fire, or that which is composed of fire. All these are

sensible things, either primary like colours, or secondary,

like extension ( lengths), shapes and forms of natural

substances. All these are things which exist in matter, and
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when they are in matter they become with the matter

one in number and different in potentiality, as we have

described before. 92

None of these things can have sense-perception.

The primary matter is each and every one of these

potentially. Everything that becomes one with matter

belongs to the matter either primarily, or secondarily,

or thirdly. Those forms that belong to matter essen-

tially are necessarily substances, because the rest of the

matter that exists depends only on the forms of sub-

stances, and hence, they need alteration when they are gen-
erated. For matter is not at all anything in actuality,

93

but the thing that suffers change necessarily exists as a

definite thing in actuality ; and hence, when set in

motion it necessarily exists, requires a form9' and under-

goes a change in the accident, and it exists through the

form that is in it. This causes change in torm just as

the movement of place causes change of positions. For

movement was not in the position, but position is caus-

ed through movement. If, however, movement were in

the form then matter itself would be moved,95
and, thus,

would become a certain thing. But in the case of

alteration the matter is moved by accident

As we have said, all that exists in the natural

bodies whether element or mineral, is material and

united with matter. But plants and animals have those

material states which belong to the elements,
96 like the

material states that are caused by broiling. These

states bring into being those bodies that have parts

similar to one another and are constituted of the

elements Besides, animals and plants have some other
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states which do not belong to the elements nor are caus-

ed by broiling of the elements. This is the forming of a

new thing which is evident in most of plants, and is

clearer in animals, and they have parts similar to each

other because they are organs.

The mover that causes this motion of matter,

namely, the creation of a new thing is a different kind of

mover. This is evident by a slight consideration. As

shown in Physics VIII?1 this mover is not the sphe-

rical movement although it is not without it But the

mover seeks only the particular essential movement

which is the near one.

This mover is, therefore, not the broiling heat,

but the broiling heat is its organ, and hence, flavour*

smell and the rest of the accidents caused by broiling

are inherent in bodies. But how these accidents are

caused by the broiling heat has been explained in Mete-

orology IF. 98 These accidents therefore necessarily give
rise to the forming of a new thing.

In that which has such a principle, at the time

when it is generated, the mover must necessarily be

mind But this view is more suitable to the genesis of

animate beings, as has been summarized in the seven-

teenth book of the book of Animals?9

That which has this principle is of two kinds : one

kind connected with its organ by which it causes

motion, as for instance, the animal that propagates
itself* This is the semen, because the semen is a body
that generates the animate. And it is evident that the

heat of the semen through which the semen acts is in it.
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As to the other kind, its organ by which it is moved is

in something else. This applies to those animals which

are said to be generated spontaneously. The organ
that belongs to a kind like this is the heat of putrefac-

tion or some other heat. This kind somehow resembles

the productive art, because the organs of art are outside

the body to which the art is applied. Hence, it

causes motion through moving the elements and

mixing.

This heat continues to move the earth which is

mixed with water until when the whole has reached a

state in which it can receive that form, it receives it

eventually. It is evident that with the beginning of

motion it starts to receive the form. Receiving and

moving corresponding mutually with each other. The
soul when perfected receives the form of the mixture

and receives it through the
"
mixing

"
it possesses.

The form which the mixed bodies receive either

does not move anything essentially, but is received, and

this is like the forms of the minerals. And again, this

form precedes in matter that which exists in the matter

through the form like the states that characterize the

gold in so far as it is gold, e.g rarefaction and endurance

to the fire. Or it moves the body that contains it with

a movement peculiar to the body, as for instance, the

soul of the plant For when matter receives the form of

a definite body it moves that body together with itself.

Here are then necessarily immattered faculties some of

which are far, as for example, the power of the elements,

and some near, as for example, the power of the mixed

body which is always found only connected with form,
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and so it is always a substratum. Hence, for the animate

there is no opposite, because this form has no particular

privation. There is a privation only of that form, as for

instance, you say:
uThe form of the bee". Now, some of

the forms have "far matter", as is said of the water

"extremely hot".

As to the near faculty, it is never without form,
because it is always a substratum and is not at all sepa-
rable. Hence, it is likely that the form of the mineral is

in its matter, because it has no contraries nor opposing

privations e.g. the opposition of privation to habit.

In such cases the form of "mixing" is the quiddity

of that body, as for instance, gold. For the mixed

object is the matter and its existence is the species of

condensation. It is evident that this condensation is in

the near matter which is in the mixed object like the

form for the natural composition (mixing), This matter

then receives that condensation, but since the matter is

not at all separable from this form, the
"
aggregate

"

of all these is always like a single thing, matter being
manifest in existence only at the time of change. All

these are forms in the matter through which the
44

aggregate
" becomes a single thing, since this is the

meaning of matter's receiving forms that arise in the

matter. 100 But when the form becomes different, and

this is only when it is separated in a way, then it is

different from matter.

If the difference is caused by what takes place

then it necessarily follows that it is through a preceding

change either in the form or in another substratum,
101

as has been shown in Physics
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But form cannot suffer change, since all that is

changed is divisible103 and form has no parts
104 nor is

body. And hence, change occurs in a different thing.

Thus form, through changing from this form, acquires

a limited relation. So, form is changed by accident 1
"5

its change being in a moment just as it happens to that

which is related. For, although being greater, if AB is

not twice ofJD then JD is necessarily only a half, and AB
twice without having been changed in itself

; it remains

rather in its state as it has been, but is changed from

one relation to another relation.

All change, as explained in Physics VIII,
m is in

quantity, in quality, in place, or depends on one of these.

But when form is separated from matter, that same
form exists actually, while being what it is, separated
in an existence peculiar to it,

1 J7 and is different from

that which it was while being in the matter which

received it Now, had it existed11*' without having come
to be then this would entail necessarily an absurdity,

namely, that the form of a specified individual should

exist before it exists either in sense-perception and

imagination which is impossible or in mind which

is assumed to be possible ;
but we shall explain this

when we shall investigate about the rational faculty.

Now, it is clear that sensation has an origin All

that has origin potentially before it comes to be But

how is it possible for sensation to be a separable form

as well as to "become", since "becoming" concerns

matter only?

We answer: Our expression "matter" applied to the

faculties of the soul as well as to the faculties of the
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body is equivocal, because matter exists in the bodies

only by being specified by this form, so that they both

become a single thing that demands the performance of

the action that is that this existing thing should perform,

by its nature as has been explained before this. By the

expression "matter" in this place, we mean only the

reception of the form through which the body which

has a potency like this becomes sentient, since both

the material faculty and the faculty which is soul accept

colour, and colour is form in the matter colour and

matter being one thing as
"

this colour
"

on its own
has no existence at all. Colour in the faculty of sensa-

tion is that which exists with what characterizes it.

It has left its matter and become a definite thing.

Hence, it is not possible for matter to receive two con-

traries like whiteness and blackness, the two contraries,

because if it were to receive the two contraries, then the

two contraries would surely be in matter, and there

would be no contrariety between them at all, but they

are essentially contraries, for they are essentially two

forms, each of them or both forms different from each

other. Hence, it is not possible for them to exist except
in two ways. That they are in two substrata is possible ;

but if they are in one substratum, then they must be

in it in two different moments without meeting in one

substratum. Since they are in the sensitive faculty as

two separate beings their co-existence is not impossible ;

what is impossible is only their being together in one

substratum, and not that they cannot co-exist in a

genus, and in general, in the faculties of the soul. But

this exists materially only in colours For one and the

same air, for example, is between white and black at
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the same time. This is because their forms are not

in the same way in air as form is in matter, but are

in a way intermediate between the material reception
and the reception of the psychical faculty.

Since faculties are defined by relations of the sub-

stratum to the habit and the faculties are distinguished

through this from each other in their essence, the

sensitive faculty is a preparedness in the sense organ
which becomes the form of the thing perceived. The
difference between ^^1 (the meaning) and *)>-Ji (the

form)
l(J9 is this that form and matter become one thing

without existing separately, whereas the "
meaning

"
of

the thing perceived is a form separated from matter. 110

So, the
"
meaning

"
is the form separated from matter.

Hence, the psychical faculty must receive the "meaning"
while it is a "

meaning ", and that which receives is a

"meaning" in potentiality. Similarly, the perception
of the soul is in no way a passive state. But whether

it comes to be by
"
being acted upon ", we shall soon

explain later on. It is therefore sometimes assumed

that the one that is
"
being acted upon

"
receives form

alone, and that when the potentially hot, for example,
becomes actually hot it does not receive the

"
meaning

"

of that which is in the mover, although things are

from the mover, as we said before. 111 It receives only

an other hot and so it becomes a different "hot"

resembling the first, while there is no relation between

the heat that is in one of the two arid the heat that

is in the other in any way. The only relation between

them is this, that their respective forms when separated

become one in number. As to the difference between

their two individual forms, if it is permissible to call
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the individual of heat a form, there is no difference

between these two forms and the matter when it

becomes an individual, as has been summarized

somewhere else m Hence, in saying
"
the heat of the

one of the two " we do not mean that it is with its

matter so that the individual of the
"
heat

"
itself should

be in the soul.

Since the
"
meaning

"
of the thing is the thing

and since the meaning of "
thing

"
is its actual existence,

it means to us when the meaning of an individual

reaches us that we have perceived the individual through
that faculty that belongs to us.

It is evident that the perceptions of the material

beings we acquire are transitory. If they were not

transitory then they would be eternal. But if they
were eternal it would necessarily imply that Zayd,
for example, was before Zayd, and "

this hot
"

was

before
"
this hot

"
; it will also imply that they are

moved in space, and other similar absurdities.

Again, it is generally admitted that sensations are

transitory. This can be ascertained if we give some

slight attention to it. All that is transitory has existed

potentially before its actual existence. As we said

before,
113

possibility and potentiality are inter-dependent.

This potentiality is then necessarily in a matter, and

this matter is the matter of the like of this being. And,
customarily it is called spiritual

114 and non-corporeal,

or similar terms are used, and hence, it does not become
a body when perceived, because body is there only
when the form is not at all different this is so when

it is not separated.
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Someone may ask about perceptions and say :

"
Is the form, when it is different, in the matter which

contains it ? If this is so then the matter would exist

actually while not being matter. How can then that

which is not a body be connected with that which is

a body except by becoming a form in it ? But if there

is no difference and the case is like its existence in

matter then it is not separated".

We reply : That the perceptions are in a substra-

tum is clear, because if they were not in a substratum they

would not come to be. But that the perceptions and the

substratum are one and the same thing is so, and in this

way perception becomes particular. For if they were

completely different from the substratum then they

would certainly be a species or intelligible. We shall

soon explain this when we shall turn to the discussion

of the rational faculty, since the discussion here is on

the soul and its faculties.

But that it follows from what has been posited
that form does not exist free from matter, is no neces-

sary inference from what has been posited, but it is

open to doubt that the being of the form suffers a

change. This is because the matter, as we said before,

exists only in relation to that of which it is matter. The

power of perception is to receive the form as separated
in its particular existence. Then the matter of percep-
tion is by nature the reception of the forms of the

apprehensibles The mover of the matter is the object
of perception in so far as it is perceived For it is

clear from the nature of these material forms that they

essentially possess this power, and this movement
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belongs to them for the sake of their particular being.

Hence, this power is in the active form like heat and

cold, and in the passive form like hardness and softness.

For that which causes the movement related to the

passive state also causes movement to it while it is in

a substratum, and it moves another matter of the

species of the matter that is in it. The relation of

this matter to the
"
meaning

"
is like the relation of

the matter that is in that mover to the form itself

that is in the species. The matter of perception is re-

lated to the form in a different way that characterises it,

and hence, it is matter in the equivocal sense of the

term. But the matter of the perceptibles is called matter

per prius, and this (ie. the matter of perception) is

called matter only per posteritus and in relation to the

moving sensible, e.g. the hot and the cold.

The mover then has at first two kinds of movement
for two kinds of matter one, for the matter of the

species of its matter, and the other for the matter

through which it (/ e. the mover) is sensed. This move-

ment belongs to that which has a body not in so far as

it is that body. Hence, the perception of the small and

large body is the same,
115

especially, their imagination.
We shall soon explain why it is so later on.

Perception varies in excellence only in so far as

it is strong or weak.

We have said what the perceptive faculty, in general,

is. This faculty is a soul which exists in the animate

body and is the form of the temperament of the ani-

mated body. The mixed body which possesses this

faculty is animate and alive.
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Since all generation is either change or dependent
on change, as shown in the Physics,"* it is necessary

that perception must be so. Since all that is changed is

divisible117 and perception is not divisible, it necessarily

follows that this faculty is connected with a body either

by itself or through a connecting medium.

Psychical perceptions are of two kinds sensation

and imagination. It is not possible to imagine that

which is not sensed, and hence, for example, it is not

possible to imagine
"
colour ". Sense-perception there-

fore precedes imagination by nature, for it is like matter

for the imagination. So sense perception is the first

perception connected with the body. It is then necessary

that there is no sense-perception without imagination
but the change is not in the sensible Change is the

form of the sensing. The sensing is then necessarily a

body whose form is the sensitive faculty. Sense-percep-

tion, in general, is the potency of a body that is acted

upon by the sensible and with whose perfection is

connected the perfection of the psychical faculty that

is in it. Hence, it is necessarily implied that the sensible

is that which causes imagination and the sensitive is

the object of imagination. Hence,
"
heat

" and "cold"

are sensed themselves and primarily As for "hard-

ness", softness and smoothness, we shall soon explain

their nature in the discourse on the faculty of touch,

since this is the discourse on sense-perception, in general.

Since not every power moves every body, and

movements are many, senses are many to respond to

their respective movements. Since the movement

through which sensation is caused is for the sake of the
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form only, and the form exists through many things,

it follows necessarily that in sense-perception those

forms must be imprinted without bsing separated from

one another.

Since that by which the thing is constituted is

either common or particular
118_the particular being only

perceived by one sense, and the common by those senses

on which the common object depends, it is not sensed

primarily as, for instance, extension (
=
lengths) and

shapes.

Since the form is joined accidentally by many other

things, these things are therefore not impressed in the

sense organ ; they are sensed accidentally, like colour,

because colour is connected with the fact that it is, for

example, in the scribe ; and so it is said that the scribe

is seen accidentally. The sensing animal very often

commits error about these accidents. But how this

faculty exists in animals has been described in the dis-

cussion on the generation of animals, and that is in the

sixteenth book of the book of Animals.

This is sense-perception, in general.

As described, the sensibies are, in general, either

common or particular. The particular, as shown before,

is that by which the sense organ is acted upon, and the

common is that by which the sense organ is not acted

upon, but exists potentially only when the form is

perceived. Hence, it is said that the common sensibies

are perceived only by the common sense, because the

sense is not affected by them. They belong only to

this faculty (not) because they are connected with the

sense organ, but in so far as they are actual, for the
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faculty, when separated from the sense organ, becomes

the common sense. It is separated from the sense organ

only when it becomes a certain thing, and that is by

perceiving a sensed object ; the sense is then necessarily

in sense-perception, as has been shown before. 120
Hence,

this faculty cannot be without the sensibles entirely,

because it is in a body. But that which is absurd is to

make it separable without any connection with a body.

This is one of the absurdities that necessarily follows

from the doubt recorded before this.

Let us, now, speak of the kinds of sense-perception.



CHAPTER IV

DISCOURSE ON SIGHT

As shown before,
1 the soul is the first entelechy

whose matter is the natural mixture of the body. I

mean by my expression "first" 2 the same as one speaks

of a geometer when he is not practising geometry, or a

musician when he is not displaying the art of music,

and by "last" something like that which is said of a

musician when he produces a tune. For the first entele-

chy is always like matter for the last entelechy, and so

it needs necessarily something else to bring it into

actuality, namely, a mover, since everything moved has

a mover. But the mover in the soul is hidden while

the mover in sense-perception is manifest, just as it

happens to a polished mirror. For having been polished
is the first entelechy, and so, whenever and object of

sight is present, its shape is reflected in the mirror which

is not changed into anything else in order to become
nearer (to the object), such as it takes place in the iron

in so far as it is iron,
3 since it requires polishing, and

hence, one does not say of the iron that it is a first

entelechy. In short, the first entelechy is the prepared-
ness of the body to receive something without being

changed essentially, not accidentally, because the mirror
is sometimes changed, e.g. it is turned to face the object
of sight.

The faculty of sight is then the first entelechy of

the eye, namely, the visual soul. But when it does see,

it becomes vision which is its name in its last entelechy.
The same applies to the remaining faculties. For, when
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a faculty is isolated and is mere potency, it is a

soul, and hence, an embryo as well as a sleeping person

is said to have soul/ but when it performs its actions,

it is an actual sense-perception. Hence, the faculty

through which, for example, vision takes place is poten-

tially the objects seen.

As said before,
5 the sensibles are prior and are

peculiar to each sense some of them being common and

others accidental.

The first sensible for sight is colour, and therefore,

it is perceived only by the eye. Hence, the organ of

the body that perceives colour contains vision, wherever

and in which form whatsoever it may be, because a

body is defined only by its function, and hence, a statue

is not a man, nor is a sharp sound a knife, since they

do not perform the actions of the species in whose name

they share 6
Hence, it is said that "eye" is predicated of

the eye of the alive and the eye of the dead equivocally,

and not univocally.

The visual soul is then the faculty that exists in

the eye and through which the eye perceives colour.

This faculty is located in the vitreous humour. 7 This

is evident from the symptoms to be observed in ^forma-

tion of cataract" in the eye. Hence, it is necessary to

investigate the nature of colour.

We say : Colour can only be perceived through
the mediation of air. Hence, if it is placed upon the

eye, the eye cannot perceive it.
8 And air cannot serve

the eye in perceiving colour except if it is together with
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light,
9 either because colours in darkness are potential

and have no existence, or because the air receives colours

only through the vision in which the colours are.

That colour is in darkness is evident, when colours

are observed in the shade, in the sun and in the condi-

tion that occurs to plants when clouds pass over them,

coming between them and the sun, since their colours

vary a great deal, as has been summarized in the

De Sensu et Sensatu. l(} So it is necessary that we should

proceed and explain what colour is.

The iliuminant is that which gives light and the

illuminated is that which has light light being the

entelechy of the illuminated in so far as it is illumi-

nated.

The iliuminant is said in two ways,
11

per prius et

posterius. The first is that in which we assume that the

sun shares together with fire. That which is said per

posterius is that which imparts light through being illu-

minated from elsewhere. This is through reflection of

light, as it arises in the case of the moon and of trans-

parent bodies, and this is of various kinds. That which

cannot make others visible 12
is the kinds of the terres-

trial things, eg. what one sees in the water when oars

fall in it at night, the scale of some fish, and the fire of

the fire-flies, but these are not colours 13 and are effects

in the eye, as has been explained elsewhere.

Light then is that which is in the air in the presence

of a body that has this state is the illuminated.

But the question whether the sun itself exists or

its effect in the world that comprises animate beings is
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an object of investigation, and is very difficult indeed.

For a man who is in water sees the sun on the surface

of the water and finds it so near that he assumes that it

is actually on the surface of the water. Similarly, it may

happen to a man on the sea-shore at the time of sun-

rise or sun-set when by chance a dense smoke from a

place close to the observer arises that he assumes that

the sun is in the smoke, and hence, he sees it as large

sized and red and yellow. Again, when we look into

fire and its states through which it becomes illuminant,

we find that it is through the mean between density

and rarity. This is clear by what we said M about

shooting-stars and the comets. But the fact is, as Aris-

totle says in the seventeenth book of the book of Animals
1 *

that the form of fire is visible this is when he promises

us to discuss about fire so let us leave it for the place

that suits the discussion of such things.

That which is received is always in contact with

the qualities that are in the recipient, and hence, the

saying goes :

"As through he were looking into the sword

through its length ";
16

and the same happens to extension (lengths), as has been

demonstrated in the book of Mathematical Sights and

Shades wherein the causes have been given.

It is clear and evident that the fire received by air

is simple fire. It is received either immediately or

through the medium of something contained in it. If

at all, this something is only analogically said of having
"
being ".
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Of the contraries that do not exist together in the

same substratum, as heat and cold, for example,
some are absolutely not found in the same substratum,

as even and odd numbers, since
"

five ", for example,
will under no circumstances become an even number.

Others are such that they are not in the same substratum

at the same time, as e g. hot and cold, blindness and

sight. Others are such that are in the same substratum

at the same time this is the case with many species of

Relation, as the kinds of related position, such as right

and left ; and hence,
"
becoming

"
in their substrata is

not a change, but follows a change
18

. Change is only
in the " now " 9 and not at all in any length of time, and

how this is meant, has been shown in the Physics.

Position and Relation are either essential, that is

by nature, (or by accident). That which is by nature is

like the position of some limbs of the animal in relation

to others, and so you do find that nature has achieved

in each of them or in one of them something through
which the position finds its perfection. That which is

accidental is not like this, as e.g. the position of Zaid

to
' Amr. As explained in the Physics, position is not

a faculty that spreads over the body,
20 since the position

of A to G B is like its position to H D, and whichever

part is taken from G B, A's position to it will necessari-

ly be the same.

The illuminant with reference to the illuminated

is a form and possesses relation. Bodies possess posi-

tion absolutely only through their surface that sur-

rounds them from the outside. Hence, the bodies

have position through their surface.
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Sometimes, the things related have no such two

substrata which contain two individuals of the same

species of relation, as e.g. begetting, because the begot-

ten is not the begetter of the one who begot him. But

sometimes, there are in between the two substrata two

individuals of the same species, as in the case of com-

ing to blows and cultivating friendship with one

another. That which has no two individuals in between

its two substrata has sometimes a kind of relation in

between them which distinguishes one from the other,

e.g. if one animal is on the right side of an other ani-

mal. For when H, for example, is on the right side

of B, B must be on the left side of H, since both of

them have right and left. But that which is not an

animal is not like this, since to be on the right side of

a mountain, for example, is not to be on the left side

from it, because a mountain has no right nor left except
in an analogous sense.

The illuminant has a position relative to the illu-

minated, and so whenever it is present it must neces-

sarily have it, and to receive by nature this position to

it is a relation. That which gives light is that which

has a nature like this.

Relation in so far as it is relation is not divisible

by the parts of the body. For relation is a nature

common to that which is body and that which is not

body. Hence, it is sometimes not divisible by the parts

of the body in its essence.

Since illumination produces a relation between

two bodies, every part of the illuminant has with every

part of the illuminated this relation no matter whether
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it is possible for them or not possible. Hence, all that

is illuminated does not necessarily give light, but how
much light it ever gives, is then a definite degree of

relation
; but sometimes it does not illuminate the

whole of it but it necessarily illuminates the part which

is near to it Its nature has already been explained in

the discussion on the reflection of rays.
21

So, we have

said what is light, and what is illuminated, and what

is illuminant

It is thereby clear how light exists in the air with-

out time, and how the air is illuminated by the sun

and a lamp in the same period of time if this is to be

called time and in view of the differerence of dimen-

sions as they are. It is also clear how the same air is

illuminated by two sources of light that are in opposite

position, while the effect of the one is not distinct from

that of the other, such as if either of the two sources

of light be on different ends of the sides of a square,

and between them an obstacle that intersects them

so that the centre alone is illuminated by the two

sources of light together. Now if the light ray is not

reflected, then the diagonal of the state of one luminary
which falls on the diagonal of the other will not be

straight Similarly, to one who is in the middle of the

side of the square the state of either of the two lumina-

ries will not be clear.

Since colour, as shown in the De Sensu et Sensatu^
comes about through the mixture of the illuminated

with the body which has colour in the manner I have

explained there, colour is also a luminary in a way, and
moves the air. Colour moves what is illuminated but
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in so far as it is illuminated, since the illuminated is the

mover of this colour.

But how is it said that colour moves the translu-

cent in actuality ? This is in so far as the colour is re-

ceived only in so far as it is illuminated and to receive

the illuminant is related to illumination. Hence, its

setting colour in motion is illumination and translucence.

Here becomes clear the error of one' 1 '* who believes that

to see in vacuum is more possible than that what

appears to sense-perception in water and in air. But

the matter is quite the reverse of what Democritus has

assumed, since if air were eliminated there could be no

seeing at all

Just as colour is not perceived without light
24 so

light cannot be perceived except in connection with

colour This is evident by what we said before.25

Now, colour is simple, and the simple possesses

a shape necessarily. Hence, vision perceives shape and

length, and in short, all that is found in the constitu-

tion of colour or in the constitution of that by which

colour is constituted. Hence, vision perceives the

substances that are the substrata of the colours.

Since causes are either near, namely, those that

characterize the essential, or far and are enumerated

among the accidents ;
the same applies to the objects of

sight, for example, lengths and the like which are

essential for the eye, and substances that are accidental.

But that which is particularly accidental is that

which is perceived through the mediation of another

faculty. The white, for example, is an effect to us and
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so it does not belong to the eye neither as near nor

as far.

Sometimes it is assumed that what is essential is

often found in mirrors, since shape and movement are

manifest in them, and also other states of the coloured,

but they are not in them in the same way, as has been

summarized elsewhere.

The movement that is manifest in mirrors is not

a movement that has arisen but is reflections in the

mirrors, because the part that is manifest in the state

A is not the same that is manifest to B so that it would
be a movement. This is only like the shadow of the

thing moved, for shadow is privation of light, not of

movement, because a shadow has no movement.

As already said,
27
sense-perception is a matter that

receives the form of the object of sense-perception,

hence, it receives the impression of that by which the

form is constituted, whatever be its nature.

But the mirror does not receive the form, but it

receives the images of some of the properties that have

form.



CHAPTER V
DISCOURSE ON HEARING

The faculty of hearing is the entelechy of the sense

of hearing, and its function
4

is to apprehend the impres-
sion arising in the air by the impact of the two bodies

mutually impinging upon each other. This is the state

in which a certain thing is heard and its sensation is call-

ed "hearing". This is because all the bodies that pro-

duce sound are either hard or moist. If they are hard,

then whenever struck by a body, they produce sound.

But if the body is moist2 then it does not produce sound

except when the movement of the striking body towards

the object struck is faster* than the dissipation of the

moist so that the movement impinges upon the body.
Now the body that contains this movement is set in

motion and recoils from the motion, and the motion

rebounds from the body in all directions adjacent to the

place where the striking body and the struck have come
in contact. Although rebounding from the striking

body, the air receives from the striking body an im-

pression peculiar to it, as is evident in the vibrating

bodies.

The effect of this sensation in the strings of the

lute is obvious, because we find that when we move
bamm (the bass or the fourth string, having the deepest

tone) in the level of mutlaq (the open-string) that which

is mathna (the dual chord) is moved, but that which is

on zir (the first string) is not moved, nor is that which is

on mathlath (the triplet chord). Similarly, when

mathlath (the triplet chord) is struck zir (the first string)

is not affected. If we put our fingers on the sabbaba (the
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first-finger) of zir, then this will move only that which is

on it; and the same happens to the scale which is equal
in pitch ( i'M^ 1 aj L~^i

), since it is alike in parts.

Exactly the same happens to "that which is general" and

"what is general" is similar in parts, and not equal.

The first sensible is the impression
4 that is in air or

in water caused by an impact ; but it is connected with a

movement and is not possibly perceived without the air

being moved. Hence, it is an impression connected with

the motion caused by the air in the impression,
5 and

hence, it follows that what reverberates from a body is

the same but not in the same state. It is, therefore,

necessary for the two contraries to undergo a certain

change, but the impression remains one and the same.

Similarly in the human ear particularly, since the

mutual impinging is frequent in it, the air suffers various

kinds of reverberation 6 and the sound remains, as it

happens in the instruments that produce sound, as for

example, the lute. It is through this that a sound be-

comes a musical note, for the musical note is a sound
that remains apprehensible for a time ; and hence, not

every sound is a musical note. It is for this reason that

when a sound is followed by another sound the two

particles of air are mixed together while they are in dif-

ferent states, and produce a mixed note, either agreeable
or disagreeable. This is the reason through which the

rhythmic modes render the agreeable disagreeable and
the disagreeable agreeable. This is the case in the lute

the "moaning" of which is a note. All this has been

explained elsewhere.

Since the first place of hearing is air, because it

is the first recipient of sound, hence the two bodies
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mutually impinging upon each other are sensible by acci-

dent, and hence, error occurs in hearing them, as occurs

to sight concerning what belongs to its substratum by

accident, as has been explained before.7
Hence, some-

times many sounds arise in different bodies and are be-

lieved to be one sound, as for example, the sound made

by water falling on a hollow and smooth body sounds to

the ear exactly like the sound produced by the lute so

that he who listens to it, but does not see it, assumes that

some strings of a lute are being played on. This is how
the jugglers are able to make us believe of thunder, and

the mimics to produce sounds of various bodies so that

we assume that these bodies exist while they do not exist*

And it is the characteristic of that which concerns a

particular sense accidentally that the other senses come
to its help, and this particular sensible is apprehended
in this way. We shall soon explain after this how that

is and due to which faculty.

Some bodies are sounding and some not sounding.
Those that are sounding are the bodies that possess an

organ to produce sound, their mover being the "modifi-

cation" that arises in them. These are those bodies that

possess soul8 and have lungs, namely the animate which

breathes.

The animal known as the cricket, however, does

not produce sound9
in this way, but it produces sound

accidentally. For the air comes out through the oeso-

phagus, and so it produces sound.

But that which does not breathe does not produce
sound even when struck by a body. This is how sound
takes place.
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Since, as we said, sense-perception concerns the

form of the sensible, hearing follows upon the form

that is in the air and through which it exists, and hence,

it follows the way in which sound exists and the rest

of its corollaries. It concerns neither shape nor any-

thing else that concerns sight, since this is not in the

constitution of sound.



CHAPTER VI
DISCOURSE ON SMELL

As said before, smell is the apprehension of the

form of the object of smell. It is located in the

nose. It is necessary to proceed according to that

way and to investigate what the first recipient of the

thing smelt is, and so it will be clear to us what smell

essentially is and what belongs to it accidentally in the

same way as this has been explained for sight. For
colour is the object of sight and the first recipient is

simple. As shown, it seems that the remaining three

senses are of a different kind ; and that these senses

are far more necessary for the security of the nutrient

than the first two. Rightly this is so, because these

are states of the mixed body. For colour and the

impact of sound necessarily cause change in the mixed

body, since they do not belong to it neither accidentally
nor essentially. As explained in other places, colour

does not depend upon the natural mixture. This has

been explained by Alexander of Aphrodisias.
1

The first object of smell is odour Let us there-

fore say what odour is. That everything odorous is

mixed is clear when we investigate bodies. Mixing
2

therefore precedes smell in the body by nature. But

that, although prior by nature, mixing is essential is

also clear by examining odour and its generation,
as happens with colours, since investigation is made

concerning only the parts and certainty is attained

concerning the whole. And the fact about such things,
as Abu Nasr says, is that they become certain at time,

while they are different at other times in
" abundance
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and scarcity ". We observe, for example, in summer
in some countries that soil does not smell but when

drops of rain fall upon it, it does smell when the rain

mixes with it, and particularly when it rains from a

near cloud, because the rain is then warm and some-

times snow.

Similarly, again, the existence of taste is prior

to odour by nature in an object of smell, and so odour

seems to be almost identical with taste
; and hence, the

taste of many things is apprehended from their odour.

Most irrational animals use only this sense to gain their

livelihood,
3 as it is to be found in vultures, in dogs and

other animals. The horse, for example, recoils from

his food when it smells differently from its natural

odour. And hence, this sense is strong in animals and

weak4 in man, because the animal needs it most.

It is the characteristic of this sense that many
animals cannot make their sense of smell work unless

they inhale air 5
, namely, those which have lungs''. For

if a smelling object is placed on the nose they do not

perceive it
7 unless they inhale. Sometimes odour moves

the air at such a distance from the person who inhales

that it is not moved by the air of respiration, and this

is clearly observed.

This sense organ has a curtain* on it which is not

lifted. But when inhaling takes place the curtain is

lifted and the object of smell reaches the sense organ.

Hence, when he who smells intends to take the smell in

he does not breathe all at once, but breathes in a long
time or inhales intermittently.
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It is evident that the recipient of odour is, in short,

not only homogeneous to air, but also to smoke or

vapour that belongs incidentally to perfumes and many
cooked things. All these have been specified in the

De Sensu et SensattP. And this is why odours of objects

remain in many smooth bodies even after their disappea-

rance, for example, the fragrance of wine and honey
remains for a long time in brass-vessels after they
have been cleaned. Thus in containers the odours of

the objects kept in them last long, and hence, sometimes

the things that have the same odours are identified by
the sense of smell, as happens with hearing.

10 For the

things that are perceived by these two senses and their

first recipients are separable from the object that causes

them. This is not the case with sight nor with touch,
and hence, both of them perceive dimensions and shapes
more than this (i.e. the sense of smell).

As for taste, we shall soon explain what it is. As
shown in other places and as we said before, the mixed

body arises from broiling or without broiling, as it

happens with gold and silver, and that which is broiled.

Broiling is said in general and in particular. When it is

said in general it is like a genus for the thing and for

cooking ; and when it is said in particular it is synony-
mous with cooking.

It has been shown that broiling takes place only
in things mixed of moisture and dryness. When the

heat has broiled it somehow there arises in the body

something which is called taste. Hence all that tastes

has some moisture. Now if by chance it has another

mixture of moisture and dryness which are mixed with
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it and are broiled in a way, then that which arises as a

result of this is odour, as has been explained in the

De Sensu et Sensato. 11

It is clear that odour arises when the moisture

washes 12 the dry that has a quality and is broiled by the

heat in a way, and hence it is found in plants more than

in animals and stones.

The result of the mixture of that moisture with the

dryness which the heat has broiled for instance, a

tree has a manifest odour of its own. What has no

manifest odour, but is odorous potentially needs for this

reason fire and heat. Hence, when this kind of odorous

object is rubbed or peeled off13

and, in short, when it is

heated its scent becomes manifest. 14 For fragrance
needs at first a broiling heat which sometimes suffices to

produce it, such as musk and liquid storax,
15 and some-

times does not suffice and needs another heat, as, for

example, aromatic wood 16 and the gum of the red

juniper (red arsenic) and the like.

Since smell is the apprehension of the form of the

object of smell, and is identified with the object of

smell, smell does not apprehend any other attribute of the

properties of the object of smell except taste. Hence,

smell is not apprehended except by accident. This is

because when it so happens that the object of smell

is attended in a way the aspect of smell is accidentally

distinguished by it. Hence the aspect of smell is dis-

tinguished by the sense of smell by second intention.



CHAPTER VII

DISCOURSE ON TASTE

It has been shown what taste is,
1 and that taste is

not possible neither exclusively in moist nor in dry,

and hence, we can taste neither ashes nor pure water

nor air. But we can taste the water of rivers and the

water of the woods because of the dry that is mixed with

these waters.

The matter of taste is then moisture,
2 and hence,

when the organ of taste is dry you cannot come to

taste things which are mainly dry but you can, for

the same reason, taste moist things. For taste sets in

motion the moisture of the mouth and receives it in the

same way as the air receives colour. Moisture moves
the sense of taste,

3 and so whenever there is a moist

object, the moisture which is contained in it takes the

place of the natural moisture. Moisture is thus needed

by taste in the first place in order to exist at all,

and in the second place in order to be perceived.

This is why the parts of the throat near the uvula4

have been made to produce the natural moisture

through which taste takes place. This (i.e. the natural

moisture) is mixed of dry and moist parts in a way, and

hence, it is viscous. This moisture has no flavour so

that its taste does not make it impossible to receive fla-

vours which are contrary to it. Hence, he who suffers

from fever finds everything tasting bitter
5

;
for the

moisture in his mouth is bitter because smoke is mixed

with it, as has been explained elsewhere.

Taste is necessary in animals,
6 and so there is no

animal that does not have taste except a few, e.g the
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kind of animals that have shells and the sponge of the

sea. It is likely that touch alone will be adequate to

meet their needs of food, because they are far from

being normal animals and are rather like plants.

Hence, the sense of taste does not apprehend any
essential property of anything which has flavour except

its flavour
;
and hence, anything that has flavour becomes

more palatable or disagreeable by being more moist

or dry, hot or cold. This is self-evident.



CHAPTER VIII

DISCOURSE ON TOUCH

Touch is the faculty of apprehending the tangible.

It is sometimes assumed that the tangible is of various

kinds,
1 and hence, the faculty of touch is of many

kinds, but is in one and the same substratum.

This sense is spread over' the human body and

has no particular organ, as is the case with the rest

of the senses. But it has a recipient of a definite kind,

in all animals, namely, the flesh or what replaces it in

those which have no flesh.
3 The primary sense4 of touch

is not in the skin. When the skin is removed, the flesh

perceives touch not less than the skin perceives it, on

the contrary, one should rather assume that it is more

susceptible to touch.

As said before, no animal exists without this

sense, and through it an animal is an animal. Hence,
when this sense is lost, the individual in question is no

ionger an animal. There is no sense which is found

ipart from touch.

As shown in the second book of the De Genera-

Hone et Corruptione? all the objects of touch go ulti-

mately back to hot and cold, moist and dry, and these

contraries are such that neither of the two of them can

:>e replaced by the other, since every sense-perception
s connected with a pair of contraries. 6

Sometimes,
t so happens that the two contraries become substrata

br another contrary. Take, for example, colour : its

extremes are white and black, and white is the subs-

ratum of glittering and brightening
7
, and light : its two

extremes are transmission and intensity and this is the
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substratum of the smooth and hard, hidden and

apparent.

And just as this sense is one and is accompanied

by many faculties so seems to be the case of touch8
. In

short, the faculties follow the existents according to the

order of their being. But moist, dry, hot and cold do

not mutually interdepend in this manner, since none

of them is a substratum of the other, but there is an

essentially different succession and interdependence in

them, as has been explained in a different discourse.

Since these contrary qualities do not exist sepa-

rately in the substratum, the faculties of touch are not

separable either and are in a single sense organ.

Since every body which comes to be is perishable,

it is an object of touch. No substratum can dispense

with these contraries, as it is possible with regard to

the rest of the contraries, for sometimes there exists

a body that has no colour9
, and a body that has no

sound, the same applies to smell and taste therefore

the organs of these senses have been made of the like

of these bodies. But this was not possible for this

sense organ, and so it is
** medium "

because the
" medium "

is in no way potentially one of the ex-

tremes. Hence, the organ of touch is
" medium "

be-

tween hot and cold, humid and dry. This is why when
Galen assumed that the hand is the organ of touch he

held that the skin of the hand is
" medium "

between

the extremes, and thus he transferred what belongs to

the body that contains the faculty of touch to some

organs of touch. This body is the innate heat. Since

the body is not a
" medium ", it was joined with bodies
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that are called by Aristotle
"
flux

"
and by Galen

"
nerve ", because they bring the psychical coldness

from the brain. Hence, a limb that is not connected

with the flux from the brain is devoid of touch, and

hence, liver, kidneys, and arteries which are full of

innate pneuma, have no sense of touch.

But how does the psychical coldness arise? For

sometimes its reverse is shown. For the organ of the

soul is the innate heat. Now coldness is said of

extremes and of the intermediates, but that which is in

the brain cannot be an extreme, it is only an intermediate

which is in between the "medium" and the extreme.

The intermediate is only so because it is mixed with the

contrary, so this coldness is mixed with the psychical

heat. Hence the heat goes to the brain from the heart

through the arteries, and the membrane is on the brain

which is assuaged by the heat that is moderate due to

the coldness of the membrane, and through which it is

in that stage. It is therefore psychical in so far as it

is heat, not in so far as it is in the stage that is called

"extreme
9

*.

Sometimes a doubt is expressed about the sense

of touch. That is every sense organ is moved by the

sensible, as has been summarized in the general

discourse on sense-perception,
10 The mover is either

near or distant, essential or accidental. The distant is

that which is sensible, and the near is that which serves,

e.g. air for sight, hearing and smell, and liquid for taste.

So we should search 11 for a similar thing here (i e. in the

case of touch).
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Themistius admits that air serves the like of all

this. Since nothing can touch the fish12 in the water

without water as an intermediary, for moist cannot be

wholely separated from the bodies in water, that which

is in air is more reasonably not to be touched without

air.

Sometimes, touch takes place through more than

one medium, and even through that which is not natural,

as happens when one's eye is covered, because one can

apprehend hard, soft, hot and cold; or, for example, one

can perceive with the help of a stick. But although

perception is possible with the help of a stick we cannot

perceive all kinds of the tangible, since through the

stick we can feel neither hot nor cold, but we can only

feel hard and soft We touch hot and cold when the

skin is covered, but this is not because the covering

assists, but because it is affected and is sensed first.

But whether the sense of touch is flesh or in flesh,

is not clear,
11 but whatever it may be, it is connected

with flesh, and is one of those of which flesh is

constituted.

The nature of the tangibles has been explained in

many places. For this faculty has powers spread over

the body
14 and their constitution is in the body in so far

as it is a body. Hence, the sense of touch apprehends
extensions and shapes, just as they are apprehended

by sight.

As to the fact that there is no other sense beyond

touch, this is clear by what we say : This is because if

there were any other sense then it would have a

particular sensible and this sensible must necessarily be
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a corporeal raovent. There is, however, no corporeal

movent except these five sensibles15
. Hence, there cannot

be a special sense organ for the common sensibles which

will move several things. But the sense organ that

apprehends them and how it works we shall soon

explain later on. Again, if there were a sixth sense16 a

definite animal would necessarily have it, and this

animal would necessarily be different from man, because

man has only these five senses by nature, so this animal

must be an imperfect animal. And it is absurd that

the imperfect has got that which the perfect has not got.

It has been shown in the first book of the book on Ani-

mals 1 how that which the imperfect animal has got
resembles that which the perfect animal, namely, man,
has not got, e.g. the lip of the ass and the trunk of the

elephant and other limbs that characterise different

animals although man has this in the most perfect way,
for the broad lip and the trunk are imperfect hands.

Since the limbs are defined only by their purposes, and are

valued by their capacity to achieve those purposes and

these or what is better than these are in man necessarily

man should have this sense lest there be anything better

than him. This is clear from what has been shown in

the book of Animals.



CHAPTER IX

DISCOURSE ON COMMON SENSE

That all these senses are faculties for a single sense1

,

which is the first and is called Common Sense, is clear

by what we say : The existence of this faculty has been

explained by what we wrote, in general, on Sense-

perception, namely, this Common Sense is the matter

through which the forms become sensible. Hence,

whenever the forms become identical with one of the

senses this sense is affected like matter when it is affected

So it is one in substratum and many in expression
2
, as

happens with the centre of a circle3 which is one in

substratum and many in expression.

Since there are many common sensibles, there

should necessarily be a common faculty
4 to receive them.

Hence, in touch and sight there is necessarily a single

common faculty which receives that form.

What is this sense into which we inquire ? Again,
there are then sensible things that are common to the

five senses. So it is clear that there is a faculty common
to them. This faculty passes judgment on the changing
conditions of the sensible

5 and perceives its various states.

For example, it perceives for every part of an apple
6

that it has taste, smell, colour, and warmth or cold, it

decides that each of these is different from the other.

Now if these states were in recipients that are contrary

to this sense then it would not be possible for it to

judge that
"

this
"

is other than "
that

" 7
. For it is

necessary when the difference is observed to inquire

into its nature.
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In this faculty, the effects of the sensible things

remain at the time when the sensible disappears, as

happens to colours, because the function of this faculty

is to cleave to the sensations which are the effects of

the sensibles in it,
8 and when it has a chance to affect

the sensible it perceives like the perception of effect.

Hence, it is clear that the six faculties that are the
" end " and the five that are the senses are souls,

since these are entelechies of bodies. The seventh faculty

is the moving faculty, we shall soon explain its nature

later on.

But if there exists a faculty that does not employ
an organ then it is not a soul except in the equivocal

sense of the term. Since Common Sense is necessarily

a form for the innate heat, it must necessarily be a soul.

But it is not for this kind of relation that it is called

soul, rather it is called so because it is an entelechy

of the whole of the composite body. But it exists

in the body only because it exists in its specific

matter, and through it, in short, becomes a part of the

body. And, it is through its being in the body that

it is possible for the common sense to be connected

with the senses and to be moved by the senses when

they move that which is not corporeal. The common
sense is not connected with that which is extraneous to

the body.

The common sense becomes a form of the body
which has organs, only by getting identified with the

organs. It gets, for example, identified with eye. Hence

a sleeping person does neither hear nor see. This

is evident in those animals that do not close their
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eyes in sleep, since this form is not in the body. For
that form is not separable from its matter, so when the

body that has that form does not exist in the sense

organ it is not perceived. The existence of that body in

the sense organ is like the form of the sense organ, in the

same way as the captain
9
is necessarily in the boat. The

nature of this form has been explained elsewhere

But when the common sense is alone,
10 then it is

soul in so far as it is a form of a certain body. Hence,

sleep is not found in all animals, since the innate heat

belonging to the soul is in the sense organ only, because

priority and posteriority in the soul is the same or the

like, as has been shown in the book of Animals.

If, however, there is an animal which possesses

another faculty that is not at all a form for a body,
then this faculty is not soul except in the equivocal

sense of the term. Take, for example, the case of the

faculty that shows its existence when a body is present
11

to the common sense, and for which the common sense

becomes like matter and the faculty the form for the

matter of the common sense but not a first form.

Hence, this faculty is an intermediary faculty between the

soul and those faculties that are not souls but each of

them derives its share from it, as we shall explain later

on. This faculty is the faculty of imagination.



CHAPTER X
DISCOURSE ON THE FACULTY OF IMAGINATION

The imaginative faculty is the faculty by which the

forms ^i*** of the sensibles 1 are apprehended. Some con-

fusion is apparent in the study of those who have

pondered over this faculty. Some hold that it is a sen-

sation, others make it assumption
2
; others againjudge that

it is composed of opinion and sensation3
. It is, however,

clear that this faculty is neither one of the faculties of

the soul nor is it composed of them4
. For that which is

true for one faculty of them in general is false for the

part of the other, and is composed of a syllogism of the

fourth class of the second figure, and a conclusion

concerning the particular
5 third class is reached.

But the nature of an assumption is that it can be

verified by the one who makes the assumption, while

some imagination, formed by some one, can not be verifi-

ed, for instance, to imagine that this horse has two

horns this cannot be assumed and its existence is not

possible for the man who makes an assumption
6
.

As for sensation, the sensible of every sensation

exists
7 while it is perceived. But everything that is

imagined is not like this
8
, since sometimes one imagines

things which have already ceased to be, and even things
which cannot be perceived at all.

Nor is imagination composed of these two (i.e.

opinion and sensation). This is evident by what we
said about the nature of this faculty.

We say : That this is a faculty which apprehends

only things that have been previously perceived let us
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suppose, for instance, that the things are hidden from

us either because they have perished, or because they

do not get into the way of the receiver is self-evident.

This faculty is not possessed by man exclusively but it

is in most irrational animals9
, for which there is no

nobler faculty than this. We shall explain this

later on.

This faculty can be true and false, but in most

cases it is false10 . When this faculty is true it necessarily

apprehends by nature a thing in the same state in which

it was perceived by sense-perception. It is obvious

that the things apprehended by this faculty are not

sensibles11

, this faculty only apprehends sensible things
which have already vanished. Again, this faculty cannot

apprehend essentially a sensible thing unless it has not

been previously perceived by sense-perception, but

accidentally. And how this happens has been summari-

sed in De Sensu II 12
. It has already been stated before

that sometimes a trace of the sensible thing remains in

the common sense even after the sensible is not present

in it
13

. But it is clear that this trace which is meant here

is sensation, because, in addition to its faculty of receiv-

ing the form of the sensible thing, the common sense

has the capacity of retaining
14

it
; and when through

this faculty the form becomes actual, it appears to

many people that they can see an individual without

his being present
15

. This is clear in the case of "
the

pleuritics'
5

(who have high temperature) to whom this

happens in the state of waking
16

, and it sometimes

happens to certain temperaments that this is true17
, just

as it happens to those who have "good sense-perception'*.
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For when the common sense is strong and the natural

disposition of the sense organ weak, the sense organ is

acted upon by the common sense, and receives the

impression and in its turn moves the compressed air

which receives the impression and becomes like a

phantom
18

. Next, the impression moves in its turn the

sense organ, and the sense organ moves the common
sense, as it is summarised in De Sensu II 1 " where its

cause has been demonstrated.

These sensations are the forms of the sensible

things whose function, as explained in the chapter on

Sense-perception, is to move the matter which is a

recipient by nature. So when the forms become sensa-

tions and are separated" they are most apt for this. It

is clear that matter in its existence is most akin to the

common sense, and so it is moved by the sensations and

perceives the forms of the sensible things. It is, however,
not possible for the sensations themselves to be in the

matter, because what is not divisible is not moved.

Again, one thing that possesses matter cannot be matter
for another thing except in so far as it moves another

faculty which is its matter. As shown before, these

kinds of matter are not the first matter but are different

from it. But each of them is called matter equivocally.
This is the imaginative faculty.

Representation is said either per prius or per
posterius, and is said, in general, of the images of a

thing. When it is said per prius it is said of the images
of individual things. Sometimes it is said of the images
of species, sometimes of an individual thing in a species
in so far as it is the image of that species

21
. Hence,
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Plato calls the sensible things images. Sometimes it i

said of some other kinds. It is clear that the sensation;

are the representations of corporeal things through th<

faculty which apprehends these representations namely
the faculty of imagination. When these imagination!

do not act in this faculty, nor do move it the anima

cannot be moved by them, although it possesses man]
movements in many ways. For an animal become:

warm and dry in so far as it consists of the elements

since being composed of elements it possesses quality
22

It is potentially that it moves from place to place ir

so far as it is in space, and is altered by the passive

faculty, and is acted upon by another passive faculty

and it sees through the visual faculty. Now some o

these faculties are in the whole body, as e g. the facult]

of being acted upon, and some in a particular limb

as e.g. the faculty of hearing. In the same way, again
it is moved by the imaginative faculty.

Since everything that is moved has a mover, th<

mover of this faculty is in the sensations that are in th<

common sense and it is this faculty which is moved

As to that through which things are imagined one afte

the other, and time after time, it is the far mover

and whether it is one or more than one has beet

discussed in De Sensu II 2\ Thus it is clear what th<

imaginative faculty is in general as well as wha

representation is

The images that are the entelechy of this facult]

are in this faculty like the sensations in the common sense

It is evident that when the forms of the existents an

images they are far more separated
24 from matter than th<
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object* of sensation. The faculty of imagination is relat-

ed to the faculty of sensation in this way but the faculty

of imagination is not completely free from the immatter-

ed forms in so far as they are material; but it is in rank

far from matter, since this faculty acts even if the

immattered forms are not present, but in its being it

needs them by necessity. If an image, however, exists

without the immattered forms then it is of a different

kind and its nature has been explained in many places.

The faculty of imagination is not moved unless it

is set in motion by sensations25
, and when there is no

sensation this faculty is not set in motion. When there

is no sensation of this kind this faculty has nothing to

act upon, and hence, this faculty suffers transforma-

tion if transformation26 can be said of that which is

indivisible from one thing to another thing. How this

happens has been explained in De Sensu II. Hence,

when the common sense is occupied or when we assume

that it has disappeared it is not acted upon by the ima-

ginative faculty but remains pure potentiality, just as it

is assumed that this happens when a man perceives dread-

ful things in darkness27
. This is why the imaginative

faculty has been listed among the material faculties, and

hence, its action in sleep
25

is most apparent, for sleep is

nothing but the mere potential existence of the common
sense. It preserves in sleep, however, the existents

that occur but is not moved by them and is only moving,
and the imaginative faculty is moved by it alone.

But in a waking, condition, when the common sense per-

ceives strong sensations29
, it seems only moved ; and at

that time it is either eclipsed or remains mere potentiality,
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its movement in potentiality not being observed. This

has been summarized in many places. Hence, when the

senses are of no avail the faculty of common sense is of

no avail, and when the common sense is of no avail the

faculty of imagination is of no avail. This is why this

faculty perishes when the common sense perishes; and

it exists while it depends upon the common sense, just

as the moved depends upon the mover in the state in

which it sets it in motion. But in its being this faculty

is nobler than the common sense, since it is like the

end for it.

It is through this faculty that animals move in

various ways and the appetitive part
30

is moved ; and

through it animals have many arts and crafts, and look

after their progeny, as for instance, ants and bees31
.

This faculty is the most noble in irrational animals ;

and in irrational animals there is no other moving facul-

ty more perfect than this faculty. For the moving
faculties that are in animals by nature are the nutritive

and sensitive faculties ; and through all these they per-

form those actions which are said to be essentially from

them, since mover and moved are together in them, as

has been explained in Physics VIII.32

Now it is clear that the imaginative faculty is an

entelechy for a natural organised body, and so it is soul.

It is obvious from what we said that there cannot be

any other faculty besides these two, I mean the common
sense and the faculty of imagination. This is because

the existents are either material or separated from mat-

ter. The material existents are in a specific body. And,
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separation Is a movement, and every movement is a

change or dependent on change.
T*

Separation, however,

depends upon change, and the dependent is either prim-

ary or secondary. As shown before, the first is sensa-

tion, and the second is this (i.e. imagination). If there

were a third thing then there must necessarily be in the

substratum a state through which the second could be

distinguished from the third, since both together were

from a single genus, otherwise what would make the

second different from the third?

There (/ e. in the case of the common sense) the

movement is in matter and here (i.e. in imagination) the

movement is not in the matter of the species, while the

secondaries are contrary to those species that are not

in matter But that which is not in matter is said in

many ways : either (a) it cannot be in matter so as to

demonstrate the existence of a thing that is of this des-

cription, or (b) it may have matter but is considered in

a state in which it is contrary to matter, and it is in

this state that it is what it is and is considered with the

being that characterises it this is the reasoning, as we

shall soon explain or (c) it is that which is in matter,

but is taken in so far it is what it is. This is because

of the alternative that separation is either possible in

it this is the common sense or that it is separated,

but is taken in the state in which it is in matter this is

the representing faculty of imagination. Hence, the

faculty of representation apprehends the individuals34

only, since the immattered forms move these faculties

only through the faculty that is in them, namely, the

faculty whose nature has already been explained before
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this. 35
Thus, the sensations are generated while they

possess a faculty through which they cause motion, and

so they move the imaginative faculty and the images
come to be. All this happens through forms that are

material but are different from the immattered forms. 36

But in these forms the percipient faculty is unable to

move the
'

universal
'37 form unless these specific

immattered forms move that which is moved by the

whole of the specific lest this faculty of imagination would

move indefinitely, since movement is caused by a being
that is connected with finiteness. That which is moved

through matter and finiteness is matter in so far as it

is matter ;
and the separable existent moves with an

infinite movement only in so far as it is not moved.

But as there is no contrary here so there is no separation

here. If matter were a recipient eternally the separable

body would have been mover eternally, because if it

were not to move then it would suffer motion ; and

everything moved is divisible, and everything divisible

is material. Hence, the faculty of imagination appre-

hends those states of the immattered forms that charac-

terise them at the time when it apprehends them ; and

it does not perceive those states which do not character-

ize them ^at the time of perception. It is, however, not

possible for it to perceive the immattered forms with all

their states that qualify the form due to the properties

that are separable from it. Hence, the imaginative

faculty apprehends all their essential and non-essential

qualities as a single thing.

But a questionner may ask and say :
" How can

a single thing be apprehended in its various states, some
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of which are apprehended and some are not apprehended
in it ; but, indeed, some of them are possible in it, and

others not ? But this is in man only, because it is he

who synthesizes and analyzes.
38 This motion is caused

by other causes which have been enumerated in the

second book of Aristotle's book on Sensation, 39

If the faculty of imagination were to apprehend
the

i form ' and what can be apprehended of it, then this

would be possible in the speculative mind But in assump-
tion it is a thing that s possible indeed ; and we shall

soon explain assumption and its faculty. It is then clear

what the rational faculty is. But, in knowledge, it (i.e.

contemplation of the meaning and its apprehension) is

the activity of the reasoning faculty, and sometimes, of

course, it is not at all possible in it ; and we shall soon

explain why it is so later on.

The faculty of imagination is, therefore, like a

sweet fragrance between the existents whose nature is to

be separated from matter and those that are material,

and takes from each a share in the same way as Nature

acts eternally, for, as has been shown in many places, it

never changes from one genus to another genus without

a medium. This is the last of that which is moved by
the specific sensible.

As shown elsewhere, everything moved is homo-

geneous to the mover, and the image is particular, and

not universal which is the opposite extreme of the parti-

cular But these two faculties (i.e. those of reasoning
and imagination) are no via media in the same way
as there are media in heat and cold, so that they would

be in sense-perception. Representation is a part of the
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universal, as this is so in that which is between heat and

cold ; and the medium contains heat and cold. For

there is neither in sensation nor in representation any-

thing universal, but sensation and representations have

states in which they become nearer to each other.

These states are most frequent in and suitable for thou-

ghts/ but they are more manifest in sensations. For

the particular is not contrary to the universal, but it is

somehow different from it ; Aristotle has explained its

nature in the Metaphysics/*

As to the existence of the universal, it is necessari-

ly due to some other reasons, and is either
c

becoming
'

or
*

not-becoming '. If it is becoming then there is

matter in it, or a potentiality like matter ; if it is not

becoming so that learning would be recollection then

it follows that it must either belong to the forms, as held

by Plato this is what has been recorded by Socrates in

the Phaedo^ and so it belongs to mind like sensation

or something homogeneous to it, or it must belong to

mind before it understands it, and learning' will then

be recollection.

When the universal is studied it is found in certain

states from which it follows that it is eternal, and in

certain other states from which it follows necessarily

that it is generated. In short, its necessary properties

that are found in it are in a state that opposes their

existence in the immattered forms. Whatever be the

nature of their existence in the immattered forms, and

whatever be the nature of the universal, the being of its

properties is contrary to the material being with a very

clear contrariety. And the most conceivable with them
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is to be with a different kind of existence so that

existence would be predicated of them and of the mate-

rial existent equivocally. The most reasonable with

existence is that it is predicated of the properties per

prius although the universal is the most suitable for

existence.



CHAPTER XI
DISCOURSE ON THE REASONING FACULTY

It is necessary for us to inquire into the reasoning

faculty as to what faculty it is, what its nature is, and

whether it is soul or a faculty of a soul. If it is a

faculty of a soul, as is assumed, then in what respect

is it related to the soul? We must investigate whether

this faculty is always actuality
1 or sometimes potentiality

and sometimes actuality. If the second alternative is

true then it must possess matter, and if it has matter then

it has a mover, since everything moved has a mover.

Now, what is this mover2 and what is its nature? With
all these (questions) agrees what is commonly known
about this faculty, and about those states of the phy-
sical body that are observed by sense-perception. For

this will give the inquirer things that are said in this

connection ;
this information about all these questions

will itself direct him to the soul properly.

That this faculty is not always in actuality is clear,

because if it were so then '

learning
' must be *

recollec-

tion3 ' and learning would certainly not depend upon
sense-perception,

4 and it would not have been that when
we are deficient in a particular sense we would be defi-

cient in a particular science. But the matter is different.5

And then it would have been through this faculty that

the knowledge about the existence of things that are

depending on the sensible would have been gained with-

out having recourse to sense-perception. Hence, the

man who has, for instance, not perceived weight will

have certain knowledge of all its attributes the certainty

of which is generally attained by the man who perceives
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it with his senses. This is obvious, and to prolong the

discussion about it is superfluous. Moreover, this has

been explained in many places.

That this faculty is always potential is also ab-

surd, since man acquires sciences either by sense-percep-

tion, as is the case with the people of the practical arts

and crafts or by learning.

This faculty is therefore sometimes potential and

sometimes actual. The transition from potentiality to

actuality is a change, and so there must be one who
causes change, since all that is moved has a mover, as

we have shown before.

It is through the reasoning faculty that a man per-

ceives another man to be alike to himself in accordance

to what presents itself to his soul^. In short,
*

logos
*

is

either a statement, or an inquiry, or a commandment.

Inquiry is to seek information, and giving information

is teaching and inquiry is learning. Now, it is through
this faculty that man teaches or learns. These

three parts exist only when man is in his natural state.

Consequently, to speak certain words makes by conven-

tion recur to the soul all those meanings that are under-

stood by the speaker.
'

Logos
'

(j^ 1

) in the language of

the Arabs indicates first to utter words that indicates

meanings. Next, it is used for uttering sounds which

may not indicate any meaning. Hence, a poet says :

"Nothing prevented her (the she-camel) from drinking except that a dove cooed (literally: 'spoke')

amidst the branches bearing fruits (of palm-tree)."
7

Sometimes they use
"
logos

"
for something else, as has

been discussed by the lexicographers in their language.
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Since this is so that this faculty has an organ which

is, as we described its activity before, the most suitable

for speech, those who philosophise transferred this term

to this organ. We have already described the faculty

which is the object of this discourse Now, we intend

to explain its nature and origin, because the investigation
of the ancients was concerning this only, and that

whether it is aqueous (?/ or not aqueous. It is not diffi-

cult for one who intends to enumerate the views held

by the predecessors, because all are well-known. This is

why we drop from our discussion the enumeration and

examination of these views, and we restrict ourselves to

what necessarily follows from what man naturally knows

about it, because the views expressed about this faculty

are not of this kind ; they are indeed mere conjectures

most of which, according to those who held them, are

either some assumptions or well-known opinions. An

investigation of these views either gives the informa-

tion of its nature according to a certain state, or makes a

man stop at the place of error committed by those who

held them. This is a kind of dialectic exercise.

We, therefore, say : It is a self-evident fact that

informing and transforming happen only through a

proposition
9
, and what decision is has been explained in

the Peri Hermenias9 and that it is composed of a predi-

cate and a subject. Thus in man there are necessarily

two actions : one the existence of "separate notions",

the other, the synthesis of these two notions. The facul-

ty through which this synthesis takes place is the

thinking faculty, its function being the different modes

of composing the separate meanings
10

,
which I have
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explained in the books on Logic. The second faculty

is that through which the separate meanings are deter-

mined. This (i e. the latter) is like matter for the former.

For when the separate meanings are not found the

composition is not possible. So the latter is prior to the

former by nature.

As enumerated in many places, the meanings indi-

cated by words are of two kinds 11
: universals and

particulars. As shown before, the faculty by which the

particulars are perceived is the imaginative faculty.

But the universals belong to another faculty
12

. It is

clear that they do not belong to sense-perception, and

that the sense-perception perceives the particulars only.

The universals have different meanings, since the univer-

sal is a particular notion from the rest of that which is

predicated of the many ;
the case is not so for the two

particulars, since every premiss is to be composed of

two particulars, and so it is rare in use
; we shall speak

of it afterwards. But the premiss composed of one

particular and one universal is often found in "sooth-

saying", in rhetoric and in verse. As to the premiss
that is composed of two universals, it is common to

all arts and is called sciences in general and per prius.

Now, then, that which has a principle like this is rational

at least in potentiality, and it is in this way that

"rational" is said of man

These universals are intelligible meanings and are

universals13
only through their relation to the particulars

that are formed for them ; similar is the meaning of the

sun and the moon. In short, those that have only one

individual are intelligible meanings, and are universals
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only in an analogous way, and they are called universals

per postering.

These intelligibles are either eternal or accidental

Here ends what exists from his discourse (on the Soul).

May Allah show him Mercy !
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NOTES
v

CHAPTER I

(ON THE SOUL)

IN this chapter Ibn Bajjah treats the nature of the soul and

its definition, discusses the excellence of psychology, emphasizes

that out of the three Aristotelian methods of describing things

namely, the method of division, the method of composition, and

the syllogistic method the method of composition alone has to be

used for defining this science, and suggests that the souls of all

animals should be studied, forms of plants being yet a problem to be

investigated.

Ibn Bajjah like Aristotle bases his psychology on physics. He

begins his discussion of the soul and its definition by stating that

bodies, natural or artificial, are composed of matter and form,

form being the permanent acquisition or the entelechy of the body.

Entelechy is of various kinds. For it belongs either to those

cxisteits that pertorm their actions without being essentially moved,
or to those that act while they are being acted upon.

A natural body is composed of both mover and moved,
whereas the artificial body has its mover outside. Now the

form that supplies the entelechy of a natural body without organs
is called Nature, and the one that supplies the entelechy of a

natural body which is moved through an organ is called Soul. The

soul is, therefore, defined as the first entelechy in a natural organized

body.

But because
"

entelechy
"

is an ambiguous term the term
"

soul
"

is also ambiguous. Ibn Bajjah, therefore, defines the nutri-

tive, the sensitive and the imaginative soul as the entelechy of the

nutrient, the sentient, and the imaginative organic body respectively.

Psychology is the most excellent science, and precedes all

natural and mathematical sciences. Even Metaphysics cannot be

studied without knowing soul and intellect. Knowledge of a thing

has, however, several relations, namely, knowledge of the quiddity

of the thing, knowledge of its particular essential qualities. We
must, therefore, investigate whether the soul is one or not, whether

it has parts or not, whether it has several faculties or only one
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faculty; Democritus, the atomists, Galen, Plato and other ancient

philosophers having maintained the one 01 the other of these views.

But the ancient philosophers who preceded Aristotle had

confined their study to the human soul alone, whereas the know-

ledge of the soul of every animal is a part of natural science.

As said before, soul is an equivocal term, because it is not

a single nature. If it were homogeneous in nature its functions

would have likewise been homogeneous. Sense-perception, for

example, precedes the imaginative soul, the faculty of sensation is

preceded by the faculty of nutrition, and the rational faculty

comes last of ail ; indeed the perfect comes by nature afier the

imperfect.

Hence, all kinds of soul cannot be defined in one and the same

way.

O See Ibn Bajjah, the Majmu'ah, Fol. [187a : jU/1 Jtf

UV3' < Sj^cyU ^UJ J*S ^ 1^,3 t "****W.J ^ U L

U " Jj3 . . .

M 64- cf. Arist. : Physics

iii, 192b8 ; Al-Farabi : Ihsa'ul-'Ulorn, p. 45, Madrid,

1932. ; also Fusol al-Madani (the Bodl. MS. Hunt 307),

Fol. 92b :

Ibn Rushd : Rasa'il, Hyderabad, 1947, p. 12.

(
2
) The products of art, e.g. chair, bedstead and the like,

have no principle of movement and rest in themselves.

They are incidentally manufactured. Vide Ibn Baj. Fol.

92a :

UU o JLju SyL, l-iij ^^cJ! ^ytL. V3 '^/- 63^ U 1 J 1

3*-?
!j3Trl *-' ^f^ r'^

^ ^^i ^' J.J

Cf. Arist. Phys. ii, I. 192bl5-?5.

Natural things are all transitory. Vide Ibn Buj. Fol 6b :

A~l- J? ^ JL*UJ Ujft 5Juli ^iS'^63^1 6 1 Ul

Cf. Arist. Phys. ii. 1. 192b9-14.
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(
4
) The expression fc~A*H is found in the writings of Al-Farabi

(see Masa'il Mutatarriqa, Hyderabad, p.6 ; AI Fara-

bi's Philosophische Abhandlungen, p. 87, ed. Dieterici :

Jz^UJ! cl.^V'uc J^i*1 the translations ofHunaynJbn Ishaq

(see K. Tima'us, p. 19 : "v 1*-' 1 f^ 1

, published by Paul Kraus

and R. Walzer under the title,
** Galeni Compendium

Timaei Platonis "). Ibn Bajja. obviously after al-Farabi

has repeatedly used this expression ; see Fol. 187b :

Fol. 169a x^ku j*UVi J* V^ 1 *rW ^ '** * also

( or Tadbir. p. 21, ed. Asin Palacios ) : ^ "X-UM 1*3 ...

But al-Kindi (see Rasa'il al-Kindi al-Falsafiyah, ed. Abn

Rlda, p. 382), Ibn Sina* (seeShifa, the Bodl. MS. Pocock

125, Fol. 23a3) and Ibn Rushd (see al-Sdma% Rasa'il,

Hyd., pp. 5 and 21.) preferably use

($) Ibn Bajjah in al-Sama,', Fol. 5b writes :

JotUJI^ -^^J! 3 s^U!

j j^^'a- Cf. Arist. Phys. i. 7. 190b20.

(
6
) Cf. The Ar. Text infra; Fol- 153 A, p. 91 Damascus.

(
7
) Ibn Bdjj in al-Sama*, Fol. 7a, argues that if matter is not

formless then it will be divided in "matter" and **form",

and this will go on ad infinitum : *}$*> culS s^UI Ux-^3^ u\j

. . . JL^S ^ ^ cX^i j*J; 3 Sj>^ J S-^^ ^f 2U~3U 63^ o 1

f^
J

JU- jj ^ Uw'l IJA 3 Cf. Arist. Phys. i. 7. 191 a 8.

^tt 5c S^U

(B) Cf. Arist. De Caelo, iii. 1. 298a 29.

(
9
) By the expression ^^ p~*: Ibn Bajja means *' a body

composed of matter and form *', see al-Samac

, Fol. 8a :

3 Sj^l 3

U
Uu! s^Ul*

t l^J sj^U- s^UU
t J*A)VJ j^^T ^J

s^U!

. ^*it^l p~a*ttj* U^i- ^.^.Jf 3

Aristotle calls the four elements "
elementary natural

bodies ", vide Phys. iv. 1. 208b 8.
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(
lo
) Ibn Bajjah differentiates between the change that occurs

in the form of a body, which he calls 0^ genesis (vide

the Text) and change that takes place in the differentia,

which he names AJU:J
t alteration (vide al-Sama ', Fol.

16b :2UUsJ lJ JU. JL&IJ X*>Jl3 ; and also the Ar Text).

He further explains in Al-Kawn wa'1-Fasad, Fol. 80b. that,

according to those who hold that the existing thing

is one, 6^", genesis, is necessarily AJUS-.I, alteration, but

according to others who believe that it is more than

one in species, 03^" is necessarily not AJU&J
;

3)

(
n
) Cf. Arist. Phys. i. 7. 190b 18.

(
12

) This is based on what Aristotle says :

*' For the helmsman

knows and prescribes what sort of form a helm should have,

the other from what wood it should be made and by

means of what operations. In the products of art, how-

ever, we make the material with a view to the function.

whereas in the products of nature the matter is there all

along
"

; see Phys. ii. 2. 194 b 5.

(
13
) As Ibn Bajjah explains, the first mover is of various

kinds : (i) that which moves without being moved, e.g. ice

which makes the pot cold but itself is not affected by cold;

(ii) that which moves and is only accidentlly moved, e.g.

art ; (iii)
that which moves and is not moved neither

essentially nor accidentally ; cf. Al-Sama'*, Fol. 32 b :

J^.J J3VI

Jt2j jj> 3 ^yJU VI ^T.;"
B*d (J

J *** (j*i V 3 t-Tj^J V

6 1 i**i V3 uT/^I V 3

(*) The source of this division of 'mover' is in Aristotle's

Physics, viii. 5. 256 a 6 :

"
Either the movent is not
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itself responsible for the motion, which is to be referred

to something else which moves the movent, or the movent
is itself responsible for the motion. Further, in the latter

case, either the movent immediately precedes the last

thing in the series, or there may be one or more inter-

mediate links

Ibn Bajjah repeatedly refers to this division in his

al-Sama* as follows FoL 56b : (<_Tj*eJ' & ^) (a) ^ 3

(b) *~ 3

UT 3UUZ-

byfc* uTj8" **! V! 61* *J^VI>* J3VI

*x*fVV ur7t^ U*l 1^(0 c^Us^yJI U!

( a. MS . ^ , b. MS. : l*u) J3VI

!i, XT
j9t

J! .^yJ!jijtu l^u ^y^SJ! 3 c-Tj^'u 1 Fol. 50 a :

3 . . .
A*fcj ^S'j* 61 y 3 **^^i Jj^*j J-^i fol. 4ga :

Cf. De Gen. i. 7.324 a 30 sq. . .^Jb

That which has no soul can only move by being con-

nected with a mover. It is actually a thing moved
and is being acted upon; (Ibn Bajjah, al-Sama*, Fol. 50a :

3* US! 3 fJ*^- <_T j*"<* 3* Jj lfjw ^Ji ^ ^ij y-J U J jpl

(
16

) The last mover is that which is connected with the thing

moved in the same way as an agent is in contact with the

object acted upon ; al-Sama
c

, Fol. 36a : j o-* JLJ 3

3 ,A-U) 3 J*^l^d Jc^lo 1^ 6U^J( ^L*A'

I3 63^' J
uti 6 !

J al-Kawn, Fol. 81 b :

^X^ ^*^^ 5

Fol. 82b :
!

.^UUo ,^^1 3

Cf. Arist. Phys. vii.2 243 a 3.

(
l7

) The wood, for example, has no capacity to become a

couch, nor can it get any capacity to become couch
from the couch itself or its like. But it is moved so long
as a mover moves it, and this mover is art and not nature;

cf. Ibn Baj. al-Hayawan. Fol. 92a (see supra note 2).
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(
18

) Motion actually takes place by the first mover which is

not moved by the last mover, and is, therefore, responsi-

ble for the movement ; Ibn Baj. al-Sama', Fol. 50 a :

J3VI <jTj*J\3 H' iS* 5^3 3^' ^ 3

3 Z2J*JI i J*i)l <_>*^ *JI 3

Cf. Arist. Phys. viii. 5. 256 a 9.

(H) Cf. Arist. Phys. viii. 4. 254 b 14 ; ii.1.193 a 29.

(2) As stated above (^li* <_Tj*J V^ UUoJI U), art does not

move essentially, but it moves through instruments. Ibn

Bajjah explains the phrase <^l JuSJlj by saying, that

when a man, for example, intends to flght his enemy, he

not only intends to fight the enemy : but also those who
come to help the enemy. His intention of fighting with

the helpers is, therefore, a second intention, the first being

the
'

intention of fighting with the enemy *; (al-Sama *,

Fol. 9a : ^3^ dr* v-A5*^ Jua* **** ^j^*^ UUJ! juai lit Ul4JI ^
(. J^Vb y ^it)i juaug &

Art, however, causes change and completes what nature

leaves unfinished ; cf. Arist. -;Phys. ii.2.194 a 36 ; ii, 8.

199 a 15.

(
2l

) The difference between artificial forms, though existent

in matter, have no capacity to move anything else, nor can

they move that which contains them. But the natural

forms are movers, and possess the power of moving other

bodies ; (Ibn Baj. al-Hayawan, Fol, 92b :
l
scUflJfJ3-ajau J 3

6 1 ^ V <u^'^ J

Cf. Arist. Phys. ii.1.193 a 30-65.

(
22
) Ibn Bajjah describes JUS* as follows : "Some existing

things are either bodies or in bodies. In so far as they

are bodies, they are determined by nature, e.g. man and

horse. But some of these bodies are determined by acci-

dent and have in themselves no size to characterise them.
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Now nothing of the first group can exist in part, since if

there is no perfection there is no being. This perfection

or entelechy like ^f (generation) and ->t-*J (corruption)

is no movement but a change which does not occur in

substance, and so the one that suffers this change remains

the same. This change is called 'entelechy* when it is

from 'not-being* to 'being* like the change from J4^

(ignorance or not-knowing) to ^ (knowing). Aristotle

has not given attention to this distinction between 'entele-

chy* and 'movement', and treats them alike, whereas

'movement' is that which is for, to or from 'the being

with entelechy'; cf. al-Sama
6

, Fol. 15b :

14*. fr r
U**t <y

J3.X* ^ U \&. 3

ju JUfll JV ocj^^ AJ ju-y. O 1 O5^^ J3VU

; Fol. 16a; 1^3 jS
*sJ'

U-J ^Uj5Jl3 u^^ VUS^,! L5
*- UJ! <

; Fol 16b :

^f o<^ Jj 3lj! A2&L r
J U

JU&L -^3*3 ^3 JUS^JL. ^3^3-^

Nj
-^3*3-* j^rAristotle usually calls motion the entelechy

of matter, the soul the entelechy of the body; cf. Phys. iii.

I. 201a 10, b4; 2.202 b7; viii. I, 251a 9; Met. xi. 9.1065

b 16, 33.

Ibn Bajjah also speaks of the grades of 'entelechy* in

Al-Sama '
Fol. 52b : "The existence of a thing in space

is a kind of entelechy which is of various grades : (i) the

lowest of all is that which is only in one place where it

remains till it perishes ; (ii) next being that which moves

in its place in different times and is always actual and

potential ; (iii) third stage being that in which it is

moved due to connection ; a- (j^ o^ 1

\J

V3 W

6U 5
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(
24

) Cf* Ibn Baj. Fol. 130a :
*u

In al-Sama', Fol. 32b, Ibn Bajjah says : "Some products

of art like automatic machines, have their mover inside;

and as it is not manifest to our senses, we wonder when

we see them moving by themselves ; UV'3

See also Fol. 130a:

Aristotle refers to 'automatic machines', vide De Gen.

An. ii. I. 734 b lO; 'catapults', vide Politics, 1331a.

(
26

) Evidently Ibn Bajjah refers to his book on Politics which

has not survived. He repeatedly mentions this work

in K. Tadbir al-Mutawahhid, see pp. 4, 29, 55. (p. 4 : ^3

(^JUI fUJ! J A&ofcJ

(
27

) Cf. Ibn Baj., al-Sama', Fol. 53b : "Natural bodies, as

explained are moved by something else, and so they

cannot stop moving. A natural body is composed of

'mover* and 'moved' by way of definition and not by way
of composition so that 'this*, for example, would be in

one part and 'that* in another part ;" ^ JL*-j*]JI

- (>T

(
28

) Natural bodies have place by nature, vide Arist. Phys. iv.

1.208 b8;viii. 3.253 b 35.

(
29

) Ibn Baj. defines *j* as a capacity through which a thing

is described to be so and so; cf. Fol. 189b : J* J^" syJI

*&jt&iJZtt * ojfi ^ ] ->!j*^Y! See Arist Met.

12.1019a 15.

(3) For the phrase like L. ^^ >! see the Ar. Text, Damascus,

p. 61, Fol. 146A. U cuUI^ : al-Sama', Fol. 15b : t.
r
U*J

;

also Ibn Sina ; al-Shifa, Fol. 182a; 6t*JI J^ u U!3JI Js^i

Fol. 183 b22: -^^ VU ^VUJIW ^ j 63^ 6 1 ^ ----
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(
3I

) The mover is not the same as the moved, but it is not

possible to distinguish them in the elements, since they

are simple and their parts are alike to each other. It is

clear that everything that is inanimate is not mover, but

is moved and 'being acted upon*; it is a mover only by

being connected with a mover; Ibn Baj. al-Sama', Fol. 50a:

Jo

. Ju u^tJ 1 o 1/*^ <-^V 3*

Aristotle says: "so we are left with a mover, and a moved,

and a goal of motion", vide Phys, v. I. 224 b 6.

(32) The Ar. Text, Fol. 143B, Damascus, p. 48;infra, pp. 26, 27:

- Ju\J ywJ! <y JS'JIT i^Tyw V3 ^-s* LJV*

(
3

'

J
) For, they do not need anything else to move them, because

they have their mover in themselves ; Ibn Baj. al-Sama4

,

Fol. 48a : ^^ V ^^3 t^UL
"

<y ^+**t ^-
7

50a :

Cf. Arist. Phys. vii. 2.243a 14; viii. 4.254 b 15.

Two movements are to be found in animate bodies, natural

and unnatural; Ibn Baj. al-Sama', Fol. 50a : cM

^U l^-***^ ^kJl^c UjU. vj^^=*"i
U

u c i jj *3

Cf. Arist. Phys. viii. 3,254 b 20.

<
35

) To the Arab lexicographers Q3j , spirit, and ^ , soul,

are synonyms; but to the philosophers these terms are

analogous. Sometimes they are used in the sense of

innate heat which is the first psychical organ, and

where there is heat there is soul. The physicians,

sUL'Vl
, therefore, say that there are three souls,

(i) natural soul, <^k 3j ; (ii) sensitive soul, ^U
and (iii) moving soul, ^'

f Q3j . By ^^ they mean
the nutritive, because **~k in their art (i.e. v^) is

said of the nutritive soul it is applied to the soul not

in so far as it is a soul, but in so far as it is a moving
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soul. Thus the terms ^ and 3j are two in ex-

pression but on? in substratum. Moreover, in Anatomy

they locate innate heat in heart, which is the source ol

life. Sec Tadblr al-Mutawahhid, p. 18 :

< J3VI

y 3j 3

J ijuJJI JyuT^ il ^jliiJt^JaJu o>^ ^ ^y1 C 5j '

LK*^ ^* ^-* cT* V OMAJI^C J*Hl 3 ^o
a^l 3 JyJL ,j

al-Sama\ Fol. 4la : iSf* V

bl 3

al-Hayawan, Fol. 96a :

V 3 **j**j** ( cylky^JI )

V' 3 'i^k

Text, Fol. 145A, Damascus also the Ar. p. 54 :

^aiJI IJI ^ s!yJI oi* ?

Cf. Arist. De Motu. Animalium, 10 54. 703 a 10 ; De

Anima ii. 4.416 b. 29 ; Parv. Nat 14 (viii), 474 a 25 et sq.

(
36

) Cf. Ibn Baj. al-Sama
6

, Fol. 8a : J*^b U
rL^V ^ j,! ^Ji 3

3 J?;
^:J! t^,A 3 jUJ!^^ eytf

U l

(
37

) The first entelechy, in short, is the state when a body is

prepared to receive anything without suffering change-

essentially not accidentally; see the Ar. Text, Fol. 155B,

Damascus, p 101, also the next note.

(
3
*) The difference between the first and the last entelechy

has been further explained by Ibn Bajjah. He says that

a *

sleeping geometer
*

or one who is not geometrising is

a potential geometer, but not like the beginner who has

just started learning geometry. For the potency of the

beginner is
fc

ignorance
*

J#? , or the like, whereas the
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*

sleeping geometer
'

possesses a state contrary to J^ and

so he cannot be called <J*^ , ignorant, as the term J*t^

applies to the one who does not know geometry. He
further says that when soul is said of the first entcicchy it

is a passive faculty, and when of the last an active faculty.

But the plant has been given the last entelechy only ; and

the first entelechy has not been given to it separately, and

hence, it does not possess sense-perception which is the

first enteiechy, its last entelechy being things that have no

limit and are essentially unlimited, and limited only acci-

dentally. See a1-Sama% Fol. 49a and b : ^o^JI Jc/iT j

^JU: 5yJb ^JL^ j4 XwJU^Jb *J& J*xX*uj y U JH 3' fUj
U Juc

J.4*. U! ^ pLuJI sy ^U "j-J^ ^UXJ!
AJ ^iJlA^yil jut rc

d^f Ul 3 <J*^ 14: Jy& 3!

r,UJI

also the Ar. Text, Fol. 155A, Damascus, p. 10

3 'Xj^b Al*c J**^i V UJL ^J^fr-JI J J^i U

Fo 1
. 220 b :<^*M J+*+~i J**jJt **\+> J**s-j V

Jk oJL* HI 3 3U*i- sy . oJ|TJ3Vt JU5U! ^ dJLir IV!

Uzo" UJl 3 X^Ui- ^ c^lij ^ Jo

See the Ar. Text, Fol. 155A, Damascus, p. 101

(
39
) - J3VI JU&^YI ^ ^JIO 1

Cf. Arist. De An. iil. 402b 5.

(
4f)

) In Logic, when a noun has a meaning that applies to some
of the individuals more forcibly and in preference to other

the noun is called ^SSt^ , and the state eX^^j. The word

S-S>! means "
to doubt " and is used in equivocal

and ambiguous sense. Vide M. 'Ali al-Thanawi, Kashshaf
1st ilahat al-Funun ed. Sprenger, p. 780 ; also Goichon :

Lexique, p. 162.

(0 Cf. Arist. De An. i. I. 402A.

(2) Cf. Arist. De An. i. 1. 402 a 4.
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(
4J

) Ibn Sina in his commentary on Aristotle's De Anima

writes : &j*)\ Jl^i u" \ * 1*5 * 1 *" Ul

JUJ! Ul 3

See BadawJ, A. R. : Arista *Ind al-Arab, p. 75.

Cf. Ibn Baj., Fol. 209a and b : 6t

3 ^>-

fy 3

Cf. Arist Met. iii. 2. 996 b!4 ; 1030 b20 ; 1086 b5 ;

1086b33 ; 999b26 ; Anal. Pos. i. 11 ; 19.100 a
;
6 i. 24.

85bI3 ; see also Zeller : Aristotle, vol. i. p. 194.

() Cf. the Ar. Text, infra, Fol. 1408, Damascus, p. 33

(') Cf. Arbt., An. Pos. iii. 10.93B, 29.

Ibn Rushd defines ^ as an expression that defines the

nature of a thing through its essential characteristics

which constitute the thing ; see Talkhis Ma Ba'd al-Tabl-

*ah, Hayder p.44.

(<?) Cf. Arist. Phys. ii. 3.194b 23.

() The scribe has repeatedly written this word as o^iH which

is obviously wrong ; see Fol. 95a : 6-*

(49) Cf. Ibn Baj. Fol. 2llband212a: ^) oi* ^ ^13 J?

u ~
ul

**^j 3! S^2JU 3! ^oi! 3! ^cl 3! Ij^xj 3! Ljy

Cf. Ibn Bij. al-Sama*, Fol. 5b : J V3' ^^3^3.J f^*
Jl^3 3

3 ,U

Fol. 21 la:

Cf. Arist. Phys. ii. 3.195 a 15 ; 194 b23-195b21 ; Met. A 2 ;

An : Pos. 94 a 20.

(5i) Cf. Arist An. Pos ii. 13. 97 b 25-30.
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(
52

) Itm Bajjah often refers to the methods of induction : vide

al-Hayawan, Fol. 92a : i_T>MJ 3 u-JW ^j**** V^ 1 v1^
. JJJ^W 3 uU jt^ 3 1 V*f/J^ -*! f*"

5^ U ^S -* J3^
Ul J jj uT>jjL*JlU ai-Athar al-'UlwIyah, Fol. 71b :

3' J^9*^ 1 <5iAJ -? 1

(o**^
1 <5i>J U <-*V

Cf. Arist. An. Pos. ii. 5.91 b 12 ;

Phys. viii. 1.252a24, also Ibn Rushd : al-Sama', Hyder-

abad, p. 21.

(53) Cf. Arist., An. Pos. i. 2.72 a 1524 ; ii. 9.93 b 21.

(5<) Cf. Arist, An. Pos. ii. 10 94 a 21.

(55) Cf. Arist. An. Pos. ii. 10.94 a 2, a 21.

(56) Aristotle defines
*

sign
'

as a demonstrative proposition

necessary or generally approved ; cf. An. Pos. ii. 27.70a 7.

(57) Cf. Arist. De An. i. 1. 402 a 12.

(58) Ibid, a 22 sq.

(59) D^mocritus held that
"
soul

"
is a substance consisting of

indivisible and inseparable parts ; vide Ibn Baj. al-Kawn,
Fol. 80b : .^1/o.i-i Ut^ ur j^fcryj ^fcj V *\j~\ 3'

Cf. Arist. De An. i.2.404 a 1.; 405 a 10.

(
6:)
) Cf. P. Kruus and Walzer : Galeni Compendium Timaei

Platonis, text, p. 6 : p~&* V ^JJI j*5*^y* *t? ^'t^^U^J
v^5W 6 (

r
;

;p- 7 ru^vi jj^&i ^'o- 35^3 J^ uJi^ jui
p. 9 :*Slj*t (^i*^ J ^UJIj^ ^5;';

utS ^JL^^ ^^5lJI IJA j^u ^
7f IUJ Jlf 5

j^ 3

- U J l^f 3 6*^' ; also Bergstrasser : Galeni ia Hippocratis
De Septimanis,

p. 100 ^'-'^1 6-

3

Plato believes that soul is separable separable in form
which implies that souls have actually no finiteness. See

Ibn Baj.

Fol. 187b :
' ^u. iijii. ^J!6 f 6t^j u
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Cf. Plato : Timaeus, trans. Jowett, vol. iii. 35,37 ; Anst

De Ani. i. 2.404 b 16.

(
62

) Cf. Arist. De An. i. 1.403 a 10.

also Ibn Rushd, Talkhis K. al-Nafs, ed, Ahwuni, p. 1 1 .

(
63
) Ibn Bajjah often uses the phrase ^ ^5! and, o 1 "3 !

vide al-Hayawan, Fol. 91b : 6^ u 1 ^o" f^* olT o 1
;

Fol. 91a : ^/K o' **- u* 6^ o 1 Tadbir, ed. Asin Palacios,

p. 61 ; see also note No. 10.

(") Cf. Arist. De An. i. 1. 403 a 515 sq. : 403 a 28 ;
403 b

16 ; 402 a 6.

(*
5
) Cf. Arist. An. Pos. 97 b 7 ;

*
28.

(
66
) Ibn Bajjah compares o*^ , genus, with ^l*

, matter, and

J-* , differentia, with *>?* , form, since Aristotle describes

matter, **\*
,
as potentiality and form, sj^ , as actuality ;

vide De An. ii. 1.41 2 a 10. The source of this comparison
can be traced in Aristotle's Mctaphsics. 1043 a 19 :

%t For

the formula that gives the differentiae seems to be an

account of the form and the actuality, while that which

gives the components is rather an account of the matter".

(ffl) Cf. Arist. Met. z. 12. 1037 b 29 sq.

Ibn Rushd : Tafsir Ma Ba M al-Tabi'ah, ed, Bouyges

pp. 947 ; 951 ; 956.

See note No. 52 supra.

Cf. Arist. De An. i. 402 a 1 8 --20.

(
70
) This word is frequently used by Ibn Bajjah; seeTadbir,p. 3 1 ;

al-Sama*, Fol. 9a: ^j ^ ^ f'uil cuj^o ,/- ; FoK 8b :

(71) Cf. Arist. De An. i. I, 402 b 4.

(
72

) "This purpose" refers to the study of Political Science.

(
73
) As for the compound that has parts alike to each other

and to the whole, it is like gold and bronze; cf. Ibn Baj.

al-Hayawan, Fol. 93b :

(
74
) This bears evidence that the book was available in Arabic

inlbnBajjah's time.But,! think, IbnBajjah means Al-Farabi's
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commentary on the paraphrase of Aristotle's De Anima

by Alexander which has been mentioned by Al-Qifti as

of&\ j jj*&-,yi ^jZ *-&& (vide Tarikh, Leipzig, p. 279

under al-Farabi). So far as the philosophical texts are

concerned, Ibn Bajjah mainly relies on the works of al-

Farabi, as is evident trom what he says in the end of

Risalat al-Wada6
Fol, 219b :

Cf. Arist.' De An. ii. 2.414 a 16.

Tbn Stna in his Slufa (Fol. 156a) precisely concludes

this discussion and says: "Then, soul is a first entelechy,

and since an en'elechy is said of a thing, soul is the ente-

lejhy of a c

thing*. The 'thing* is the body .... And the

body is not an entelechy for the soul which possesses it";

JUT JU&I J,V3
' J

Ibn Sina explains that soul is not an entelechy of an arti-

ficial body, e.g. couch, and chair and the like; but it is

an eitilechy of a natural body, but not of every natural

body, for soul is not an entelechy of earth nor of fire.

Soul, in our world, is an entelechy of a natural body that

produces its second entelechies through organs that help

her in t-ie activities of life, the first of which being nutri-

tion and growth. Thus, we define soul as the first entele-

chy of an organized natural body which can perform the

activities of life"; if^i jl^ i/*
1^ 1 r"^ 1 ^^

^jl JLTu-WI u-JK ^L^ JS Yj -^yuJJI^I JUf

d,V^ XJW AJVUT JUc jju d ^u^ p~. JUrujlc J ^ j, jU V3

Ujw JJ! c^WW t>jJ!3 ^JAJI UJjl ^' 5^1 JUil

. ijeJI JU! J*i 6 I ^ jf ;

see also notes 35 and 38.

(
77

) The phrase ^ \f*j* organised natural, is not like the

expression ^i^lt-Jpl the barking dog, because the latter

expression is composed of synonyms, since ^ is not
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only a differentia of v^ 1 here; Ibn Bajjah, al-Sama%

Fol. 48b : **

(
78
) Cf. the Ar. Text, Fol. 140 B, Damascus, p. 33; aLsoIbnRushd:

T. al-Nafs, ed. Ahwani ; p. 12.

(
79
) Cf. Arist. De An. ii. 2.413 b II.

(
w

) "According to the author of the Ta'rifat, there are five

kinds of substances at bottom of all realities : primal

matter, form, body, soul and intelligence. Primal matter

is the substance which is capable continuity or disconti-

nuity and receives corporeal and specific forms. Corpo-

real form is that which is at once apprehended by the

senses. Body is the substance which assumes the three

dimensions, or extended substances. Soul or animal spirit

is a subtle substance which supports the vital forces, cap-

ability of sensation, and liberty of movement; it is attach-

ed to the body. Intelligence or reasoning soul is a

substance putrified of matter and linked up with the body

which it governs'*, Enc. of Islam, vol. i, p. 1027, Djawhar.

Al-Farabi defines the primary substances as (the

specific) individuals which exist by themselves, and the

secondary substances as the species and genera which

exist through individuals ; see Masa'il Mutafarriqa,

Hyderabad, pp. 7-8 ed. Dietcric, p. 89.

Ibn Sina has devoted a chapter in his Shifa to the prob-

lem that soul comes under the category of substance.

He says . "From what has been said it is clear that the

soul is not body. Now if it is proved that no soul can

essentially be constituted separately then there will remain

no doubt that it is substance'*. He concludes his dis-

cussion by saying: "The soul is not an accident that does

not make species diverse nor does play any part in the cons-

titution of the substratum. Soul is, therefore, an entelechy

like substance not like accident. This does not imply

whether it is separable or not. For every substance
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is separable, since neither matter is separable not

form. ; sec Bodl. MS. Proc. 125, Fol. 158b:^ 6 1 j v-M

"^3** J

In the library of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, Cal-

cutta, there is a small MS* entitled ^^^ u**^ Ua~y>U XJUj

which contains eight small chapters, the third chapter

being on the problem that "the soul is substance". Here

is the full chapter : J^'j ^ y>j cybUajrjjlj J *.JliJ!

3 ^-r 3 u*^ u^*- tP

(
81

) See supra note 58.

(8
2

) Cf. Arist. De An. i, 2.405 a 22; '25; 405 b 1 sq.

(
8?

) Probably Ibn Baj. refers to the views of Anaxagoras (cf.

De An. i, 2.405 a 14), Empedocles (De An. 404 b 11)

and others.

(0 Cf. Al-Farabi : Masa'il Mutafarriqa, Hyd. p. 19; Dieterici,

p. 99.

(85) Cf. Arist. De An. i, 2.403 b 25.

(W) Cf. Ibn Baj. Fol. 31b : uTy^i uV* ^y J3 ^

^ZSl life
J\J Jjljo ^S y*"~*

^y^ V *S juc
rjJ

Ul Jj

-UJU.
Cf. Arist. Phys. viii, 9.265 b 33; De An. i, 2.404 a 20;

406 b 1 1 ; '27.

(
87

) Ibn Bajjah explains in al-Sama6

(Fol. 33b quoted above,

see note 86) that although Plato holds that soul is self-

mover it does not necessitate that such self-mover cannot

be moved by something else absolutely, but it implies that

it is not to be moved by a mover from outside which
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leads to an absurdity. For everything that stops moving

by the stopping of something else is evidently moved by

something else. Hence, Aristotle concludes that everything

moved has a mover other than itself absolutely; see also

Fol. 35b : o* -*** u \f

() Cf. Ibn Baj. Fol. 53b; Arist. Phys. vii, 1243 a 13; vii. i,

24lb24. sq.;viii, 5.256 a 13.

() Cf. Arist. De An. i, 3.406 a 1.

(
9n

) Here, by o*^' Ibn Baj. obviously means the faculties of

soul.

(
91

) The phrase a^ > clearly indicates that Ibn Bajjah does

not favour this view, and he is one with Aristotle who

thinks, that insects possess sensation and local movement,

and also imagination and appetition; vide Arist. De An.

ii, 2.413 b 20-32; 414 al; '29; also Ibn Rushd, TalkhK

K. al-Nafs ed. Ahwani, p. 174.

(92) Cf. Arist. Ibn Rushd: T., al-Nafs, cd. Ahwani, p. 13.

() Cf. Arist. De An. ii, 4.415 a 23.



CHAPTER II

DISCOURSE ON THE NUTRITIVE FACULTY

This chapter starts with the description of "
the being

"
in

which the nutritive faculty is to be found.

"
Being

"
is opposed to

"
not-being

"
9 not-being can either

not exist at all or it is possible that it comes to be. By
"

possible
*

is meant either that whose non-existence is impossible or that which

can exist at any time* Since the substratum of the possible and that

of the potential is one and the same, the terms
<c

possibility
" and

-potentiality'* mean the same. The potential, however, precedes

the actual which is divisible into ten categories, and becomes actual

only due to a change that occurs in essence, quality, quantity, and

space the tour faculties that move the object and arc called Passive

Faculties.

The thing moved is either moved eternally or not eternally.

The mover of the eternal movement is always one actual being but

the mover of the transitory movement may be one or more than one,

moving at a certain time and not moving at certain other times.

The moving faculties are, again, of two kinds , those that exist

in bodies, as e.g. forms or accidents and those that do not exist in

bodies, as e.g. the Active and the Acquired Intellects. The souls of

the spherical bodies are however, no faculties, and are called moving

faculties only in so far as they are indentified with the Active

Intellect.

Now, the moving faculty that acts in the food and transforms

it into actual nutriment (i.e. blood or flesh) lies in the nutrient body.

Since the nutritive soul is an agent that exists actually, it has two

perfections : its existence as a faculty, and its existence as a mov-

ing agent.

Again, since every transitory being has to perform a particular

function in virtue of which it stands as a part of the universe, the

nutritive faculty has two ends, namely, the faculty of growth and

the faculty of reproduction. This faculty does not only provide

substances which are needed for the upkeep of a body, but also a

surplus which is employed for the growth and development of the
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body. But when the growth is completed the surplus is used for

reproduction in those bodies that are reproducthe.

The faculty of reproduction is to be distinguished from the

nutritive faculty which acts in the food and makes it a part of

the body ; this faculty is the "actual intellect
"

that renders a poten-

tial species a body of the same species.

Those bodies that are not reproductive have existence alone

and depend, for the preservation of their species, upon things of

generation, e.g. spontaneous generation through putrefying heat.

The reproductive faculty is the end of the faculty of growth
and perishes only in old age when the nutritive faculty is left alone.

(0 Cf. Ibn Baj. al-Sama*, Fol. 55a: W
V

y^>' *y?y V 3*

(
2
) Ibn Bajjah uses the terms ^3^ '

^>" <>&? and

as follows: (al-Sama Fol. 43 b,)

(
3
) Otherwise, it is absurd to assume something possible and

assign to it an unlimited time which entails the existence

of unlimited things: vide al-Sanu
4

, Fol. 46a: US^UJ^sIL, J&

(j- f^ oU:-. ^c UU^3

(
4
) The term f^

c
, non-etistence or privation, is defined

as "that which does not exist so and so, i.e. privation of

so and so", for absolute no i-existence has no existence.

The term non-existence is always relative, because "pri-

vation" means "privation of something"; Ibn Rushd :

Tafslr Ma-Ba'd al-Tabi
c

ah, cd. Bouyges, ii, p. 801; also

see next note.

(5) Ibn Bajjah explains, in al-Sama' Fol. 7a, that ^ , possi-

ble, is followed by ^ , privation, by necessity. He
then asks whether 'possibility' is 'privation', like "form'

which is 'being', or not, and then answers: "We say, the

possible in so far as it is possible has essentially no pri-

vation, because 'possibility' is the second substratum for

the 'form* at the time wlien this substratum suffers
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privation. Privation is essentially nothing, nor does any-
thing at all proceed from it, its essence and quiddity being
6

not-being*. Possibility, on the other hand, exists in the

being of a thing. But privation happens to the possible not
in so far as it is possible, but it hits possibility in one res-

pect and privation in an other respect. Privation only
causes alteration in the possible"; . .

U X<* ^ V ^^0 ^jU rjjjlt

Of. Arist. Phys. i, 3.187 a 4 sq.

(
f)

) That potentiality precedes actuality in time has been re-

peatedly referred to by Tbn Bajjah; Fol. 44b: "A*J>&* syJI liU

^UjJL JU^JU Fol. 52a: ou-r
A

.
J J*^ syjl r 7̂ a- ^ Fol. 93b :

ijUjjij JLUD XLU ^^-^ j^ sy u 1

Cf. Arist. Met. B 6.1003 a 1.

But this seems to be contrary to what Aristotle holds that

the actual is prior to the potential in time; vide Met. 0. 8.

1049 b 18.

(7) Cf. Ibn Baj. al-Sumj.\ Fol. lOb:

(
8

) Cf. the Ar. Text Fol. I50a, Damascus, p. 80. U3\J s^SJL U J

al-Sama', Fol. 35a: ^& UJlj ^^yj*U\^.)\j**)^ ^^
^^ISu _ cL-i! IJSU j! j^Uw ^AzJI ^ Sj3/^ 1JUJ\J . . . . SyiJlj

U

7iiUr Jo\J ^A^ S^HJlj
U yb ^

Cf Arist. Phys. viii, 4.255 a 34-35 5.257 b 7;

Ibn Slna, Shifa, Fol. 196 b 8;

(9) Cf. Ar. Text Fol 144 a, Damascus, p. 51. UU US'

al-Sama%Fol,16d; j*^ 1 ^ ji*^
1 ^v-di3 32b :

U
t ^iUJb Jli U JU-*3 ^JaxJlj Jl% U Ai

jc 0dVl3 uufl^3 r
J ^ 3
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Ibn Bajjah explains the cause of the change that occurs in

the four categories as follows : "The investigation here

is about the first cause which in so far as it is existence is

called change. But the first cause in so far as it is

form is not one, nor has a single expression. Now the

categories whose definitions are axiomatic are four:

(a) substance, its first being 'generation', (b) quantity

having growth as its first being, and diminution being suit-

able to not-being these have contraries, generation

opposing corruption, and growth diminishing (c) quality,

its contrary being called 'alteration* whose neither extreme

is fitter to be called 'being' than the other; and (d) move-

ment in space, i.e. locomotion which is the fittest for ex-

istence, since it contains nothing that can eliminate the

existence of the being; cf. al-Sama*, Fol. lOa:

Y3

6y^
3 XJU^I Alj^^J JUu 3 JiXM3 f JjjjJI ALVi

Cf. Ibn Baj. al-Sama% Fol. 29b: "*t-J oJaJ

3. 3

Ar. Text Fol. 153a; Damascus, p. 92. otfl ^ u
-**

: 63^:3 ;

Zeller: Aristotle, vol. i, p. 433, 9.

(
n
) For Relation requires two substrata mover and moved,

which must be different from each other; vide Ibn Baj.

Fol. 61a:

(
12

) The infinitive is 3tl3^, to accompany, see Dozy: Lexique,
i. p. 704; Cf Ibn Baj. al-Sama ', Fol. 26a : jjUT *

3 ^4?"^ iyUZj 3 u-il '>*t
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Zeller : Aristotle, i.p. 302 foot, note
;

Arist. De Gen. et Cor. i. 7. 324 a 9.

(
n
) Cf. Text, supra, Fol. 143a, Damascus p. 45

('<) Cf, Ibn Baj. al-Kawn, Fol. 83a ;

J ^ *

(
15

) This is because motion cannot act upon that which is

not divisible ; cf. Ibn Baj. Fol. 25a : &^ o^i V

p~fo V ^
(J^\ uKHayawcin Fol. 96b

(
1fi
) Cf. Ibn Rush J : Tafslr, ed. Bouyges, p. 1637.

(
17
) Since our being in the sense that we understand is like

our being in the sense that we see and touch seeing and

touching being no alteration our being in the sense that

we understand is no alteration. . .Man can use his intellect

even he is deprived of movement, and when, for example,
some of them are in deep meditation their senses stop

functioning and they become as if they were asleep. In

this state intelligence is apparent. As shown somewhere

else, intelligence is not in time and so it has no motion.

ft is time which needs its existence ; vide Ibn Baj, al-

Fol. 38a : 3 o-J^vaJ ^\ U^yT jj[*j ^i U^^*3 ^
. IJUlJ J5w j,l U^^j ^ ^JJ'UiU L-J li*

ly jXZu.1 1^

^U} V

(
1

) Ibn Bajjah classifies
fc '

spiritual forms "
(V^-V'j^O in

four kinds : (1) Forms of the spherical bodies, fL**

(2) Active and Acquired Intellect, J5*Hj
t
f (3) the immattered intelligibles, ^V ^1

(4) the forms that are in the faculties of the soul,

i^iJl^y j s^^^t, viz. those that are in the common
sense, in the faculty of imagination and in the faculty of

recollection ; vide Tadbir, p. 19.

(
l9
) Self-moving things arc composed of both mover and

moved, and so the spherical body is sometimes regarded
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to have been moved by nature, and sometimes by soul ;

vide al-Sama : Fol. 54b :

j^X-'jJ 3 ^JA fat Jdj* AJUU7
fat ^Sf^ y* UJ AAS17 ^ iS fZ*?\*

^prfJI ^c Xr
j3

. ot Sj 17 y^^Jt r
~*JI j JVfc

Fol. 121 a : && 3 J^ ^'U- . ^ J-'3

Fol. 95 b : - 3J! Ij* ^ <y ^a^J' U J^ *j3j~ fjJ

Cf. Zeller : Aristotle, i. p. 477 ft. note.

(
20
) By Mast food* Ibn Baj. means 'the actual food.

which is also called
*

the near food
' and is that which is

transformed into the substance of the nutrient. Before

transformation food is called
*
the potential food

'

or 'the

far food '. Cf. Ibn Rushd : Talkhis, ed. AhwanK p. 15,

Hyd. p. 12 ; also Text Fol. 144A, Damascus, p. 50.

(
21
) Ibn Bajjah seems to have been fond of symbols, he often

tries to describe a word by its written form. For

example , he describes the word <y^3j by saying : J-3

VyJ!^LJ J JUo ^A 3 ^f> j? ibiirloJA
; cf. Tadblr, p. 18.

(5
2
) Cf. AT. Text, Fol. 144 B, Damascus, p. 53.

(
2 Cf. Arist. De An. ii. 4.41 6 a 1 1 .

(
2
*) Ibn Bajjah denies quantity growth. The piling of parts

upon one another is no growth, and so quantity lias no

soul. Cf. Arist. De An.ii.4.416 a, 2325.

(25) The plant takes nutriment and possesses nutiitive soul.

Hence they doubt whether the things between plant and

stone possess soul or not. Similarly, they doubt whether

things like the sponge of the sea, which come in between

plant and animal and take share from both, possess

nutritive soul or not ; see Ibn Baj., al-Nabat, Fol. 1 13b :

l i uX^d L-j5J 3 ^i^ v&
3 eyUJ! fag ** J^-^J c-&J^ 3

Cf. Arist. Hist. Ani. 1. 487 b 9 ; viii, 1. 588 b 20.

See Ibn Baj. : K. al-Nabat, ed. Asin Palacios. al-Andalus,

1940, where Ibn Bajjah also maintains that man should
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V *JlJ ^cyUJI^Aj 3 U^iAj

3 J^YI^ UJ (July* U! k-yi^V tol^Jljjtf 3

3 *-r

6 u v^i <> 3

3* 3 Ua~3 ^jJuJl^c O 1^^ 1^ 3

(27) Cf. Ibn Rushd : Talkhls Ma Ba'd al-Tabi'ah, Hyderabad.

p. 71. see also note, ii. 9.

(28) Cf. Ibn Baj. FoL lOla : 3 (^3* ^
ix^. ^1 c^U J^ ^1 Fol. 1 1 3b : o?*J\<j3&

W^ 3 ^*^-^ s
j'j*- J-**^ (j^aiJlL-ilxr^j

clUAr U ^ic ^49 ix*-i J$" 3

(
Juv*AXj ^^3 culjiJIclj^ 3 ^cljJUl ^JtJ

Arist. De. Gen. An. i.20.728 a 20 ; 726 b 1.

(
29

) Namely, the moving faculty which acts upon the subs-

tance (i.e. food).

(30) Cf. Ibn Baj. Fol. 92a : 3 tCHI 3 XTyJl . ^J^> JI-XJ^ 6^U 3

Fol. 9a : L-JU^ J^ ^^ 3 ^VI^UT^ tff
f

^U\ j^3 ^ 3

In al-Kawn, FoL 86 a, Ibn Baj. explains that generation
takes place at the time of alteration ; and generation is

either simple or compound. By simple generation, he

means, the change into a simple being, and by compound
generation the movement towards a composite being ;

te ^3^ XJU^yiJ^ ^jfcUl 63^- u 1 uu
; ibid. Fol.

81a

Now Ibn Baj. asks :

" which kind of generation is the

generation of the nutritive soul ?".

Cf. Ar.Text. Fol. 143 B, Damascus, p. 49: JI syJl, jUjdjjUlj

(
33
) Ibn Rusfed says :

*' The mover of the far nutriment is

necessarily something other than the nutritive soul "; vide

Talkhis, ed. Ahwani, p. 15, Hyd. p. 12.

(34) Cf. Ibn Baj. Fol. lOla : r^ 1-^ ->d/JkljJU1

(35) As stated by Aristotle, there are two sets of thinkers, one

asserting that like is fed as well as increased in amount
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by like, the other maintaining quite the opposite, viz.

that what feeds and what is fed arc contrary to each other

(De Anima, ii. 4.416 a 30).
" In solving this problem ",

Aristotle further says, "it makes all the difference whether

we mean by food the *
finished

*

or the
* raw *

product. If we use the word food of both, viz. of the

completely undigested and the completely digested matter

we can justify both the rival accounts of it, taking food

in the sense of undigested matter, it is the contrary of

what is fed by it, taking it as digested it is like what is

fed by it. Consequently it is clear that in a certain sense

we may say that both parties are right, both wrong.
"

The Arabic translation of the De Anima ascribed to Ishaq Ibn

Hunayn and published by al-Ahwani, which is evidently not
a translation but a commentary, probably written before

Ishaq Ibn Hunayn, throws light in this concern as follows :

" Both these theories are right with regard to different

kinds of food. This is so because ' food
'

is of two kinds :

actual and potential. The actual food is that which is

changed, transformed into, and has become like the nut-

rient ; the potential is that which is not so "; see Ahwiini's

edition of TalkhlsK.al-Nafs li 'Ibn Rushd, pp. 143-144.

a Persian translation of this work is available in the Bodl
Ous. 95, Fol. 41 B 52B. This MS. discusses food as

follows : Fol. 45a 17 : li

aL I te ei>3* *Z *# 3 jub lj

lj U ^ cJ^T lie <y JOSU JtT *jj oJU:J 5! JL*J Jjub '^lic U
lie 5^* *j> A^tjU *T

pUL> 3 JL^U JU oJu-^r 5^* &f\ ^^
cH 6-9^ ^ \+~J3* j^ 65^*^ 3 t

J^UJ cJL^T
I,
i tfs 3 ol

li*j lyT oJL^J ^J Ji^U 3 cX^S JU 5! j 5ya tfb oJ^jU 3

^ 3.* &\
5! o^J oJ^" 13^ JSJT & ^ JCUT ^5! 3 ^ 3^ VI

- jtU& !ji jjjlju ^ *T Uj * ^^ 6*^** 3 t^>^.

Ibn Bajjah however, categorically denies of any inconsis-

tency between the two theories and says that the theory
that

* food
*

is from the opposite is true of the potential

food, the other theory that it is from the like is true of the
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actual food. Cf. Arist. De Gen, er Cor.l.5.322a, 5 sq. ;

Ibn Ruskd ; Talkhis, ed. Ahwani, p. 159.

(36) Cf. Ibn Rushd : Talkhls, Maba'd al-Tabi'ah, Hyd. p. 55.

(37) Cf. Ar. Text supra, Fol. 143 B, Damascus, p. 48.

(38) Cf. Arist. De An. ii.4.416 b 1415.

(39) This sentence explains the sentence on p. 33 : sy 3

l^iio ^jJb^yi s^y l3t .- ***** Iff** Ibn Bajjah perhaps

means to say that the moving faculty is the same as

generative faculty which acts in the food and makes

out of food another body like its own body. Now this

body reproduced by the faculty plays the part of a 'form*

for the faculty, and moves it to continue its existence.

Cf. Arist. De An. ii. 416 b 24 ; 'bll-14.

Cf. Ibn Baj. FoL 96a : i_T^ *^J ' *3SJI

3 c-OSJi o^Vi y> ii* 3 o 1^ 181** OJ& ^

y?* cP 3 f-^ ^
also Fol. 96b ;

c-OSJU Ju^loUJ 3'

ju^J! J U J^J Joe L-Tr*^ 3 1 ^
. juJ^ u 3!

(<
1
) Probably Ibn Baj. refers to Fol. 96b, see the previous

note.

(
42
) Ibn Baj. obviously refers to what he has said in the

beginning of this book, p.2 : ^ *> k&** u ! - ^f?

Cf. Arist. De Gen.et Cor. ii.8.334 b 31 sq.

() Cf. Ibn Baj. Fol. 81b : J

Arist. De Gen. et Cor.i. cc. 6-10.

In K. al-Hayawan, Fol. 109b, Ibn Baj. explains that

when two elements meet each other they do not get mixed

together, but require a third power to move them and

make them a single thing. This is not possible by the

moving faculty which is called cold which can only

freeze them and make them two limited things. It is
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*
heat

*
which mixes them first and then distributes them

among the homogeneous limbs ;

j 3

U! 3 to^lAx^J ^ t
*~a*J XjlgJU^JU ji^lj JSJ Jj 3

(UUU 3 ^ aUUJI^ JyL rS V3' U u'V^ O-5 ^I^JI

Cf. Arist De An. ii. 4.41 6b 29 ;' a 9 ; also Ibn Sina :

Shifa% FoU 163 a 20 i ^ V 3 VI (^iUJI) j^yi Oi^ "jJl o f

r
!

^Jl l^iuXj 3

Ibn Rushd : Talkhls, ed. Ahwani, p. 18, Hyd. p. 15.

() Cf. Ibn Baj. fol. 98b : Usli ^I3u uTj*^ ^J ^^ Jp 3

3 - Aj j* j U >x^3 jia.1

t
^J ^A y^J U**** c/'j

3^ 3' t*d^J

Fol. 41 a : ^ <J^y*^ ^JI

^j 3 ol^l^yw 13* 3 tt-T/**i

Cf. Ibn Rushd : Tah, ed, Ahwani, p. 16 Hyd. p. 14.

Cf. Arist. De Gen. et Cor. i. 10.328 b -1.

Arist. De An. ii. 4.4 1 6b 19-20 ; also Ibn Sina, Sh'.fa, Fol.

162 b 9 : t^A-j 3 Juo 3 JUZj U JJL ^1 JjiJI ^j^j 3uSUJIsyJU
^ <-U.J ^3% Ail JotdU- ^tTl sljJUl Jjlf Jjl 3 Ajl 3

J Xx.JaJI JiJI
^UPJ Jj kU ^3J clJAJI^J!

X^UJI

Us JJbrXJ! ^^ A**3 ^Jl ^U^ LJ! eXJ^ jju j,|f j,l 3

Cf. Ibn Sina, Shi fa', Fol. 162 b

3 t
oU:>j^ U XjjJ^xJIX^lc. ^V cX^ 3 <k&

^V c-S^i 3 XoUJI syJI ^^L, ei^ ^ cljjUlp}^ l^JU SyJioJA U!

ftyu, 3 4*!ic jj^ cljjUljy 3-^ J^ ^ o 1 V-^ Xd^ UJI *3*tf^l

3 . cl^^JI ^c JJ
^j,J! ftjijkS^ cljJ^J!^ AJ

V5-JG' 3

* i S^ljJI JuJI ?^ U

aUjLJtl-.

3'

Cf. Arist. De Gen. et Cor. i. 5.322 a 16-33.

Cf. Ibn Baj. al-Kawn, Fol. 81a : *l *> ^i <& ^^^VlolT UJ3

3 Xr
j3
J! 6 JA c UaJ ^o^j 61 A-J^

Arist. De Gen. et Cor. i.c 10,
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(52) Cf. Arist. DC Gen. et Cor. i.5. 322 a 23,

(53) Cf. Arist. De Gen. et Cor. i. cc 17-20, especially i.

19.72651-2 ; De An. ii 4.415 a 29 ; De Gen. An. ii. I. 735

a 16-19 ; also Ibn Rushd : Talkhls, ed, Ahwani, p. 16.

Hyd. p. 14 ;

Ibn Sina summarizes the functions of the faculties of

nutrition, growth and generation as follows : (Shifa\F ol.

163 a)

3

Referring to Aristotle Ibn Bajjah says (vide Fol. 98 b :

sy

lift U tAilj J^ISj ^yti oJ J^ US* jJ^JI ^a^J! f>jl

^9 Ja*j ^1 j^S^j ^ XSLUI syJI

that the faculty that gives the semen form is an "
in-

tellectual faculty *% ls&* sy 9 which contains the species
as separated (from matter). It is clear that what is

in the se lien is exclusively the power of the species of

the generative individual. But it is not known how
does the semen possess this power. Again, what is

this species, and what is the nature of its being?
For when the species, becomes an * actual mind *

and this happens when the species is in the rational

faculty we cannot understand its substrata, since

it is not connected with its organ. Ibn Bajjah also

says that man is in a way in common with the heavenly

bodies, since man resembles them in so far as the power
he contains is an actual mind (vide Fol. 107 b : yVI J^

Moreover, he identifies the J*^ J& V
* actual mind *

with the immattered forms as abstracted

from matter
'

(vide, Text, infra, p. 59). He is more

precise in his letter which he wrote after Risalat al-Wada
*
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(fol. 220 b :

j'
where he says

'* hence the sperm and, in short, the agent

of the generative soul I mean, the psychical warmth, no

matter whether it is in the semen or in air or in water,

since the species is scattered in all these, and it contains

the species of the vegetative soul remain as an object of

mind. The substance of this agent is a 'Divine Mind',
as has been shown by Aristotle in the sixteenth book of

the book of Animals (cf. Arist. De Gen. An. i. 19.726 b

15-24). And so it does not need any other mover.**

But Aristotle does not precisely say that the cause of

generation is 'Divine Mind'. He simply says :

"
. . . and

what each of them is actually such is the semen poten-

tially, either in virtue of its own mass or because it has a

certain power in itself ....".

Ibn Bajjah probably toes the line of Ibn Sina who says:
" When our soul comes out from potentiality to actuality

in a single intelligible it becomes the intelligible an actua-

lity and so, the Active Intellect, as it is, or a part of it,

becomes one with it (i.e. the soul) ; or an impression
of tho Active Intellect is represented in the soul. Now
if the soul becomes one with the Active Intellect as it is,

then it becomes an actual mind in all intelligibles." (see

His cyUJbJ on the De Anima published by A.R. Badawi

under the title
*

Arista 'Ind al-Arab*, p. 92).

The source of Ibn Bajjah and also of Ibn Sina is

evidently in al-Farabi who holds that the agent that

brings the intelligibles from potentiality to actuality is an

essence whose substance is actual mind and separable

from matter (vide Arau Ahl al-Madinat al-Fadila, ed.

Dieterici. p. 44.). Ibn Baj. as a matter of fact refers to

al-Farabi when he says in
"

al-Ittisal
M

(published along

with Talkbls K. al-Nafs li'ibn Rushd ed. Ahwani, p. 107),
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' So the actual mind is the first mover in man absolutely.

And it is clear that the actual mind is an active power
. . . The reasoning faculty is primarily said of the spherical

form in so far as it receives intellect, and is said of
*
actual mind *. It is this power which Aba Nasr means

when he doubts by saying :
* Does it exist in the child,

but is changed by moisture ? or does it arise in the end?*'

This theory of Ibn Bajjah is also supported by Ibn

al-Imam who makes a remark on the margin of his

copy of Ibn Bajjah's text :
'* The power which makes

the form determined in the species is not a power in the

body but is an actual mind and is separable.
*' S^e

also Ibn Rushd : Talkhis, ed, Ahwani, p. 7 *Hyd. p. 5 ;

also K. al-Nafs, ed. Ahwani p. K8 ; its Persian trans.

Bodl. MS. Ous. 95. Fol. 50b 15 : ^& *y~\
&

(̂jl dJ

3! ljk* ^^j

(
55

) Ibn Bajjah further differentiates between the functions of

the nutritive and the generative faculties by saying that

when the nutritive faculty acts in a suitable substance to

generate its species the forms (i.e. the generative faculty)

moves and causes this movement.

This is in conformity with Aristotle who says that just

as nutrition preserves individuals, so does generation

perpetuate the species ; vide, De An. ii. 415 a 29,

(56) Cf. Ibn Sum, Shifa, Fol. 163a :

3JI ^ ju^j u, j

(
57

j According to Ibn Bajjah, unlike art, for example, that

gives form to the wood, the faculty of generation not

only reproduces something like it but it is also connected

with the body.

(58) Aristotle, though does not deny spontaneous generation,

categorically refutes the view of the early philosophers
who held that some living things arose out of putrefac-

tion, since he says that
"
nothing comes into being by

putrefying, but concocting ; putrefaction and the thing
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putrefied is only a residue of that which is concocted

(cf. De Gen An. iii. 11.762 a 14 and 15).
" But the K.

al-Nafs ascribed to Ishaq and its Persian translation

describe this view in a way as if Aristotle held it (see ed.

Ahwani, p. 173-'4) ; Fol. 52a 19 : u !J3% ^ cr*

Fol. 49 a 5

3

JtT JUJI3 *. j Auj ^3 As

Ibn Bajjah and Ibn Rushd, however, state categorically

that some living beings, e.g. flies, bugs and the like, come
into being from putrefaction ; cf. Fol. 98a :^ I^JIj ^titf

.
Xj^xJI &. tif3 Jti\ ^3 . l^-^U U3

Ibn Rushd, Talkhls, ed. Ahwani, p. 55.

Their statement is obviously based on what Aristotle says

in Meteorology, iv, 1. 379 b 6, that animals are generated

in putrefying bodies ; see also iv. 1.379 a 16 ; 389 b 5.

(
59
) Aristotle defines j^ , successive, as

"
that which is

after the beginning (the order being determined by

position or form or in some other way) and has nothing

of the same class between it and that which it succeeds,

(Met. 1068 b 30 )'.

(6) Ibn Bajjah. speaks of. -\jyi J^l later on, see Ar. Text

p. 50. (infra)

(*0 Cf. Ar.Text supra, Fol. 148 A, Damascus p. 71, pp. 37- -8.

(62) Cf. Ibn Baj. Fol. 108 b:

Cf. Arist. De Gen. Am. i. 16. 721 b 5 sq.

(
63
) Ibn Rusfed uses fUI instead of J> , cf. Talkhls, ed.

Ahwani, p. 19.

() Ibid.

() Cf. Ibn Bajja, Fol. 220 b : ^l J3 J JU

^ Jjl ^ ju.y V SJJ^J! {JM\3 ,

JLIU IjJLJL" ^^Ji j^yi ji3 y*yuVI fJuJ Vj



CHAPTER III

DISCOURSE ON THE FACULTIES OF SENSE-PERCEPTION.

In this chapter, Ibn Bajjah explains the mutual relation of

'form* and 'matter*, and describes what happens to matter or form

when one is separated from the other. Matter is always connect-

ed with form, but when it is separate and a mere substratum it is

capable of receiving a form which, when it comes to it, sets it into

motion. But although matter can potentially move and be separate

from form, form cannot be separated from matter except by acci-

dent. Hence, when form is abstracted from matter it is not entirely

separate and continues to have some sort of connection with

matter this connection has been designated as 'the connection in

existence** since immattered forms are either perceivable or imagi-

nable, when imaginable they are not material but are images of

material beings.

There are different grades of form : (a) form existing in matter,

(b) form as existing in the intellect but requiring a material sub-

stratum. But an immattered form cannot be separated from

matter, shice its relation with matter is due to matter itself, and

hence, so long it is connected with matter it is intellect, and when
matter is abstracted it becomes a potential intellect. Separation is

of different grades ev^ry grade being called soul, and a spherical

faculty as e. g. sense-perception, imagination and reasoning.

Sense-perception is either actual or potential. What is poten-
tial can only become actual when it is changed by something else.

It, therefore, requires a mover to change it this mover is the

sensible, the moved being the sense organ.

The sensibles or the natural accidents are of two kinds : either

they are particular to the natural bodies or common to the natural

and the artificial bodies ; -and they are, again, either mover or

moved. They are always moved towards the species, since a mover

causes motion in them only in so far as they are particular species,

and not because they possess matter.

Every sentient body is composite and is the result of a mixture

of different elements. This mixture is produced by the innate
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heat and gives rise, for example, to condensation and rarefaction,

odour, flavour and colours But besides these material states,

there arise certain other states, such as reproduction and spontane-

ous generation, which are caused by "Intellect" or some other

movers.

As soon as the process of mixture begins the form begins to

be received- Motion and reception of form takes place simultane-

ously ; and when the soul attains perfection the reception of form

is completed matter and form thus become a single whole. But

when form is separated from matter it exists actually as abstract

from matter, but is not the same as it is when it is in the matter

and this is possible only when it is in the mind.

Sensation is, therefore, transitory, but how can a separate

form be transitory, since transitoriness is only due to matter? The

answer is this. The term 'matter' is used for 'psychical faculty'

and 'corporeal faculties' equivocally, and matter here means only

the receptivity of form through which a body that has a faculty

like this is said to become sentient.

The faculty of sense-perception is, therefore, a capacity in the

sense organ that becomes a form of the thing perceived.

But a question arises : If perception is in a different matter

then how can matter actually exist when it is laot matter ! The

answer is given as follows. That "apprehensions" in a sub-

stratum are identical with it is clear, or else "an apprehension"

would not be particular. But it does not follow from this that

form cannot exist as different from matter, since the matter of

'apprehension'* is "the receptivity of the forms of the apprehensi-

bles" only and is called matter per prius while the matter of the

apprehensible is called per posterius.

Psychical perception is of two kinds : sensation and imagi-

nation. As said before, sensation is by nature prior to imasination

for which it supplies the matter.

In short, sensation is a capacity of the body which is acted

upon by the sensible. Since movements are many, sensations are

also many, and because the sensibles are either common or particu-
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(0 Cf. Ar. Text, supra, FoL 138B, Damascus, p. 20.

(
2
) For either of the two, form and matter, is nature. But

fonn is more apt to be called nature than matter ;

cf. Ibn Baj. al-Sama', Fol. 8a : j s^U! ^1) U^ **\j 3

(3) Cf. Ibn Baj., Fol. 8a :

Sj^JI 3 wUI ; Fol. 8b :

(
4
) Since whenever we shall assume a matter that possesses

a form matter shall be divisible in matter and form, and
this will continue ad infinitum. This implies that 'this

Verdigris', for example, will have an unlimited matter,

which is absurd. Hence, matter must end at a place
where it is without form ; see Ibn Baj. FoL 7a :

Sj_^> 3 3 s^U
^Jl

3u-m2JU (J3&

IJA 3 ,1J ^i^V ^5- jUu jJI IJA J ^3$^ tlil^ ^ J\

Jtjj> culS J5
P S^U ^1 SJ3J-o j^XiX^ ^JUx. Jo

Cf. Zeller : Aristotle, i. p. 347.

(
5
) Matter cannot be separated from form. This is because

if it is separated it cannot exist at all. If it exists then

it must be something which has matter and form : vide

Ibn Baj., Fol 7a : 6 ! W31 *-&* 3

o--J 3 S->U <^*'i 63^: 6 1

Cf. Zeller, Aristotle, i. 349.

(6) Cf. Ibn Rushd : TalkhTs Ma Bad al-Tabfah, p. 71.

(
7
) Ibn Ruslid uses the phrase JL-M XJ? and gives the meaning

of ^ J T as 2UU***
, corporeal, within brackets ; vide

Talkhis al-Nafs, ed, Ahwani, p. 74. He explains in

Talkhls Ma Bad al-Tabl'ah p. 549, that matter suffers

change in so far as it is a part of the changeable, that is,

when it is specifically definite, but in so far as it is

matter it does not suffer change.

(
8
) Cf. Ibn Baj., FoL 8b. ij3-J1 *

3 **y:5" J-* ^ o^ (J^^ b S^i
3 U. AJLC J,3^ V r^'u^
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Arist. Phys. i. 7. 191 a 10, iv. 2.209 b 10. ;

Plotinus, Ennead (tr. Mackenna), ii. p. 182 : ( . . . where

there is decay there is a distinction between Matter and

Form.).

(
9
) See Text, infra, Fol. 150A, Damascus, p. 80.

Cf. Arist. Phys. i. 7. 190 b 25; 191 a 10; iii. 6. 207 a 25;

iv 2.209 b9.

(
13

) Since there will be no 'up* and 'down*, there will be no

motion; cf. Ibn Baj. Fol. 12a : i\ *$V o^
: Ji-l Vj jy

(11) Cf. Arist. Phys. i. 7. 191a 10.

(
12

) A substratum is indispensable, because without a subs-

tratum no contraries can exist; Cf. Arist. Phys. i. 7. 191a

15 ; also Plotinus, (Mack.), ii. p. 202.

(
13
) Ibn Baj. in Fol. 144b says that if anything comes to it

it will set it in motion ; (*fj*- ^^jy *^j* ->j'j *j3 u 1 ^
->)

(U) Mover is of two kinds : not-homogeneous, e. g., the

mover of the spherical bodies, and homogeneous. Cf. Ar.

Text p. 59. also p. 65.

(
15

J Zeller in his Aristotle, i. p. 342, says : "All becomes that

which it comes to be out of its opposite. What becomes

warm must before have been cold.**

(16) Cf. Arist. Phys. iv. 9. 217 a 22.

Ibn Baj. further explains that fire cannot be cold but in

so far as it is fire, and not in so far as it is body; vide Fol.

36a: J-.I & VjU \$\ J*l & <jfl A 63^" o

(
!7
) For example, the beginning and the end of a straight

line are contrary to each other; vide Ibn Baj. Fol. 63a

Cf. Arist. Phys. viii. 8. 264 b 14 sq.; Ibn Rughd: al-Sam%

Hyd. P 61

A straight line is incomplete and essentially limited. It

is only completed by something else. Similarly, a
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rectilinear motion is imperfect and not complete; it is

completed by something contrary to motion, viz. rest.

Hence, it has two extremes starting point, finishing

point, and a middle point; vide Ibn Baj.

t
Aic

j7jU- '^j pZ*
U! 3 ^Juljj JJ.X**, JUc ,jajU p.J-JI kiJIj

l^**o Ul 3 JLU ^c X^xsU *J;u~JI Xr^JI tjOir 3 Fol. 63 a :

,ku,3 3^! 3 J3l ^...oj5^ 1^ 3

Cf. Arist. Phys., viii. 9. 265 a 28.

Cf. Ibn Baj., Fol 23 a: *1>H l

For the terms JJI, few, and /^t, many, are used for what
is numerical, and the terms ^k^, great and /*>!, small,
for what has contiguity; vide Ibn Baj. Fol. 38b:

also Fol. 39 a :

JJV1 Jc^ cJ'/i-
Cf. Arist. Phys , viii. 8. 264 b 34.

(
2l

) For when mover and moved are bodies then the

movement of the moved is necessarily unnatural. Now, if

either of them is first to the other, then either of the two
moves the other, but the mover must exceed in power,
as that is why it causes motion. Since the mover suffers

motion from the moved, it gets tired through moving it,

for there is difference between the weariness of the mover
due to setting the moved in motion and the weariness

which it suffers from itself ; vide Ibn Baj. Fol. 42 a:

tV3'

iJlJJJ 3 AT

6* J^ otf 3 cr^^ i^ 6*

Cf. F. Rahman: Avicenna*s Psychology, p. 141, 58.

(
22

) Cf. Ibn Baj., Fol. 42 a : 6* au-Jl^u.1 toil o-J

(23) cf^ Poltinus: Enneads. ii. (mack.), p. 182-6. Plato does
not seem to have said so in Timaeus.
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(2) Matter's natural inclination'or longing for form has been

described by Zeller in his Aristotle,
r
i. p. 392.

(25) Cf. Arist. Met. o. ix. 8. 1050 a 15.

(26) Cf. Arist. Met. H. viii. 1045 b*21.

(27) Everything has an inherent longing in its nature;

Ibn Baj. Fol. 54 a V *}if ^ **># oi* fr ^ &
That matter owns a natural inclination or longing for

form has been explained by Aristotle; cf. De Geneet Cor.

ii. 10. 336 b 4; Zeller: Arist. i. p. 379. ; Ibn Rushd :

T<abiah,p. 136.

(
2
8) Cf. Aris. Met. K. xi. 1060 a 20; 107 = b 12; I07IaIo;

1042 a-27.

(29) Form and matter^are correlated, and the being of form

is the actuality of what is potential. "Matter", as Zeller

explains,
"

is in itself or in its capacity that where of

Actuality is From; and consequently Matter of itself

the implies Form. . . .On the other hand Form is that which

gives completeness to Matter by realising its potential

capacities; it is the Energy or Entelechy of Matter."

(Arist. i. p. 379).

(
3J
) That is, matter and from are different in their essence

only, since the material qua material is mere potentiality

which has not yet in any respect arrived at 'actuality.'

(31) Matter does not at all exist as separated from form. It is

always connected with it; and its being in contact with a

form is no change, since matter, in assuming a form,

suffers either generation or destruction. Cf. Text, supra,

Note No. 9. p. 42 ; Zeller, Arist. i. p. 382.

(32) Cf. Text, infra, Fol. 149 B, Damascus, p. 79

(
33

) Matter through its relation with the first from imitates

that which is actual, and so it moves and assumes

another form. This is because 'matter* is not at all a

thing in actuality, and is necessary for it to be a 'thing*

when moves to be connected with another form. Cf. Text,

Fol 152B, Damascus, p. 90*

also Arist. De Gen. Et Cor. ii. 9. 335 b. 17; b30; Zeller:

Arist. i. 383.
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(
34
) Form or actuality is at rest, since it does not suffer

motion, but ceases to be and comes to be without

suffering change in its essence either by becoming or by

decaying : vide Ibn Baj, Fol. 221 a 3 : U
o& V l*71^ j*** V

ta-y 3 r^" J.' vJ'y^J V \4 V
j>U* V 3

Cf. Arist. Phys. v. I. 224 b 25.

(35) Cf. Text, Fol. 153A : *lj*S cylS^ ^3, Damascus, p. 92,

(36) See note 34 (c.iii.)

Jbn Bajjah explains that form has no motion, because

it is no bodies, and if it suffers, it does so accidentally,

such as when a grammarian moves, they say, "grammar is

moving"; cf. Fol. 221 a : ci>-~J V^sy ^ff ^ Sj^Jl Oi* 3

lit ^_ff*Z* Ail
jsBill ^J

JUj US" ^yJlJ JLXT
J9
J

Jjl Jo

(37) That the existent is divided into *jljJ
*

essential, and ^
accidental, is also evident from the following: fol. 220 b:

() Cf. Arist. Phys. vii. I. 242. b 24.

(39) Cf. Text, Fol. 149A, Damascus, p. 76. p. 58. 2.

(
40

) Ibn Bajjah obviously refers to Phys. VIII and the

sixteenth book of Animals, but 'continuity*, so far

as I have understood, has not been discussed by Aristotle

in either place in the way Ibn Baj. has dealt with here.

The only thing which Aristotle says in Phys. VIII and
on which, probably, Ibn Bajjah has based his theory is

"everything that is essentially in motion is continuous'*

(5. 257 b I). See also Phys. in. I. 200 b 7 where he says,

"Now motion is supposed to belong to the class of things

which are continuous"; ibid iv. II. 218 b II v. 3. 227 a 10;

vi. 2. 232 b 24. For his reference to the book of
Animals see Der Portibus Animalium, ii. 9. 654 b 14. in

his al-Sama* (fol. 64 a), towards the end of the eighth

book, Ibn Baj. speaks of the eternity of the existence of
the thing moved by the First Mover. He further describes

that the cause of its eternity is its connection with its
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principle, which is the First and accompanies it in exis-

tence eternally, since He is in it and has connection with

it ; J

Ljb

The Arab philosophers usually refer to the two treatises

of Aristotle, viz. De Caelo and De Mundo, as kitab

al-Sama* wa* l-'Alam.

(<
2
) Cf. Arist. De Cae. iii. I. 298 a 30; De Mun. 2. 391 b 9.

(
43

) Ibn Baj. obviously refers to the passage of Risala

Fi *l-'Aql, (ed. Bouyges, p. 30) wherein al-Farabi raises

this question
"

If the forms that are in the Actual Inte-

llect and are separated from matter can exist without

matter, then what is the necessity of assuming them

to be in matter? And, how do they descend from so

perfect a being to an imperfect being?" Al-Farabi tries

to answer this question and suggests
'* Some one may

answer : this is being done so only to make matter per-

fect in its being." But he, later on, adds, "this implies

that form has come into being for the sake of matter

only this is contrary to what Aristotle holds." Now
what Ibn Baj. claims to have made clear here is that,

since cause, in so far as it is an end, is an entelechy, it

necessarily exists in a substratum, for the elements for

which it has come to be are also in a substratum. So

the existence of forms in a substratum is the cause of the

being of the elements in a substratum, elements and

forms being called bodies pet prius et posterius.

(
44

) Ibn Baj. has never clearly said, in this book, that matter

exists for the sake of form, but what he said concerning
the relation of matter and form on Fol. 164B, Damascus,

p. 64, may be quoted to support this view. Aristotle is

also not precise in this concern ; cf. Phys. iii. 7. 207
;

7. I91a 10 ; 9. 192a 22.

(
45
) This is evidently understood from what Ibn Baj. says,

'* the souls of the animal precede in time the substances
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that are intelligible in term, and the intelligible subs-

tances are most suitable for this term ;'* (fol. 221a9 :

3

(
6
) Cf. zeller : Arist. ii. p. 338. 5.

(<?) Cf. Arist De An. i. 1. 403 a 16.

() Cf. Arist. Met. viii. 6. ch. 28. 1024 b 3 ; Zel. : Aris. i.

p. 220 ft.

Cf. Zeller : Arist. i. p. 351.

Ibn Baj. refers to the following passage of al-Farabi's

Risala fi'J-'Aql, cd. Bouyges, p. 17 :

i

This passage obviously indicates that the **
intelligible

being
"

is different from the material being. Ibn Baj.

makes the matter more clear when he describes that the

common sense does not exist in itself, but after having
been perceived it becomes a definite thing and an ex-

istent of the universe ; (cf. fol. 220 b : ^Jl ^^ USI !:>U

JlJl

C 1

) Cf. Text, FoL 153A, Damascus, p 92.

(52) Cf. Arist. Met. 1010 a 15 ; Phys. viii. 3. 253 b 9 sqq.

(53) Cf. Text, Fol. MSA, Damascus, pp. 70 & 71.

(54) Different grades of existence have elaborately been discus^

sed by Ibn al-Sid al-Batalyawsi, a friend and contem-

porary of Ibn Baj., in his Kitub al-Hada'iq ? in the end

of his discussion he mentions "the far and the near

grades of existence**, vide al-Andalus, vol. v. 1940,

p. 64.5

(55) Cf. Arist. Phys. iii. 4. 204 b 32.

(56) See note Ch. ii. 54.
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(57) As explained by Ibn al-Sld in his Hada'iq (al-Andalus.

vol. v. 1940 p. 65. 8) the first existent generated by God
is the nine existents called al-Thawani (the secondary

beings) and "the intellect abstracted from matter". These

are followed in existence by the
c
intellect

*
entrusted to

with the world of the elements and is called
" The Active

Intellect '*, like the thawani, it is abstracted from matter

and has been regarded as the tenth stage

(58) cf. Ibn Baj. fol. 54 a : ijff ol^ J> jj UT *M 6!^l Uj

(59) That is, this faculty of sense-perception does not origin-

ate by necessity, but sensation and imagination originate

for the sake of the reasoning faculty.

(60) Cf. Ibn Rushd : T. al-Nafs, ed. Ahwani, p. 73. 16. Hyd,

p. 67.

(
61

) Cf. Text, infra, Fol. 164A, Damascus, p. 145.

(
62

j Cf. Text supra, Fol. 147B, Damascus, p. 69.

() Cf. Arist. De An. ii. 5. 417 a 6 ; 417 a 12 ,

* 22 sqq ;

also Ibn Rusfed : Talkhlsu al-Nafs, ed. Ahwani, p. 20. 2,

Hyd. 17.

(<") Cf. Arist. De -An. ii. 5. 417 a 30 ; b 19, 30 ; 418 a 1 ;

Ibn Rushd, Nafs. p. 20.

(65) Cf. Ibn Rushd, Nafs, Ahwani, p. 25 Hyd. p. 22. 10.

(66) See Text supra, Fol. 143A, Damascus, p. 45. note 6 (ch. II).

(67) Cf. Arist. De An. ii. 5. 416 b 33 ; De Somno. i. 454 a 9.

(68) See Text, Fol. 147B, Damascus, p. 69.

(69) See Text, Fol. 146 A & B, Damascus, pp. 63, 64,

Cf. Ibn Rushd, T. al-Nafs, Ahwani. p. 21. 2, Hyd. p. 17*

18.

(TO) Cf. Ibn Rushd, p. 73. 16, Hyd. p. 68.

19.

(71) Ibid p. 74. 1, Hyd. p. 69

5.

See Text, Fol. 146B, Damascus, p. 65,
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(
7J
) This specific form which moves the species is. as des-

cribed by Ibn Baj. in Tadblr, p. 68, called nature or the

like. For a thirsty person, for example, finds in his soul

a spiritual form of water, and a hungry man, that of food,

and so on. That which is like nature, e. g. the lover

finds the form of the beloved.

(
74
) See Text, FoL 146B, Damascus, p. 64.

(75) cf. Text, Fol. 147B & 153A, Damascus, pp. 70 and 95,

respectively.

(76) A similar argument has been used by Ibn Baj. for the

problem whether spiritual forms
' can exist separately

from bodies. He holds that they cannot exist as separ-

able, otherwise many absurdities would follow one

of their is the existence of the definite individuals

before their existence, see fol. 221 a & b

3 UU^I Jjj^i O 1 U <J^ ] ^ rJ* **!

3 tju- t r
u.i

t i^y
3* 3 ..Sj**T c^V^** t^il cX^3 jj- {JO

J-J?

(
7 CF. Zellsr : Arist. ii. p. 58. 6 ; (De An. ii. 5. init.)

(78) Cf. Arist. De An. ii. 5. 416 b 33 ; 417 a 13.

(79) Cf. Arist. De Motu. 703 a 25 ; De Caelo. 269 a 2, 29.

Ibn Baj. Fol. 94 b : ^^'J <^U5k~VI *** ^ J^

Cf. Ibn Baj. Fol. 93 b :

u- Vi^ 1 ^^'-5 tJ^VI s^UI 3 8j3**J 6- 3*

^A 3 OM ^ u->^
r
j:JI ^JUJI3 t

'

UJU U3 J*yi 3 JUJ|T cyUJI ^!j*l 3

(8
1
) Cf. Arist. De Gen. et Cor. i. 5. 322 a 32.

In al-'Athar fol. 68 b, Ibn Baj., however, explains that

all that is compound is composed of the four elements.

Composition takes place sometimes by way of 3jW

(exceeding into each other) and sometimes by way of >
mixing, :
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(82) Cf. Arist. De Gen. et Cor. i. 6. 322 b 10.

(3) Cf. Arist. ibid. ; i. 10. 328 b 15-25.

() Cf. Arist. Metco. iv. 2. 379 b 12 ;

'

25-30 ; 380 a 5, 1 1 sq.

(85) Cf. Arist. Meteo. iv. 2. 379 b 8.

(8<0 Cf. Ibn Baj. Fol. 82 b : #>&

6 ** 3

Cf. Arist. De Gen.,et Cor. i. 6. 322 b 22 sq ; 10. 327b

23 sq.

(
87

) Ibn Baj. differentiates between the terms &jK> generation,
and

jrLf*-l, mixing, Generation is caused either by one
element or by many elements, and that by decomposing
the capacity of that element or of either. In mixing,

however, the powers of the elements remain in actuality

butf because their extremes having been decomposed,
they develop into an intermediary power which mixes
them as long as they are in mutual contact. Thus they

produced a new being, a different form, or many forms

corresponding to the different sorts of combination and
alteration followed by different kinds of generation ;

vide Fol. 76 b : u2kJ 6-

u 3 ^UMj 03^' v1^ J
^jOi 3 ^35^l ^IzT J jj UT

^^ 3 cyLl^JI cnJ^J !i! U1 3

UbU ,JJS 3 ^ia-u^ X.T^ sy l$J

(
8S
) Cf. Arist. Meteo. iii. 6. 378 a 18 sq.

(
w
) See Text, Fol. 152 B, Damascus, p. 91.

(
90
) Cf. Arist. Meteo. iv. 10, 388 a 13 sq.

C 1

) Cf. Arist. Ibid. i. 397 b 5.

(*
2
) See Text, Fol. 147 B, Damascus, 69 ; p.Arist. Met. ix.

1050 a 15.

(
93
) For matter in every body necessarily needs a form for its

existence : vide Text, Fol. 147 B, Damascus, p. 68.
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(
w
) Form thus suffers change necessarily by accident ; vide

Text, Fol. 147 B, Damascus, p. 68.

C5
) For matter itself is the essence or substratum of the

form.

(
96

) These material states have obviously been alluded to by
Aristotle in the following : Meteo. iv. 2. 379 b 12 :

"
the

concoction is due to heat ; its species are ripening, boil-

ing, broiling . . . "; ibid,
*
25 :

"
In some cases of concoc-

tion the end of the process is the nature of the thing

nature, that is, in the sense of the formal cause and

essence, . . .

tf
.

(
97
) Aristotle nowhere in Phys. VIII says that the mover

cannot be without circular movement. But he establishes

an infinite motion that is single and continuous, and

maintains that this motion is rotatory motion; see Phys.

VIII, p. 8.

Referring to the continuous motion Ibn Baj.

in his commentary on the eighth chapter of the Physics,

fol. 63 b, explains that some sort of this motion is avail-

able in the heavenly motion, and that this motion is

accidental and is caused by something else ;

! VI Jyb ^ 3LuUI XJUUI . i* J

Cf. Arist. De Caelo. i. 2.269 a 7.

Cf. Arist. Metco. iv. 2.379 b 18.

Cf. Arist. De Gen. An. ii. 3736 b 22 sq.; 737a 9 ; Phys.

vii 3. 247 b I; De An. i. 3.407 a 33.

Otherwise, matter is
"
merely unrealised form, in the

potentiality of which form is the actuality, see Zeller :

Arist ii. p. 339.

Text, Fol. 149 B, Damascus, p. 79.

"Change", Ibn Baj. says,
"

is always followed by change,
since 'this change', for instance, descends on the sup-

posed change fol. 64a : jJ&l li* Jj^ ii #& ***z+~

fol. 57a : ^1 c&i a- : fJlfe Cf. Arist. Phys. viii 2.252 b 9.
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(103) Arist. says everything that changes must be divisible ;

see Phys. vi. 4.234 b 10.

(104) cf. Text, Fol. 147 B, Damascus, p. 70.

05) See Text, Fol. 149 A, Damascus, p. 76.

(106) See Text, Fol. 143 A, Damascus, p. 45.

See Text, Fol. 146 A, and 150 B, Damascus, p. 63 &
83, respectively.

See Text, Fol. 150 B, Damascus, p. 83.

(
109

) Ibn Slna, however describes the distinction between \,yj!

and j*J\ as follows : (S^i^\ Fol. 182 b II) wWI o^ ofj

(
u

o) Ibn Slna explains apprehension precisely as follows:
'

It seems that every apprehension is to grasp the form

of the apprehensible in a certain manner. Now if appre-

hension is concerned with a material thing, then it is

to grasp its form separately from matter. But the

kinds of separation are various and of different grades.

For the immattered form, due to its matter, suffers states

and attributes that essentially do not belong to the form

in so far as it is 'that definite form*. Sometimes, there-

fore, form is separated from matter but remains in con-

tact with all or some of these conditions ; sometimes it

is completely separated this is so by separating form

from matter as well as from the attributes that it

acquires through the matter. See Shlfa, Fol. I63b9:

3 t

6b

(in) That is, things are from the mover or they are caused by

the mover. Ibn Baj. perhaps refers to what he has said

that the art proceeds from the mover (cf. Text, Fol. 139 A),
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or to what he has explained about the function of the

moving faculty that it makes essentially something from

its own species and accidentally something else (cf. Text,

Fol. 144 B, Damascus, p. 53), however, in either case

things are caused by the moving faculty. But in this book

he never says in so many words that things are caused by
the mover.

(
112

) Obviously IbnBajjah refers to the beginning of this chapter
where he explains that matter is actually neither separa-

able from form, nor can form in a definite body be

actually separated from matter (cf. Text, Fol. 14o A).

(
ll

*) Cf. Text, FoL 143 A, Damascus, p. 44.

(
114

) In the philosophical terminology Rahani* an adjective

from Rnh, indicates substances that are, therefore, forms

of bodies and not bodies ; this term is not pure Arabic

and has come into use in Arabic in a group of words

that is used against the usual form, since according to

the Arabic syntax the usual form, would be Ruhl ; cf.

Tadblr ed. Asin, p. 18.

Ibn Rushd describes 'sensitive forms* as divisible with

the division of the matter, in the sense that through it

'the mixing forms' are divided, and hence, they can

receive to contraries together, the small and the big in

one and the same state ; see T. al-Nafs, ed. Ahwani,

p. 74.6 Hyd. p. 69.10.

See note 18, Chapter IV.

(H7) Cf. Arist. Phys., vi. 4 234 b 10.

(H8) Cf. Arist. DE An., ii. 7.418 a 15 sq. ; 1'bn Rushd : T. al-

Nafs, p. 27, Hyd p. 23.

(iw) Cf. Arist. De Gen. An. i. 23. 731 a 30. sq.

(120) See Text, FoL 150 A, Damascus, p. 80.



CHAPTER IV

DISCOURSE ON SIGHT

In this chapter Ibn Bajjah describes the soul as the first

entelechy and designates vision as the first entelechy of the eye.

The soul of vision is located in the vitreous humour in the

eye and perceives colour, its first sensible.

Colour can be perceived only through the medium of air

which serves the eye through light alone, for in darkness colour

exists potentially

That which gives light is illuminating per prius et posterius-per

prius as e.g. the sun and fire, per posterius as e.g. the moon and

transparent bodies. Light is the sensation in the air caused by

the presence of a body, and it makes the transparent body visible.

Thus, the illuminating has a relation and position to the

transparent, each part of the illuminating having a relation to

each part of the transparent.

Colour moves the transparent only in so far as it is received.

Since colour possesses shape, sight perceives shape, length and all

that is necessary for colour. As causes are either essential or

accidental, the objects of vision are either essential or accidental.

(1) See Ar. Text, Fol. 139 B, 140 A, Damascus, p. 28.

(
2
) Aristotle explains that everything is said to be what it

really is in virtue primarily of its form, and only

secondarily in virtue of its matter ; cf. De An. ii. 2. 414

a 9-13; also see note 38 (Chap. I).

(
3
) For iron per se is not diaphanous. It becomes mirror

only after being polished.

(*) That an embryo has vegetative soul is clear from the

following words of Ibn Baj. (Fol. 216 b/Risalat al-Ittisal,

Al-Andalus, vol. vii. 1942 p. 12) ; &ti\ oM J*

(5) See Ar. Text, Fol. 155 A, Damascus, p. 99.

(6) Cf. Arist. Meteo. iv. 12. 390 a 10 ; De An. ii. 1. 412 b

12-21 ; 8. 420 b 1 ; De Gen. Anim. ii. 1. 735 a 8.
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Ibn Baj. perhaps rightly assigns the faculty of vision to

the vitreous humour inasmuch as the vitreous humour has

been regarded by Greek Physicians as the organ of vision

(see Meyerhof : Ten treatises on the Eye ascribed to

Hunayn Ibn Ishaq, p. 120, Xo-M *ij*j" J> 3^ M ^3
Ibn Slna locates this faculty in the concave nerve (see

F. Rahman : Avicenna's Psychology (MS.), p. 6 ; also

Shifa, Bodl. Poc. 125, fol. 160 b : V^- sy ^ j

J

But Hunayn explains, the capacity of vision flows

from the brain through the concave nerve ; cf. ^\^J^
-L*^ v-**^' us**'J c^V^ ed, Meyerhof under the title

4 Ten treatises on the Eye of Hunayn, p. 120 :

() Cf. Arist. Ds An. ii. 7. 419a 13 ; 11. 423 b 20.

(
9
) Aristotle does not say that air serves the eye, but he says

that air and water are transparent because they contain

a certain substance the activity of this substance being

light. Light is as it were the proper colour of what is

transparent. Cf. De An. ii. 7. 418 b 1-12.

(
lo

) Aristotle describes the arising of a variety of colours

when the sun is beheld through fog or cloud of smoke,
as though in itself it appears white but takes a crimson

hue ; cf. De Sensu, 3. 440 a 7.

Ibn Rushd is very near to Ibn Baj. in his expression ; cf.

T. K. al-Nafs, ed. Ahwani, p. 33, Hyd. p. 29.

(
u

) Ibn Rushd obviously follows Ibn Baj. in dividing the

illuminant into two, per prius el posterius ; cf. T.K. al-

Nafs, ed. Ahwani, p. 31, Hyd. p. 27. Aristotle, however,

is not clear about this division, but refers to the influ-

ence of fire or **
something resembling

' the uppermost

body* *'. Perhaps this
'*
uppermost body

** has been ex-

pressed by Ibn Rushd in the phrase ^V j^^l, and, as

quoted by Ahwani in his ft. note, by Thomas Acquinas
as "corpori coelesti". Ibn Bajjah makes this expression

quite clear when he uses t^**-^'; cf. De An. ii. 7. 418 b 12.
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(
t2
) Cf. Arist. De An. ii. 7. 419 a 3. In his expression Ibn

Rushd is very near to Ibn Baj., see T. K. al-Nafs, ed.

Ahwani, p. 31, Hyd. 27.

(U) Cf. Arist. De An. ii. 7. 419 a 1-5; Ibn Rushd : T. Nafs, ed.

Ahwani, p. 32, Hyd. 27.

(
l
<) Aristotle discusses the causes of *

Shooting-stars \ the

phenomena of combustion, and the nature of comets

and the milky-way
*
in Meteorology, i. 5-6. 342 b 22 sq.

() Cf. Arist. De Gen. An. iii. 11. 761 b 20.

(
16
) This hemistich belongs to a panegyric composed by Aba

Nuwas in praise of the famous bermekide vizir Ja'far

Ibn Yahya. The complete verse is as follows :

jjUb JLJI^U Ajfc- # Ajj^cJU^jJiyjyi,_rtt
see K. al-Wuzara* wal-Kuttab by Aba Abdullah Muham-
mad Ibn Abdrus al-Jahshayari, ed. Mustafa al-Saqqa,

Ibrahim al-Abyari and Abdul Hafiz Chalbi, 1938, Egypt.

p. 215.

(*7) Probably a work of Ibn Bajjah on Mathematics apparently
lost.

Ibn Bajjah tries to explain his phrase js&g^in Sama',Fol.

29 b.
" the change that occurs in

'
relations

*
is not

change, but is a necessary consequence of change, and

hence, it exists in the
* now *

; and similar is its passing

away "; i_&i*"j 6^J o^

(
l

') The terra 6^^ , according to Ibn Bajjah means the end of

motion ; cf. fol. 29 a : XTy^i C5
au ^ ^JJI^VI J . But it

also indicatees the end of rest and the beginning of

motion, or the end of motion and the beginning of rest ;

vide fol. 29 b :

This is obviously based on the Aristotelian statement that

the positions and the character of the motion of ani-

mals are
' abnormal

'

; see Phys. viii. 4. 254 b 23.
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(
21
) Ibn Bajjah perhaps refers to some of his independent dis-

course on the reflection of light which is lost. He does

not discuss this problem in K. al-Nafs.

(
M

) Cf. Arist. De Sensu iii. 440 b 1-1 8 ; 439 b 1 1 ; De An.

ii. 7. 419 a 14.

(
M
) Arist. refers toDemocritus* view in his De An. ii. 7. 419a 15.

() Arist. De An. ii. 7. 419 a 9.

() Ibid ; 419 a 21 ; also Text, Fol. 155 B, Damascus, p. 102.

(26) u^JI plural of tejJ', mirror.

(
2 Cf. Ar. Text, Fol. 154 A, Damascus, p. 97.



CHAPTER V

DISCOURSE ON HEARING

The faculty of hearing is the entelechy of the sense of hearing

and its function is to apprehend the reverberating impression
caused in the air by the impact of two bodies mutually impinging

upon each other. This being so, the impinging bodies must be

hard enough to produce sound.

When the air in the ear-hole reverberates immensely so much

so that the sound caused by one impact lasts long till the next

impact takes place, the sound turns into a musical note.

Since air is the first recipient of sound, the impinging and the

impinged bodies are perceived accidentally, and hence, error

occurs in this sense.

Some bodies produce sound these bodies possess soul and

an organ for making sound and some do not produce sound and

possess no soul.

Since sense-perception concerns "the form" of the sensible,

the sense of hearing concerns the form that is in air and water

and does not care for shape, and the like, that does not constitute

sound.

(!) Sound, according to Aristotle, may mean either (a) actual

or (b) potential sound. Actual sound is generated by an

impact, and so there must be a body impinging and a

body impinged upon ; what sounds does so by striking

against something else; cf. Arist. De An. ii. 8. 419 b 5- 13.

(
2
) The equivalent of *-*!*-> in this concern is not found in the

works of Aristotle who, however, says, "not all bodies

can by impact on one another produce sound; impact on
wool makes no sound, while the impact on bronze or any

body which is smooth and hollow does'*. Cf. De An. ii.

8.419b 14-15.

(') Cf. Arist. De An. 8, 419 b 23; Ibn Rushd: T. al-Nafs,

Ahwani, p. 35.

() Cf. Arist. De An. ii. 8. 419b 18-20.
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(*) i. e. sound is an impression which is set in motion by the

the air in which the impression takes place.

(<9 Cf. Arist. De An. ii. 8. 419 b 26; 420 a 4.

(
7
) In his Kitab al-Nafs Ibn Baj. does not precisely say that

the eye commits mistakes.

(8) Arist. De An. ii, 8. 420 b 5.

(
9
) Aristotle mentions the sound caused accidentally by

saying:
** The fish, like those in the Achelous, which aie

said to have voice, really make the sounds with their gills

or some similar organ", (De An. ii. 8. 420 b 11).

Ibn Bajjah seems to have differed from Aristotle when he

explains that the sound made by such animal as cricket

is due to the coming out of the air. Nevertheless, he

agrees with Aristotle in so far as respiration is concerned,

inasmuch as 'breathing out* prerequisites 'breathing in*.

Cf. Arist. De An. ii. 8. 420 b 15; also Hist. An. iv. 9,

535 a 27-536 b 24, where the cricket or cicada has been

mentioned. Ibn Rushd follows Ibn Bajjah ; see T.

al-Nafs, Ahwani, p. 38.



CHAPTER VI

DISCOURSE ON SMELL

The sense of smell is located in the nose; and it apprehends
the "form" of the object of smell.

The first object of smell is odour which is essentially in every

mixed body.

This sense is strong in the animals and weak in man. Those

animals that possess lungs do not smell unless they breathe, for

this sense has a covering which is withdrawn when "inhaling"

takes place.

Since "mixing" prerequisites "broiling'* which is caused by

coil-natural heat when it acts in moist and dry bodies, smell prere-

quisites a second mixing in course of which the wet washes the

qualitative dry.

Some odorous things are manifest in scent and smell without

fire or heat, e.g.musk, others are not so and require heat, e.g. the

aromatic weed, and red arsenic.

This sense does not apprehend any quality of the object of

smell without flavour.

(!) This work of Alexander of Aphrodisias was rendered

into Arabic by Abu 'UjJ^man-aUDimashqi, A unique MS.
exists I in the Escurial Library No. 794 (vide Casiri:

Bibhotheca Arabic-Hispana Escurialensis, vol. I. p. 242,

Foil. 69b-7Ia). I tried to get the photostats of the MS.
but was refused on the plea that Father Morata is

working on it.

But here Ibn Baj. refers to one of his own writings

containing, jW &\>^ ^ <y~ ^ J u^ 1 J jJ**V! auuuf

included in the Berlin MS which is now lost ; see

Ahlwardt: Die Handschriften, . . . vol. iv. No. 5060.

(2) This view is obviously supported by Ibn Rushd, cf. T.

al-Nafs. ed. Ahwani. p. 39, Hyd. p. 34.

(3) Cf. Arist. De Sensu, 5.443b24 sq. ; 444bM4; '30-445a.
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(*) Cf. Arist. De An. ii. 9.421a 9.

(5) Cf. Arist. De An. ii. 7.419b I.

() Cf. Arist. De An. ii. 8.420b 23; De Sensu, 5.444bl sq.

(
7
) This is the case with all other senses that they do not

perceivewhat is inimmediate contact withthe organ ofsense.

See De An. ii. 9.421b 14-19; also K. al-Nafa, ed. Ahwani,

p. 151. II also Pers. MS Fol. 47 a 20 : *T\j^ ^\^ J 3

5(3!

^
(8) For Aristotle it remains a problem whether there is such

'curtain* or covering which is drawn back in inhalation.

He thinks that probably the organ of smell has 'something
like covering just as man's eyes have in the eyelids a

kind of shelter or envelope, (De An. ii. 9.421 b29-422a 4).

IbnBajjah however categorically states that it has a curtain.

This is perhaps for the fact that Aristotle in the De Sensu

(5.444b 21-25) says "when the creatures which respire are

respiring the current of breath removes something that is

laid like a lid upon the organ proper; while in creatures

which do not respire this is always off". See also K.al-

Nafs, Ahwani, p. 150 and the Pers. MS. Fol. 47 a : U j

i$U oUj ijJL^j 3! ^jb jL Ij

JLO Jl^lyJ ^i**A 3

(9) Cf. Arist. De Sensu, 5.443a 21-30.

(io) vide Text, Fol. 157 B, Damascus, p. 113.

(
n

) Aristotle explains the object of smell in De Sensu, 5.443a 7.

(12) Cf. Arist. De Sensu, 5.443al; 'b3; 445a 14; also 4.44IW8.

(13) Cf. Arist. Ibid. 4.441b 18; 5.443 b 16.

(14) In his expression Ibn Rushd follows Ibn Baj. cf. T. al-

Nafs, ed. Ahwani, p. 40, Hyd. p. 34.
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(15) Cf. Ibn Ruihd: T. al-Nafs, ed. Ahwani, p. 40 Hyd. p. 34

34; for (***JI) and ^1 see K.al-Nafs, ed. Ahwani, p. 150;

Pers. MS. fol. 47a6: 3 *# cr^3 J>l_r **~^^ o1***^^
AJ 3 Jtf" U* A**-, ^^j 3! !j JP ^^ AT

jjlytf 3 ^3i U 3 bJJU

j
5! Ij

Also known as ^J^J| ^3^' , cf. Ibn Rushd: T. al-Nafs, ed.

Ahwani, p. 40.



CHAPTER VII

DISCOURSE ON TASTE

Taste arises when the coneoction of moist and dry bodies

takes place. It is, therefore, neither in wet nor in dry object itself.

Moisture is essential for the sense of taste it is supplied by the

uvula.

This sense is necessary for the animals and is possessed by all

except those animals that have shells or are spongelike which em-

ploy the sense of touch instead.

This sense perceives flavour only and no other quality of

the object of taste.

(0 Cf. Ar. Text, Fol. 159 A, Damascus, p. 118.

(
2
) Aristotle says that "the flavoured and tasteable body is

suspended in a liquid matter" ; cf. De An, ii. 10. 422 a 10.

O Cf. Arist. De AN. ii. 10. 422a 18.

() Cf. T. al-Nafs, ed. Ahwani, p. 41.

Iba Rushd holds that the sense of taste, too, requires a

medium which is to be found in 'fluid substance*, and

he urges against Alexander of Aphrodisias, who denies it,

at some length and refers to Ibn Bajjah and Themistius.

T. al-Nafs, ed. Ahwani, p. 41.

(5) Cf. Arist. De An. ii. 11. 422b8.

() Cf. Arist. De An. iii. 12. 434 b 10-24; De Sense, 1.436b 13.



CHAPTER VIII

DISCOURSE ON TOUCH

Touch is the faculty of perceiving the tangible body. Opinions
differ whether it is a single faculty or many faculties in one

substratum.

It is spread all over the body, and has no particular organ,

its location being in flesh or the like. No animal is devoid of touch.

Since every sensation is capable of receiving contraries, touch

also receives, and hence, it is moderately warm, cold, moist and dr>.

Touch is possible through more than one medium which may
not be natural. Whether it is flesh or in flesh is not clear, but it

is connected with flesh*

Besides the five senses enumerated above there is no other

sense.

(!) Ibn Bajjah is more clear in K. al-Hayawan/Fol. 95b ;

where he says : jUJIy^^^jul ^U t
s
Ji2TJU*! 31

M *i* 3 < &tt\ 3 c-l~n 3 ^U! 3

(fol. 96 a)^ U 3

^ ^^ 3^ VI jr

V 3 cAj V3 j*^ ^ cx-J 3 ^ V
t
JJWI J, o> V 3

In De An. ii. 11.422 b 18, Aristotle mentions this view

and says
* fi

if touch is not a single sense but a group of

senses, there must be several kinds of what is tangible."

(
2
) Ibn Bajjah explains clearly as follows : (Fol. 95 a) iyJI *JA 3

3

(
3
) Cf. Ibn Baj. Fol 96 a ^ 3 u^rlT ^^:Ar J~U 3* U

^ 3 t ^ wM*1 ! J
.tfjVI a-^l IT fc>- 03s -. 6'

Arist. De An. ii. 11. 422 b 20; 423 a 13.

(
4
) That the skin is not the first percipient, Ibn Bajjah argues,

is clear by the fact that sensation in flesh without skin
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is stronger than the sensation in flesh covered with skin;

(fol. 96 a) : u-J *! U 3 JjVI ^UJI *l A, ^ &

Cf. Ibn Baj. Fol. 87 a : (*^j! fU-J) ci* & j^l3 J 6'

3 *~&j ci3yu, e5Cl$ 3 T3^ p**r 34*

lJ Uj X*ytJI ^L ^ tuLUJI^! U-J^I dU(r t, Jj WjLMJIO-MJ

3 ^jUI 3 jUJIj,! J_j&9 J^L o^y j,!

3 a:>^^

3 ^j. rly ^1 3 j^!3 ^^3- J
l 3 f

3!^ V ^jVI
Aris. De An. ii. II. 423 b 27.

(6) Cf. Arist. De An.ii. II. 424 a 7.

(7) Cf. Ibn Rushd: T. al-Nafs, ed. Ahwani, p. 46, Hyd. p. 40.

(
8
) Ibn Sina, in the same way, describes this sense (touch) in

al-hifa, fol. 166 a. "It seems", he says, "that the

faculties of touch are many every one of them character-

ising a particular contrariety so that what perceives the

contrariety between *

heavy ' and *

light
f

is other than
what perceivs the contrariety between 'hot

* and *

cold'.

Since these are primary actions of sense-perception, every

kind of these must have a particular faculty; but since

these faculties are spread equally over all organs, they are

assumed to be a single faculty'*; (,53* 63*" u'

Jb v^TjJU U o^J S^US^j &&& Ui- JL.|

3

3

cuV VI r- ci.J! U ^1 oi* ^! VI

(
9
) This is in opposition to what Aristotle says in De Sensu,

6. 445 b 12; see also De An. ii. 7. 418 b 27-30.

Cf. Arist. De Sensu, vi. 446 a 21.

(
ll

) Aristotle raises this question in De An. ii. 11. 422 b 23.
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Cf. K. al-Nafs, ed, Ahwani, p. 153; Pers. MS fol. 47 b 19 :

*ju^3$ ly* &J jub j*\j* </*^s? 'j 0*3-^ a***-'
A"*^ -^" h^3^

>J3T 03j* 3 ->j* Jy vV o-^ ^ /"I^ ->5 J2. jiy 3 ^
3 OM^ Jjj-* ^^J JuyU* uw^j v-j fof* ^MJ t ^iJ d>^ 5

&
jJ j'3'j- 1.5* OJVU 5! Jl^ o'3^ *^^ ^

^iTx^ly UtJaJ ,^0 i-iT 5' I^A *T JjL, o^^J

Ibn Rushd is more clear and like Ibn Bajjah refers to

Themistius, see T. al-Nafs, ed. Ahwani, p. 50, Hyd. p. 45.

(i*) Cf. Ibn Baj. fol. 96 a: 3 < ^1 J ^-^Jt ol J*UU U jc

^' 3 v5^>)| C^ 1 t^ 1 ^UJI 3* ^' J* . . . J^iV

Arist. Hist. An. i. 489 a 24.

O 4
) Cf. Arist. Hist. An. i. 3. 489 a 18; De Part. An. ii. I.

647 a 15; De An. iii. 13. 435 a 20.

Ibn Rushd: T. al-Nafs, ed. Ahwani, p. 47, Hyd. p. 41.

('5) Cf. Ibn Rushd: T. al-Nafs, ed. Ahwani, p. 56,, Hyd. p.

51.

06) Cf. Arist. De An. iii. 1. 424 b 24; Ibn Rushd: T. al-Nafs,
Ahwani, p. 58, Hyd. p. 53.

(17) Cf. Ibn Baj. fol. 110 b: &* *J j^ ^jJ! ^ j<Xyi 3

3 < ^*V\o* J-^1 ^*l W r
11^ 1 6 1*

1^^ 1 3 t

UJl juwJI c!j*'l e^lf U 3

t

I.

3 < ^'3-* ^ W^ u^ l- 3 1

U5" UJj c>J|f j Ji3 * ^ *xic y V" 3

Arist. Hist. An. i . 2 . 488b30; 486 b 18: Ibn Rushd T. al-

Nafs, Ahwani, p. 58, Hyd. p. 53.



CHAPTER IX

ON COMMON SENSE

The five senses sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch are

the five faculties of a single sense, viz., the common sense. The

common sense plays the part of matter through which the forms of

things become perceptible. It is through this common sense that

a man judges and distinguishes different states of the perceptible
and realises that every particle of an apple, for example, possesses

taste, smell, colour, warmth or cold, for this faculty preserves the

impressions of the sensibles which enable the five senses to appre-
hend the sensibles.

Besides its being the form of the innate heat, the common
sense is the entelechy of the whole body, and hence, it is called

soul. By becoming identical with different organs it becomes a

form of the organised body, since this form is not in the body,
and may be compared with the captain in the boat.

And also this faculty supplies matter for the faculty of

imagination.

Now it is clear that the five senses and the common sense

are the entelechies of the body and are, therefore, souls.

(0 Cf. Arist. De An. iii 2.4 b 11-22; Ibn Rushd : al-

Nafs, ed. Ahwani. p. 54, Hyd. p. 48. Ibn Slna also

describes the common sense as a faculty to which all

sensibles proceed ; cf. Shifa, Fol. 182 a.

(2) Cf. Ibn Rushd : T. al-Nafs, Ahwani, p. 55, Hyd. p. 49.

(
5
) Ibn Rushd says that this example has been customarily

used by the philosophers, Aristotle and his commenta-

tors, ; cf. T. al-Nafs, Ahwani, p. 55, Hyd. p. 49.

(*) Cf. Ibn Rutd : T. al-Nafs. Ahwani, p. 54.

(5) Cf. Arist. De An. iii. 2. 426 b 10 ; Ibn Rushd : T. al-Nafs,

Ahawani, p. 54.

(0 Cf. Ibn Rushd ; T. al-Nafs, Ahwani, p. 54. Probably the

first scholar to use this example is Alexander of Aphro-
disias.
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(
7
) The same argument is found in Ibn Sina, see Shifa, Fol.

182 a 3 : & U ^^JJh o^ uT>tf sj^lj sy
* Jo!

(8) Cf. Ibn Rushd : T. al-Nafs, Ahwani, p. 63, Hyd. 58.

(
9
) The soul in the body is like the captain in the boat. For

the captain in the boat is a separable form ; cf. Ibn

Baj. Fol. 60 a :

Cf. Arist. De An. i. 3. 406 a 6; ii. 1. 413 a 9.

(
10

) Cf. Text, Fol. 155 A, Damascus, p. 100

In al-Hayawa.n, fol. 95 b, Ibn Baj, says that sense-per-

ception is separable from motion in expression as matter

is separable from form in the expression that describes

its nature in relation to its causes which give rise

to it, while it is in form ; ( U5"JyJL xr
jfl

Ji

U

i. e. when a body is present to the common sense it has a

faculty, the common sense being the matter for the faculty

and the faculty form for the common sense,

Cf. Ibn Sina, Shifa, foi. 180 a 18 :
" Common sense

perceives the form but does not preserve it (this opposes

Ibn Buj. see Text, Damascus, p. 129.); the faculty of imagi-

nation, preserves it. The reason is that the soul which pos-

sesses the common sense keeps the form impressed from

outside as long as the relation between the soul and the

object of sight lasts. When the object of sight disappears

the form is effaced from it and does not last long ;"

u x&u ;yi>*ji i,p\ 3* &u v SJ^JLJ j.i? ^r/
j v-j-JI 3



CHAPTER X
DISCOURSE ON THE FACULTY OF IMAGINATION

The faculty of imagination apprehends the
* form *

of the

sensibles that have either perished or ceased to stimulate the

percipient. The ancient philosophers have been in disagreement

as to what the nature of this faculty is; some considered this fa-

culty as sense-perception, others made it opinion, yet others came
to the conclusion that it was a combination of opinion and sense-

perception. But it cannot be treated as opinion, for an opinion

is held to be true by those who form an opinion, whereas some-

times imagination cannot be true. Perception needs presence o

the sensible, while imagination does not, rather sometimes it deals

with that which cannot be perceived the faculty of imagination

cannot, therefore, be perception either. Nor can it, for the reasons

stated above, be a combination of opinion and sense-perception.

This faculty is not confined to man alone and is possessed by
most animals ; and it is the noblest faculty in irrational animals.

This faculty depends upon the common sense, since it needs

sensation ; and hence it perishes with the common sense. But,
since it is, like an end for the common sense, it is in its being,
nobler than the common sense.

It is through this faculty that the animals are, for example,
moved to have progeny and look after their young ones, and their

appetitive part is set in motion.

It is therefore clear that the imagining faculty is an entelechy
for a natural organised body, and is therefore soul.

Besides the common sense and the faculty of imagination
there cannot be a third faculty, since the existents are either

material or abstract that which is material is the specific body,
and that which is abstract is the imaginative faculty which is like

perfume in between the existents that are separated from matter

and those that are material.

(
l
) Cf. Arist. De An, iii. 3. 427 a 17 ; ii. 12. 424 a 18 ; Ibn

Rushd : T. al-Nafs ed. Ahwani, pp. 62. 17 : 65, 15, Hyd.
p. 57, 62.
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(
2
) Ibn Slna defines && 9 assumption, as preponderant belief,

with the admission that the contrary may be the case : cf.

Shlfa, Fol. 192 a 3 : J>JI >& ^

(3) Cf. Arist. De An. iii. 3. 427 a 21.

Ibn Slna defines ,5*1 j, opinion, as firm belief ; Shlfa, FoK
192 a 3. .

() Cf. Arist. De An. iii. 3. 427 b 6 ; 428 a 25 : Ibn Rushd :

T. al-Nafs, ed. Ahwani, p. 59, Hyd, p. 53 ; Pers. MS.
Pol. 49 a 11 :

5'

(
5
) In the second figure of syllogism the two premises must

be different in quale (i. e. one must be affirmative and the

other negative), and the major premiss must be universal.

Its conclusive classes are four the fourth class consists

ofa negative particular minor and an affirmative universal

major, and gives, like the third class, a negative particu-

lar conclusion, as : some C (men) are not B (fair) ; and

every A (European) is B ; therefore some C is not A ; or

some imaginations cannot be verified ; all opinions can

be verified ; thereior some imaginations are not opinion.

(6) Cf. Arist. De An. iii. 3. 427 b 17; Ibn Rushd, T. al-Nafs

Ahwani, 60 Hyd. 55.

O Cf. Arist. De An. ii. 5. 417 b 2024.

(8) Cf. Arist. De An. iii. 3. 428 a 6, Ibn Rushd: T. al. al-

Nafs. Ahwani, 59. 10, Hyd. 54, 5.

(9) Cf. Ibn Sina: Shifa, fol. 160 a!2 :^fX JU*l . xa! U^

X^ljVI lTy*Jl3 JJtKJIj ^U^VI Jk oUJ! l*J b*V3 Wl* e^UI^Jl

(io) Cf. Arist. iii. 3. 428 a 11; Ibn Rushd, T. al-Nafs, p. 60,

Hyd. p. 54.
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() Cf. Tadbir, ed. Asin Palacios, P. 72 :

t
ju.jj>

U iJDiTj t ^yJbV cyljJk tt>U l^lS* JcUJI

V3 *~^L

J>tJ| ^ j^y Jj t
X^UJI cy

Cf. Arist. De Memoria et Remi, I. 449 b 31 ; 450 a 10 sq.

The treatise />e Memoria appears as the second book of the

De Sensu et Sensato in the Arabic Compendium of Ibn

Rushd as well, in the Arabic original and in all the MSS.
of its Hebrew translation which have been examined ; cf.

Averroes Cordubensis Compendia Librorum Aristotelis

qui Parva Naturalia Vocuntur edd. Shields-Blumberg

(The Medieval Academy of America, Cambridge MSS. t

1949), p. 47.

Cf. Ibn Rushd : T. al-Nafs, Ahwani, p. 64. 13, Hyd., p.
59.

0) Cf. Arist. De Somniis, 2. 459 b 8-9 ; 460b 1 ; Ibn Rushd :

T. Nafs, 63.

(
15
) Cf. Arist. De Memoria, 1. 450 b 18; De Somniis, 3. 461bl.

06) Cf. Arist. De Somniis, 2.458 b 26-29 : 3. 460 b 29-30,

Al-Farabi and Ibn Sina use o^V^ 1

> the bilious, and

u3j3y*^', the fever-patients, instead of 6^*-"^' , the hallu-

cinators or designers ; see Al-Mad!nat al-Fadila, ed.

Dieterici, p. 53; Shlfa Fol. 180 a 19:

Ibn Baj. refers to the case of "
hallucination ". Cf. Ibn

Sina, Fol. 183 b .
< U^" u** **s~ 6^^^ 6-

u- 31

Cf. Arist. De Somniis, 3. 462 a 10-14 ; Ibn Sina, Shifa, fol.

I83b: uijAl ^Ulj O^Jlj JbUJl3 or^' u^
3 X2J*JU X-%JI JU J Uly
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(1*) Cf. Arist. De Somniis' 2.460b 5-25.

(
2
) Cf. Arist. De Somniis, 2.459a 25-27.

() Cf. Zeller: Plato (trans. Alleyne and Goodwin), p. 239;

Republic x. 596A/Ritterf ii. 306; 303A3.

(
2
*) Cf. Arist. De Somniis, 2.459b 1-5 (qualitative change)

(
23> Ibid. 3.46Ib 16-24 (The residuary movements are like these).

(
24
) Cf. Arist. De An. iii. 4.430a 7.

(25) Cf. Arist. De Memoria, I.450a 1M4.

(
26
) Cf. Arist. De Memoria , I.45Ia8.

(
27
) Cf. Arist. De Somniis, 3.462a 13-14.

(28) Cf. Arist. De Somniis et Vigilia, 3.456 b I(M6; 457a9.

See Note 17.

() Cf. Arist. De An. iii. 4.429 a 3I-b4; De Somniis, 2,459 b

10-22; Ibn Rushd: T. al-Nafs, Ahwani, p. 154. 17-22.

(*>) Cf. Arist. De An. iii. 10. 433 a 20

(31) Cf. Arist. De An. iii .429a5; Ibn Sina, Shita, Fol. 191 a 25 :

also Fol. I9Ib5 : ^V! rl*W ^j UJI j ^jUJl li*

t
1^ ^ J^ v>?

Ibn Rushd: T. al-Nafs, Ahwani, p. 71.

(32) Cf. Arist. Phys. viii. 256 a 20.

() Cf. Ibn Rushd: T. al-Nafs, Ahwani , p. 74. He uses vi/
and Ju*j instead ot J^ and ^iJ .

(
w

) 'To perceive a particular' means *to perceive a form in its

matter* see Ibn Rushd: T. al-Nafs, p. 67, Hyd. p. 62.

() Cf. Text, Fol. 154 A, Damascus, p. 97

(36) Cf. Arist. De An. iii. 7.431a 14-19.

(
37
) To perceive a universal means to perceive a common form

as separated from matter, and sense-perception and
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imagination perceive only those forms that are in matter;

see Ibn Rushd T. al-Nafs, p. 67, Hyd. p. 63.

Cf. Arist. De An. iii. 6.430b 5; Ibn Slna, Fol. 183a (Shifa):

Sj JL?

Ibn Rushd: T. al-Nafs, p. 68.3, Hyd. p. 63.7.

(39) Cf. Arist. De Somniis, 2.459 a 23 sq.

() Cf. Arist. De An. iii 8.432 a 3-10.

(41) Cf. Arist. Met. Z. vii. 1035 b 29.

() Cf. Arist. Met. A. i. 991 b 3.



CHAPTER XI

DISCOURSE ON THE REASONING FACULTY

The faculty of reason is neither always actual, since knowledge
is not recollection and our knowledge is not perfect nor

always potential, because man acquires knowledge by perception
or by learning. It is, therefore, sometimes potential sometimes

actual.

It is through this faculty that a man understands a man, and

achieves or imparts knowledge. This faculty has, therefore, an

organ through which man expresses himself and composes differ-

ent meanings in the form of a definite speech.

The meanings indicated by words are either universals or

particulars the particulars are apprehended by the faculty of

imagination, and the universals are common to all arts and

sciences. These universals are intelligible meanings and are either

eternal or transitory.

0) Cf. Ibn Rushd : T. al-Nafs, Ahwani, p. 81.18.

(
2
) Ibid. p. 66.16.

() Ibid. p. 80-2.

(
4
) Whereas ' no one can learn ... in the absence of sense*,

see Arist. De An iii 8.432a6.

(5) Cf. Ibn Rushd : T. al-Nafs, Ahwani p. 79.9.

(6) Cf. Ibn Baj. fol. 135a : ^ J*^ 6^1 J

(
7
) This verse belongs to a oju** (ode) by Abn Qays Ibn

al-Salt and has been quoted by al-Sibawayh in his Kitsb

(ed. Hartwig Derenbourg, Paris, I. p. 322), Ibn Mannar
in his Ltsan (under J^J< o^ , p. 231 al-Baghdadl in his

Khiznna, vol. ii. p. 45, iii. p. 144.

(8) Cf. Ibn Ruslid : T. al-Nafs, Ahwani, p. 66 : jUrl Uil^
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Ibn B:g., al-Iltisal (published by Ahwani along with Tal-

khls K. al-Nafs T Ibn Rushd, p. 107): j
s^ij >ji:>J 3! Xj

(*) CF. Ibn Baj. Fol. 199a 10 :

Aj>UI 3 f*^' 3

V l^JJko ,57jij >-'
* A~ ^=*d 3 ^*>**i 3

r}UJ!

(in) Cf. Ibn Baj. Fol. 135a : 6

j^5 U! tjCJS 3 o.,'^JI ^ J x c

J^ JS ^3-yi J }>w V ^tf^/
U 3

t
Uki ^^ ^Wl jaL^bu-'l ^JU^JI ci*3 -

ULU ^^ ^

(
11

) Cf. Ibn Rushd: T. al-Nafs, Ahwani, p. 67.10, Hyd.

p. 62.13.

(12) Ibid. 68. I, Hyd. 63.15.

(13) Ibid. p. R0.19, Hyd. 776.
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APPENDIX
AN ABSTRACT

OF
IBN BAJJAH'S PARAPHRASE OF ARISTOTLE'S DE ANIMA

The Kifab al-Nafs of Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn

Yahya al-Sa'igh known as Ibn Bajjah (d. 533/1 138) is the

earliest Arabic text so far known that gives us an

elaborate paraphrase of the De Anima of Aristotle. This

book which was never edited before has survived

through Abu '1-Hasan Ibn al-Imam, a close friend and

favourite student of Ibn Bajjah, who collected all the

writings of his master in a single volume. There are two

MSS. of this volume known preserved in the libraries

of Oxford and Berlin. But the Berlin MS which was

shifted to the Eastern part of Qermany during the last

Great War is lost, as I learned from the Berlin Librarian.

I have, therefore, based my edition of this book on the

Oxford manuscript alone.

Besides editing the text, I have prepared an English
translation and have added explanatory notes, where

necessary. In the translation an attempt has been made
to be literal and to keep close to the text For con-

venience of the readers the text has been divided into

separate paragraphs.
Since the MS. is seven centuries old, partly slightly

damaged, and very often without diacritical points, and

full of errors, the editor has had to decipher carefully

the whole MS. which contains 222 folios and that in

order to establish the text, and restore the damaged
portions and lacunas.

In the commentary, besides quoting parallel

passages from Ibn Bajjah's other works, I have traced
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the origin of his psychological views in the De Anima,
and other Aristotelian and Greek works as well. I have

also compared this work with the works of Ibn Bajjah's

Muslim predecessors, particularly with those of also

Al-Farabl (d. 339/950), and Ibn Slna (d. 428/1037), and

with the writings of Ibn Ru&hd (d. 595/1198), his pupil.

Ibn Bajjah exerted a great influence on his con-

temporary thinkers, Ibn Tufayl (d. 581/1185) and Ibn

Rushd in particular, and on the Latin scholars of the

Middle Ages in general. His Latinized name, Avempace,
seems to have been very popular among the Hebrew
and Latin scholars in those days. His treatises, the

Tadbir al-Mutawahhid, the Risalat #/-/rma/, and the

Risalat al-Wada' 9 were widely read in the then Europe,
and exist in Hebrew translations. The Arabic text of

these treatises was, for the first time, edited by late

Professor Asin Palacios of Spain. A few pages of the

K. Tadbir al-Mutawahhid with English translation were

published by Mr. D. M. Dunlop of Cambridge in the

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1945. But the Kitab

al'Nafs seems to have never been translated into Latin

or Hebrew.

In the introduction, I have thrown light on the

importance of this book, and on the style of Ibn Bajjah's

exposition of philosophical problems as well. I have also

described the manuscript. Besides, I have tried to give
a brief survey of the psychological views of Ibn Bajjah.

Since a few pages from the end of the text were
lost in the very days of Ibn al-Imam, it is difficult to

make sure which conclusion Ibn Bajjah has reached in this

book. The text in hand, however, clearly agrees with the
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main arguments discussed in the second and third books

of Aristotle's De Anima. The same definition of Soul

as advanced by Aristotle in his De Anima the first

entelechy of an organized body has been accepted and

the same difficulty in explaining the connection of the

"intellect" and the animate body that arises in the De

Animi has been evidently realized in this book as well

But Ibn Bajjah, like Al-Farabi and Ibn Slna, who have

always been trying to explain the close affinity between

reason and revelation on a rational basis, strives rather

in his own Islamic way to solve this difficulty through

introducing the theory of revelation which he propounds
in the Risalat al-Ittisal and a few other small treatises

on Appetition and Active Intellect which have not yet

been published, and which can together easily form a

second part of this book

In the end, I must confess that there are a number

of obscure passages in the text which in spite of my best

efforts I have not quite understood. There might be

some lacunas somewhere in these passages which the

editor has failed to guess, and which might probably
be supplied by the other manuscript, if it ever turns up

again, and thus render them easy to understanding.

But for the importance of the work in the history

of the science of Soul in the Muslim World, and in

the world at large, this work would have been left

undone. Nevertheless, it is expected that this first

edition of Ibn Bajjah's Kifab al-Nafs will to an extent

facilitate the task of its second edition in future.

As I am not well up in Greek I have relied on

the Oxford translation of the works of Aristotle and on

the English translation of other Greek works.
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105,
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Inclination : 48.

Inhale : 93.

Innate heat : 100, 104, 105, 38.

Intelligence : 51.

Intellectual Faculty : 153.
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Ishixq : 5, 150, 156.
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Juggler: 90.

Juniper : 95.

K
Kahle, P. E. : 1.
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Knowledge : 17, 18, 19, 20,

21, 24.

L
Last : 79.

entelechy : 17.

Learning : 117.

Light: 81, g5, 86.
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Logos : 118.

Lute : 89.

M
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Shades : 82.

Mahlath : 88.
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Matter : 8, 13, 19, 43, 44, 46,
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59, 60, 66, 70, 71, 74, 103,

108,110, 112, 138, 159, 162.

Meaning : 72, 75.
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Metaphysics : 18, 22, 33, 48,
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Mind : 9, 153.

Mineral bodies : 64, 65.

Mirror : 87.

Mixing: 63, 64, 69, 92, 168,

178.

Mixture : 62, 63, 95.

Moist : 88, 96.

Moisture : 95, 96.

Motion: 15,44,130,147.

Moved: 16,47,62, 161.

Movent: 102.

Moving faculty : 34, 37.

Movement : 39, 55, (6, 87, 88,

133.

Mover: 14, 15,16, 32, 35, 36,

45, 47, 54, 55, 56, 60, 62, 63,

65, 75, 100, 127, 128, 133,
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Musk : 95.
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Nature : 16, 17, 34, 51.

Natural bodies : 13, 14, 16,

17, 127.

body : 39, 132.

things : 126.

desire : 9.
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29, 35, 39, 40.

soul : 17, 35, 38,

42, 133, 148, 149.

Necessary, definition : 29.

Nerve : 100.

Nourishment : 56.

Nutrient : 35.

O
Ockley : 12.

Odorous : 95.

Odour : 92, 93, 94, 95.

Oesophagus : 9C.

Opinion : 106.

Organ : 98, 99, 100.

P

Particular: 77, 120, 192.

Passive faculty : 8, 143.

Passivity : 31.

Paul Karaus : 127.
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57, 101, 187.

Perfection : 15, 17, 56.

Peri Hermenias : 119.

Peripatetics : 52.

Per prius et posterims : 19.

Phaedo : 115.

Phantom : 108.

Philosophische Abhandlung-

den : 127.

Physics : 26, 29, 30, 38, 43,

49, 50, 58, 67, 69, 70, 76, 83,

111, 127.

Plato : 5, 21,26,48, 52, 109,
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Politics, the Science of: 15,

132.

Political Science : 18.

Possible : 113, 144.

Posterior Analytics : 20. 21,

22.

Position : 31, 83.
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Potentiality : 33, 44, 46, 48.

58,62,73, 110.

Principle, First : 19.

Prime mover : 47.

Privation : 144.

Prophecy : 9.

Psychical coldness : 100.

perception : 158.
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Quality : 31.
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faculty : 8.

Reasoning faculty : 8, 117,
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Representation : 108, 109, 112,

114.
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144.
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84.

Reproductive faculty : 39, 40,

42, 57.
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Revelation : 9,
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al-Sa'igh, Ibn : 1.

Sabbaba : 88.

Sensation : 8, 56, 62, 106,

110, 158.
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Sense : 102, 103.
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Sense perception : 43, 57, 58,

66, 76, 77, 87, 91, 98, 103,

107, 108, 157.

Sentient : 62.

Separation : 112.
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Shadow : 87.

Shell : 97.

Shiga : 127.

Sisht : 79, 101, 172.

Signs : 20.

Simplicius : 5.

Simple being : 1 3.

Skin : 98, 99.

Sleep : 105, 110.

Smell : 92,95, 178.

Smoke : 82, 96.

Sound : 89, 176.
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17, 18, 20, 21,22,23,24,25,

26, 32, 38, 42, 54, 56, 61,

79, 104, 125, 133, 156.

Space: 31.

Sperm : 41, 42.

Spherical body: 51, 55, 147,

Sponge : 97, 148.

Spontaneous growth : 155.

Stick: 101.

Storax : 95.

Substance : 31, 140.

Substratum: 30, 31. 51, 57,

83, 160.

Succession : 41.
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Syllogism : 23.
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1,2,11, 12, 127, 132. 134.

Tangible: 62,98, 101,182.

Taste: 93,96, 181

Terrestrial : 81,

Themislius: 5, 101, 181, 184.

Theophrastus : 5.

Thunder : 90.

Throat : 96.

Timaeus : 21, 127.

Time : 31.

Touch : 98,99, 101, 182.

Transformation : 14, 110.

Transitory : 73.

Tninslucence : 86.

Translucent : 86.

Transitory movement : 32.

True : 107.

Trunk : 102.

U

Universal : 120, 190, 192.

Urula : 96.

V
Viscous : 96.

Vision : 79,86, 173.

Vitreous humour : 173.

W
Wal/er, R. : 127.

Wood : 44, 45, 46, 47.

Z
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CORRIGENDA

P .5 : Read(a\ the end) : ^3^1 ^ 3^*d u^i instead of

P. 38. 2 : "being'* instead of bemg.

NewP. 50.23 : Now

P. 57.23 : later on

30 : by what

P. 58.6 : of smell

., 11 : ,, mouth

P. 63 28 : inefTicient

P. 82.21: As though

P. 127.1 &4,, Xj*Ul

P. 128.25 : accidentally

P. 129.2 ***

. 13-14 : Read :

Fol. 48 a : i^iju

Fol. 50 a. : ...

latter on

by whea

of small

motnh

in eflicient

As through

accidentlly

& , a. MS -



P. 129.26 : Read : <JV*JJs *>>J

al-Kawn, Fol. 81 b : uT'/**>

Fol. 82 b :

P. 131 15-16 : Read :& y>& <J Jr , Fol. 16a : Jt
*s

Fol. 16 b.

P. 131.33 : Read : J^ **j^. V3 instea 1 of J* *x AO V3

JM32 ^ecoud liae iium bottom) :

Fcl 182 a : ^*jl

fol. 183 b 22 ^ yiiu VU

F 134-12 : Jfci. c*^ j^'i oj- ^ ^yi ij,*^ 1^1 3 ^

Al-H.iya\v rtn, Fol. 96 a : ^^ U

P 135.24 & 25 : Read :

l

'S?e the Ar. Text Fol. 155 A, Damascus,

p. 101 : JjV! JIJ&.VI

P. 137.4 : '\i-\\thur al-'Ulwiyah Fol. 71 b J JJ U"

P. 138 6-7: , . .
-

f*
. . . ^^

P, 175. NJ. 26 ; earf ; "siV 1

"
instead of

'

V'"
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